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Message From Director - TMC

Twenty Eleven was a landmark year for the hospital and also for Indian Cancer scenario.

The first large randomized trial in breast cancer was published in Journal of Clinical

Oncology and it was considered worth an editorial. The trial showed that a single

injection of progesterone prior to surgery for breast cancer with lymph node

metastases could reduce recurrence by 10% and save 9% lives. The study for the first

time showed that peri-operative window of opportunity could be exploited to the

benefit of patient to the same magnitude if not more as compared to long post-

operative adjuvant treatments. Cancer biology is reshaped with the importance of

events at the time surgery.

These results catalyzed a major collaboration for ‘Transcriptome’ study to understand

the biological underpinning of results. The collaboration between TMC, NIBMG, GWU

on one hand giving medical and genomic inputs and IIT (Mumbai), university of Iowa,

NCI and CDAC contributing bio-informatics bit has resulted into exchanges that

transgress national and subject related boundaries. Such translational research process

has seeded many other thoughts to kick start novel projects in lung, breast and GI

cancers.  The research campus in ACTREC with 24 Principal Investigator led labs, 100

PhD students and 94 bedded Clinical Research Centre expanded the translational

research programme and started new areas like genome re-sequencing and stem cell

biology.

 The Molecular Epidemiology initiated large scale studies on gall bladder, breast, lung

and oral cavity cancers to understand genetic and environmental determinants of

cancer with focus on gene-environmental interaction by getting grants through

competitive mechanisms from DBT and international agencies. The pilot work to

establish cohort in rural and urban India (Barshi, Dervan and Goa) has been successfully

completed. This will be the first paperless cohort in India with collection of blood

samples and detailed lifestyle and dietary histories. The prospective collection of risk

factor data and storage of large number of blood samples with proper follow up will

make this a gold mine. Newer technologies which can potentially identify the marker

of disease and also throw insight into causes of chronic diseases can be used to gain

insights into low incidence of cancer as well as high incidence of some unique cancers.

Such ventures in Epidemiology were possible because of fruitful collaboration with

international agencies/institutes like International Agency for Research on Cancer,

France, Center for Global health Research, Canada, and Mt. Sinai Institute, USA. The

Education programme in Epidemiology continued with PhD in Epidemiology, short

term training courses AT TMH and training of students at international institutes in

study designs, analysis and laboratory techniques to analysis large scale data generated

to study genetic susceptibility. The first landmark contribution from Centre for

Epidemiology appeared in British Journal of Cancer dealing with trends of common

female cancers in Mumbai.
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Dr R A Badwe

The effort towards de-congesting our Parel facility has been successful with

haematolymphoid services moving to ACTREC with excellent improvement in outcome

of bone marrow transplant. For the first time in India TMC performed BMT for over

20 patients either free of charge or at a subsidized rate, a service that is not available

in any other institute nationally.  The St. Jude’s Child Care centre in ACTREC campus

assisting in compliance to therapy in peadiatric patients has been an exemplary success

story of involvement of voluntary organizations with TMC.  ACTREC expanded the

translational research programme and started new areas like genome re-sequencing

and stem cell biology.

National capacity building has been a shared goal with MCI and has resulted in

increasing the annual take of students from 2-5 to 10-16 per specialty. New courses in

paediatric medical oncology, intensive care and head & neck oncology have been

sanctioned by MCI and would be initiated in 2012 and 2013.

On the service of cancer care TMH was adjudged the best centre by many organizations

and TMH was invited in an advisory capacity by department of health to guide them

in planning cancer wing for six AIIMS  like institutions and a cancer centre in Delhi.

Overall, it has been an optimistic year in all components of service, research and

education in cancer.
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The year 2011 has been a special year at the Tata Memorial Hospital.  Our longstanding

dream of providing more space for our patients was finally realized with the

inauguration of the Homi Bhabha Block by the Hon’ble Ex-President of India Dr.A.P.J.

Abdul Kalam.  The building has been specially designed with an ultra-modern look to

help create a patient-friendly ambience distinct from the usual hospital atmosphere.

This facility added 80,000 sq.ft of additional space distributed among four floors of

outpatient services, seventy additional beds, six state of art operating rooms, Academic

Offices for our faculty and an entire floor dedicated to our academic section.

 In addition to help make the patients’ registration and to ease cash transactions, our

web registration facility has been enhanced and a smart card introduced.  Patients

can now register on the hospital website prior to coming to the hospital which helps

in saving time through the registration process.  Our smart card facility has also been

very popular with nearly 8000 patients availing this facility.  Our Bone Marrow

Transplant program is firmly established as one of the best in the country with an

increasing number of transplants performed this year.  Of note the DAE has fully

supported the cancer care of over a hundred pediatric and BMT patients from low

socio-economic back-ground through a special initiative.

The Picture Archival Communication System (PACS) installed in 1999 was upgraded as

future plans in the coming year include two new PET-CT Scanners, an Integrated CT-

DSA equipment as well as digitization of all radiological investigations.   All laboratories

continue to be accredited by the National Accreditation Board for Testing and

Calibration Laboratories (NABL).  We have strived to make our hospital safer and

strengthen the fire fighting arrangement as well as created awareness among staff in

case of an unprecedented emergency.

There can be no better satisfaction at TATAs than the faith reposed by our patients

reflected by an increasing number who seek care at the hospital.  We yet again were

rated as the top oncology centre among surveys carried out by leading magazines and

dailies and were also recipients of number of awards.  This would not have been

possible without the whole hearted co-operation and excellent service of each and

every one of our employees and support from our Governing Council and Department

of Atomic Energy.  Our future plans in the coming year include re-organisation of the

already stretched infrastructure to accommodate more patients and facilities.

In addition to our service achievements, educational initiatives have been increased

to meet the national need.  Our research achievements have also kept pace with

global standards.

Dr.  A. K. D’Cruz

Director, TMH

Message From Director - TMH
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Dr Raja S Rao

Former Director and Head Department of Surgery, Tata Memorial Hospital. (1980-1995)

Raja Rao was born into a cultured and educated family on the 18th of November, 1935 in Bahruch, Gujarat.
Dr. Raja Rao did his primary schooling at the South Indian Education Society School (SIES), and subsequently
attended Ruia College Matunga. Though he came from a family of very reputed engineers, he opted to pursue
a career in medicine. Endowed with amiable disposition, compassion, and being a bright student he seemed
ideally suited for this field. He studied medicine at Seth G.S. Medical College with distinction.

Dr. Rao joined Tata Memorial Hospital in 1957 as a resident and was appointed assistant surgeon in 1963. He
rose through the ranks to become Chief Head Neck Surgeon, Chief Department of Surgery, Medical Superintendent
(1980-89) and then Director (1989-95) of Tata Memorial Hospital.  He was a very well reputed surgeon, particularly
known for his skills in thyroid and parotid surgery.  He was extremely compassionate person, thorough
professional, but more importantly a great human being and remains a constant source of inspiration for all his
students and fellow professionals in the hospital.  Admired by his colleagues, assistants and residents, he
inspired many as a doctor, mentor, and teacher. Though he wore dual hats as administrator and surgeon, he
always found time to see each of his patients and never missed his daily evening rounds. He was very approachable
and a good and fair administrator. His contributions towards TMH were many, of which, the initiation of the
Dept of Preventive Oncology, is one of the feathers in the cap on our institution today.

Dr. Rao earned many awards and accolades at the national and international level, including felicitations by
Former Prime Minister Vajpayee and Former President APJ Kalam, FESTA award for his contribution to endocrine
surgery, Sushrut award of Mumbai Medical foundation, Dr. DJ. Jussawalla award, SIES Society award for prominent
ex-alumni of SIES school and a certificate of appreciation from the UICC.

In recognition of his service,  he was appointed as a consultant to the Armed Forces (INS Ashwini), the Railways,
and the Governor of Maharashtra. He served as president of the Indian Society of Oncology and the Indian
Society of Surgical Oncology. He was also Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer of the Indian Section of the
International College of Surgeons and various time points.  He authored numerous publications, which are
referred even today

A very generous person, he helped the needy who approached him and supported many NGO activities, form
his own savings. His belief that everyone must get education, is seen from his support for funding textbooks of
two deserving medical students up to post graduation and fees and books of two other deserving students
through graduation.

Dr. Rao was diagnosed to have multiple myeloma in an advanced stage, and despite the pain, he was always his
usual self—composed and at peace with the happenings around. He passed away peacefully on 30th September
2011.

In a nutshell, Dr. Raja Rao was such an exceptional individual, a fine doctor, good human being, full of integrity
and inherently honest, generous and a person who attached utmost importance to education. He had a fantastic
sense of humor and conducted activities with great affection, a warm smile, and a twinkle in his eye. In his
naturally unassuming way, he showed us all a code of life to live by. Though we all deeply mourn his loss, let us
remember his exemplary life and loving spirit.

Obituary



Obituary

Ketayun Ardeshir Dinshaw, called Katy by a select few and ‘Madam’ by all the rest, was born in a Parsi family in

Kolkata on November 16, 1943. After her MBBS from CMC Vellore and specialty training and FRCR from

Cambridge, she joined Tata Hospital as a Consultant Radiation Oncologist in 1974. Since 1981, She headed the

Department of Radiation Oncology for over two decades.  She was appointed Director, TMH in 1995, and later

became the Director of  the Tata Memorial Centre in 1997, retiring in Nov. 2008, after 13 glorious years.

Unfortunately she was soon to become a patient at the hospital she served – a malady which took her away

from us on Aug. 26, 2011.

She held two things closest to her heart – Tata Hospital with its patients and CMC Vellore with its

teachers.Everything else including her family, friends and confidantes came a distant second. The charming

lady, always seen in beautiful crisp sari and a large bindi was a stickler for decorum and discipline. Her passion

and persona radiated to every nook and corner of the Tata Hospital from the floor to furniture and from the files

to fellows and nothing ever seemed to escape her scrutiny.

As Director, TMC she provided the leadership for well defined goals of Service, Education and Research as its

time tested mission and vision for the Tata Memorial Centre. She was instrumental in establishing a green and

vibrant ACTREC on a barren 60 acre campus in Navi Mumbai.  She set up a robust Scientific and Medical

Research infrastructure through the Clinical Research Secretariat, Scientific Review &  Ethics and Data Monitoring

and Safety Committees and the DAE Clinical Trial Centre. Having spent her entire working life at Tata Hospital

she imbibed the true spirit of this great institution and enriched it further to the best of her capacity. Here she

became a doctor and benefactor to many, teacher to some, authoritarian to some, instructor to some, motherly

to some and often a ‘blend of all’ to many.

Always enthusiastic about new ideas and systems, the self-proclaimed ‘IT Illiterate’ led plethora of new things

from IT to PET and did a splendid job. Never to be bogged down by bureaucracy, she conceived, executed or

facilitated many things within and outside the four walls of Tata Hospital and ACTREC for which she will be

remembered. She has left behind a legacy of systems, standards, people and ideas.

She was conferred with several awards in recognition of her services and academic achievements including the

PADMA SHRI. She contributed to developing strategies and resources for the cancer challenge in the developing

world as the WHO Advisor and IAEA Consultant for Radiotherapy in Developing Countries. She guided and led

several National and International Oncology Association and Committees during her long career.

Behind the stern face there was a multifaceted personality who was not only a connoisseur of classical music,

theatre and arts but who also reveled in popular Indian culture from cricket to latest bollywood movie.

A true lover of the green kingdom, her final resting place is beneath a Banyan tree in ACTREC, a campus she

greened beyond recognition.

Dr. Ketayun Ardeshir Dinshaw







Tata Memorial Centre received a

memento of Fr. Tong Memorial Award

for its pioneering role in Cancer,

Prevention, Treatment, Education &

Research from Voluntary Health

Association of India.

India Health Care Award 2011

Awarded for Speciality Hospital

Oncology by ICICI Lombard and

CNBC TV 18

Tata Memorial Centre was awarded

Certificate of Excellence – “Spirit of Humanity

Awards 2011 in Oncology – Research and

Services “categories by AmeriCares India on

April 02, 2011.

Tata Memorial Center was selected among the aided institutions by the Dept. of Atomic Energy

for awarding the Rajbhasha shield for the year 2009-10 and 2010-11 as an honour for effective

implementation of the policies of Official Language and the exemplary work done in the field

of promoting Hindi.
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Ex. President Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

for inauguration of

Homi Bhabha Block

on 2nd March, 2011.

Augmentation of Homi Bhabha Block

Annual EBM & Hospital Day Celebrations

EBM 2011

The 9th Annual meeting on Evidence Based

Management of Cancers in India (EBM-2011)

was held from February 25-27, 2011.

The focus of EBM 2011 was “Acute

Leukemias”, “Bone and Soft tissue Tumors”

and “Colorectal Cancers”. On 26th Feb 2011,

Hospital Day Oration on “Translating

leukemia lessons to solid tumors: can we

bridge the gap?”  was delivered by Prof Dr.

Richard Larson.

Dr. Larson is Professor of Medicine and Director, Hematologic Malignancies Clinical Research

Program, and Chairman, Leukemia Committee of the Cancer and Leukemia Group B, University

of Chicago Comprehensive Cancer Center, USA.
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Visitors

� Dr. (Prof.) Andreas Barner, Members of the board of Managing Director of Boehringer

Ingelhion, GMBH on 1st February, 2011.

� Team of Japanese delegation on 16th March, 2011.

� Delegates from Algeria on 18th March, 2011.

� Dr. Judith Millard, Vice President, Study Capability & Transparency from Global Clinical

Operations team of  Glaxo  Smithkline  Pharmaceuticals Ltd. On 7th April, 2011.

� Governing Council Members of  Sant Tukdoji Regional Cancer Hospital on 20th April,

2011.

� Ms. Cara Shapivo, Sr. Clinical Trial Manager, ISIS Pharmaceuticals, INC, USAC on 26th April

2011.

� Delegates from Duke University on 7th May, 2011.

� Sr. Executives of Glaxo Smithkline Pharmaceuticals Ltd. on 31st May, 2011.

� Delegates of Sr. Zambian Doctors & Officials on 1st August, 2011.

� Students from John Hopkins University , USA on 8th August, 2011.

� Students from St. Plus College on 9th August, 2011.

� Medical Officers from Armed Forces Medical College, Pune on19th August, 2011.

� International Clown from USA on 27th September, 2011.

� Dr. Oliver Bogler, Vice President Global Academic Program, MD Anderson Cancer Center

& Project

� Directors Karen Francis & Dr. Shuhra Ghosh on 8th December, 2011.

� Mr. Rutuij Merchant premedical school student form Dubai

� Ms Joan Marston South Africa Chair Person International Children’s Palliative care Network

� Ms. Jan Carling, Nurse from Hospice, UK

� Ms. Filomena Chaues Detischek Luanisa, Nurse from Angola

� Dr Adrian Debsheck, Pediatrician from Western Hospital Melbourne Australia

� Dr Austin Baeth Final year medical student University Of Iowa College Medicine USA

� Dr Namrata Peswani MD, Fellow in Palliative Medicine in North Western University

Chicago



Trends
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2010 2011

Total Registrations 53,257 56,808

Patient Chart Files 31,909 33,573

General Category 18,545 19,575

Private Category 13,364 13,998

Referrals for Diagnostic/Supportive Services 16,444 17,681

Preventive Oncology 4,904 5,554

Inpatient Admissions 21,477 21,871

Average Length of Stay (Days) 7 04

Bed Occupancy % 91 94

Radio-Diagnosis

Conventional Radiography 30,998 61,830

CT Scan 13,157 11,280

Mammography 8,685 8,540

MRI Scan 3,621 3,651

Ultrasonography 15,309 20,179

Interventional Radiology 2,090 1,982

Bio-Imaging Unit

PET-CT 5,675 6,216

SPECT-CT 2,905 3,888

CT Scan 449 429

General Medicine

Consultations 14,000 10,500

HIV Consultations 345 369

ECG 27,000 29,400

EchoCardiography 8,513 7,411

Pulmonary Function Tests 3,198 3,214

Performance Statistics
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Pathology

Surgical Pathology 46,695 49,700

Frozen section 7,300 7,740

Immunohistochemistry 22,018 22,302

Haematopathology 402,988 668,563

Biochemistry 1,435,505 1,655,405

Molecular Pathology 607 692

Cytopathology 23,532 23,606

Microbiology

Bacteriology 24,022 25,300

Mycobacteriology 10,202 10,399

Mycology 4,644 4,564

Serology 85,804 90,707

Clinical Microbiology 5,109 6,565

Other Tests 28 31

Transfusion Medicine

Blood and Platelet Units Collected 20,532 20,700

Blood Grouping 47,552 48,843

Cross Matching 28,647 29,233

Blood Components 48,770 51,373

Platelet Pheresis 2,651 2,566

Specialised Procedures 21,624 21,920

Cytogentics 5,194 4,400

Surgical Oncology

Major OT Procedures 6,457 5,917

Minor OT Procedures 16,207 36,547

Radiation Oncology

External Beam Therapy 5,276 5,368

Brachytherapy (Number of applications) 1,856 2,411

Treatment Planning/Beam Modification 13,071 13,863

Medical Oncology

Bone Marrow Transplants at ACTREC 54 72

Day Care Paediatric (General) 2,263 1,704

Digestive Diseases and Clinical Nutrition

Outpatient Registration 15,465 16,741

Inpatient Admissions — 2,471

Minor OT Procedures 4,822 4,517

Nutrition Clinic 2,687 3,105

2010 2011
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Anaesthesiology

Patients Given Anaesthesia 26,291 26,152

Patients in ICU 888 797

Patients in Recovery Wards 6,369 6,389

Patients on Ventillator 639 560

Patients seen in Pain Clinic 2,653 2,530

Tisssue Bank (Allografts Produced) 5,110 5,737

Rehabilitation Services (Patients seen) 14,572 18,229

Psychiatry and Clinical Psycology

No. of Patient seen 2,226 2,274

Stoma Care 3,657 3,818

Speech Therapy (Number of sittings) 1,974 2,468

Palliative care

Patients seen 6,196 6,335

Home Care Visits 1,069 1,092

Dental

Patients seen 4,703 4,996

General Dentistry 8,851 10095

Prosthetic Services 75 974

Prosthesis 933 919

Waste Management (Hydroclave)

Number of Loads Completed 1,111 1042

Total Infectious Waste Treated (Kg) 100,671 93755

Medical Social Work

Guidence 17,894 18,670

Counseling 9,111 7,670

2010 2011
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Service:

Screening Clinic at TMH:

12787 people were screened at the clinic in

2011 which includes 5547 new registrations

and 7270 registrations for repeat screening

from previous years. 1190 pre-invasive and

263 invasive cancers were detected. 912 new

registrations at the tobacco cessation clinic

Outreach programmes:

Smoke-free Mumbai Campaign: Initiated in

March 2009 the SFM is a public education and

advocacy campaign to reduce the burden of

second hand tobacco smoke in public places

in Mumbai.

Department of Preventive Oncology

Urban outreach (mobile) screening

programme: Funded by DAE, the programme

screened 4409 women during 2011 detecting

and treating 31 pre invasive cancer cases and

6 invasive cancers.

Tata Memorial Centre Rural Outreach

Programme at Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg: The

programme has till date completed the

household survey in 2192 villages covering

409604 people and screened 191677

persons. The programme detected and

treated 680 pre-invasive cancers and 1,823

invasive cancer cases.

Education

86 public cancer awareness programmes with

7000 direct beneficiaries and distribution of

20,000 units of health education materials

was carried out. 12 CMEs with a total 2200

attendees were conducted for human

resource development. We had 21 observers/

trainees in the department

Research : research activities of the

department include – HPV Vaccine trial for

cervical cancer, Early Detection of Common

Cancers in Women in India and evaluation of

cryotherapy for the treatment of cervical

neoplasia.

Dr. S.S. Shastri, Head

Dr. S.A. Pimple,

Dr. G.A. Mishra
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Highlights:

Publications :

� The department has published a total

of 80 scientific papers in National and

International journals in 2011and also

published a book “Grossing of Surgical

Oncology Specimen” and a DVD

demonstrating grossing today.

� The pathology museum has been

upgraded with 1112 specimens and

5000 catalogued oncology teaching

slide sets have been prepared.

Education and
Training Programs

� The department is recognized by the

HBNI for the MD Pathology Degree

course and has 13 recognized MD

teachers with an annual intake of 9

students.

� In addition a total of 90 observers , PG

Students and trainee technicians

trained in the Department of Pathology

for periods ranging for 1 month to 6

months.

� A total of eleven CMEs, Workshops and

Seminars were conducted by the

department.

Research:

1. Detection of immunohistochemical

expression of markers in high-grade

osteosarcoma.

2. Analysis of histopathologic features

predictive for diagnosis of “basal” like

breast carcinoma.

3. Peripheral T cell and NK cell lymphomas

- Prognostic impact of cytotoxic

characteristics and association with

Epstein Barr Virus

4. Androgen Receptor Expression in Breast

Cancer: Clinical, Pathologic and

Prognostic Significance.

Department of Pathology

Services:

Activities :

2010 2011

Surgical Pathology 46,695 49,700

Frozen section 7,300 7,740

Immunohistochemistry 22,018 22,302

Haematopathology 402,988 668,563

Biochemistry 1,435,505 1,655,405

Molecular Pathology 607 692

Cytopathology 23,532 23,606

Dr. N.A. Jambhekar, Head

Dr. S.B. Desai

Dr. S. Gujral

Dr. Tanuja Shet

Dr. M. Ramadwar

Dr. K. Deodhar

Dr. B. Rekhi

Dr Munita Bal

Dr Santosh Menon

Dr. P G Subramanian, OIC
Haematopathology

Dr. Meera Ghadge,
OIC, Biochemistry

Mrs. U A Joshi, OIC,
Surgical Pathology
Laboratory

Mrs Manisha Kulkarni,
OIC, Pathology academic
program
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Service

Lab provides routine as well as specialised

hematology services to various departments

in Tata Memorial Hospital. Common tests

done in laboratory include complete

Hemogram, Manual Differential Count, ESR,

Coagulation studies, Bone Marrow

Aspiration, Immunophenotyping and Body

Fluid for Cell Counts and Morphology.

Education

The lab is actively involved in teaching MD &

DM Student. Lab as initiated a 2 year

Hematopathology Fellowship program. It

organizes hands on workshop for CBC & Flow

Cytometry for Technologists and Pathologists

and also conducts Annual CMEs for

Pathologists and Technologists.

Research

The faculty members have initiated a number

of research projects. The research areas have

ranged from study of minimal residual disease

in ALL, Taskforce for immunotyping of

hematolymphoid neoplasm, Detection of

kinase domain mutations in CML patient ,

CD200 expression in chronic

lympoproliferative disorders, Incidence of

Nucleophosmin (NPM1) & FLT3 mutations in

AMLand other retrospective studies.

Haematopathology Laboratory

Services

The department provides biochemistry and

tumor marker services and reporting is

paperless through the bidirectional interface

of all the equipment.

Testing for Free T3, Free T4, Vitamin D,

Vitamin B12 and Folate have been

standardized, validated and introduced. Total

number of investigations carried out in

Biochemistry, Tumor Marker and Protein

Electrophoresis for multiple myeloma

patients is 16,55,405.

Education

The department conducts Advanced Clinical

Biochemistry Technician Training Course also

arranges lectures for the staff on various

topics, supports clinical trials and conducted

final M.D. (Pathology) practical exams.

Research

The research interests focus on risk factors

for prostate cancer and the relationship of

iron deficiency with between hepatocellular

carcinoma and chronic liver disease.

Diagnostic Services-Clinical Biochemistry

Dr.  M.S. Ghadge, OIC

Dr.  S.L. Redkar

Dr.  N.A. Inamdar

Mrs.  G. Rathnakumar

Dr.  R.M. Hegde

Mrs.  P.P. Naik

Mr.  B.J. Shinde

Dr.  P.K. Sadhukhan

Mr.  D.P. Birwatkar

Dr.  P.G. Subramanian, OIC

Dr.  Ashok Kumar M.S.

Mrs.  S.C. Shinde

Dr.  A.B. Chougule

Mr.  Y. Badrinath

Dr.  S. Pandya

Ms.  S.N. Sane

Mr.  S.G. Mahadik
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Services:

The Department of Cytopathology processed

23,606 cases and interpreted 89,537 smears

in 2011. These include Gynecological (4889),

Non-Gynecological (10,998) and Fine needle

aspiration specimens (7721). There was an

improvement of turnaround time of ICU

cases, which were reported within four hours

of receiving the specimens. There was also

an increase in the referral exfoliative cytology

cases by 30%. The introduction of “On-site

adequacy checks and testing “ for CT guided

aspirations has resulted in better quality of

smears and improved the diagnostic accuracy

of deep seated lesions, facilitating early

diagnosis.

Education:

These activites include training of

pathologists as post graduates in cytology and

the training of cytotechnologists.

Research :

As an experiment to introduce an alternative

to glass slide, a digital EQAS cycle was

introduced in August 2011.

Service:

Cancer Cytogenetics Service was extensively

expanded to patients referred from other

medical centers from India besides TMH. In

year 2011, 4400 patients at diagnosis and on

treatment were investigated for cancer

cytogenetic studies. There was significant

increase in the cancer cytogenetics service

program of lymphoid malignancies such as,

CLL and, multiple Myeloma (MM). Laboratory

updated panel of cytogenetic markers with

comprehensive analysis of all IgH

translocations like MYEOV-IgH, IgH-MAF, IgH-

FGFR3, 13q, p53 deletion markers, copy no

analysis of various chromosomes for

hyperdiploidy in MM. Lab introduced PDGFR-

A and PDGFR-B rearrangement tests in

hypereosinophilic syndromes, and

translocation markers viz, EWSR1, FOXO1 &

SYT translocation tests in solid tumor bone

and soft tissue sarcomas.

Education:

The department conducts Post-graduate and

Ph.D. teaching program in Biotechnology,

Applied Medical Sciences at ACTREC and

TMH. The department also participates in

Post-graduate Oncology Nursing program.

The department offers training in Cancer

Cytogenetics and Molecular Cytogenetics to

Lab Scientists, Postgraduates & Clinicians-

Pathologists.

Research:

The department’s research activity covers

wide areas. It conducts research in Clinical

characteristics and outcome of children with

acute myeloid leukemia, Evaluation of various

molecular prognostic markers and minimal

residual disease in acute myeloid

leukemia(AML) patients,

Cancer Cytogenetics Laboratory

Dr.  S.V.  Kane, Head

Dr.  P.S. Kadam Amare, Head
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Service:

The department continues to play a pivotal

role in the diagnosis of infectious diseases in

cancer. The number of tests performed has

increased by 5 % in one year. Supplementary

tests for the early diagnosis of sepsis in

critically ill patients were added to include

automated identification and antimicrobial

susceptibility testing which substantially

reduced the turn the round time. The panel

for the detection of multidrug resistance has

been augmented. The department continues

to be accredited by the NABL.

Infection control and waste management

activities are progressing rapidly towards

continued improvements in processes,

monitoring and outcomes.

Education:

The department admitted the first student for

the postgraduate (MD) degree in

Microbiology under the Homi Bhabha

National Institute. The department

conducted the ninth certificate course in

Hospital Infection Control. The department

participates in training activities in all the

relevant areas of clinical Microbiology and

Infection Control in TMH and at the National

level.

Department of Microbiology

Research:

The department’s current areas of research

include studies on fungal infections in

critically ill patients, rapid diagnosis of fungal

infections by molecular diagnostics, in vitro

studies on new antimicrobial combinations

and studies on the epidemiology of

tuberculosis in cancer. The department

collaborates in relevant research projects with

all the other departments and Disease

management groups.

Dr.  R.S. Kelkar, Head

Dr.  S.K. Biswas
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The continuing increase of haemotherapy in

oncology patients highlights the need for

provision of safe blood and also calls for

augmentation the voluntary blood and

platelet donor pool. The department achieves

this goal by maintaining high standards and

optimal functioning.

The Hospital Transfusion Committee, which

recommends policies for improving

transfusion practices, develops systems for

safe transfusions, monitors transfusion

practices and implements corrective actions,

was reconstituted.

Department of Transfusion Medicine

The more sensitive Column Agglutination

technique is now in use for patient antibody

screening and crossmatching

Education:

The faculty is involved in the M.D.(Pathology)

teaching programme and participates in

national and international meetings and their

expertise is invoked in decision making

activities of NACO, Ministry of Health and

Family Welfare, Government of India.  The

staff members are encouraged to remain

updated with the latest developments in the

field and participate in several continuing

education programmes, scientific meetings

and conferences this year.

Activities

2010 2011

Blood and Platelet Units Collected 20,532 20700

Blood Grouping 47,552 48,843

Cross Matching 28,647 29,233

Blood Components 48,770 51373

Platelet Pheresis 2,651 2,566

Specialised Procedures 21,624 21,920

Cytogentics 5,194 4,400

Department of Nuclear Medicine &
Molecular Imaging

Services

The department t continued to performed

tomography/CT, SPECT-CT and dynamic

nuclear parameter

Service parameters 2011

PET/CT  6216

CT    429

SPECT-CT  3888

Education

The department continued to impart training

on PET-CT and PG training in Nuclear

Medicine through its certificate course

programme for nuclear medicine technology.

Research

The Department initiated research on

� FLT (Flurothymidine) –novel tracer

which acts as a proliferative marker is

being used to map the functioning

marrow and plan Radiotherapy keeping

this in view.

� 90Y –Theraspheres are being imaged

post therapy, using Bremstallung

imaging.

� 18 F Fluoride PET/CT is being used to

assess treatment response in skeletal

metabolic disease.

Dr.  S.B. Rajadhyaksha, Head

Dr.  Anita A. Tendulkar

Dr.  P.D. Desai

Dr.  Chowphi Chen Rapthap

Dr.  V. Rangarajan, Head

Dr.  N.C. Purandare

Dr.  S.A. Shah

Dr.  Archi Agrawal
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New 16 Slice CT scanner has been installed

in the department which will be functional

by mid of this month. This new CT scanner

would help us bring down the waiting period

in the near future.

In Interventional Radiology following

Procedures have been started which are

exclusively done in our institute like

i.Transarterial chemo-infusion for

retinoblastoma, ii. Indwelling tunneled

catheters for malignant ascites & pleural

effusions, iii. Fluoroscopy guided percut.

gastrostomy,  iv. Lymphangiography with

Thoracic duct embolisation, v. Transarterial

Radioembolisation for Liver tumors, vi. USG

Guided Botulinum Toxin Injection for post

laryngectomy patients, vii. Osteoplasty for

painful bony skeletal metastasis.

The PACS in the hospital has been upgraded

from centricity 2.1 to 3.0.

Education

The department conducts post graduate for

the MD degree and  super specialties as well

as fellowship programs in Cancer Imaging and

Oncointervention,

The department has initiated training

program for Radiology Technologist in:

i) Interventional Radiology application –

Two technicians.

ii) Mammography application – One

female technician.

iii) Similar program are already exists in CT

and MRI since 1 year.

Research

The department contributes to research

through various projects and in collaboration

with Disease Management Groups.

Radio Diagnosis

Service

2010 2011

Conventional Radiography 30,998 61,830

CT Scan 13,157 11,280

Mammography 8,685 8,540

MRI Scan 3,621 3,651

Ultrasonography 15,309 20,179

Interventional Radiology 2,090 1,982

Dr. M.H. Thakur
Professor and
Head of Dept.

Dr. S. Arya

Dr. S. L. Juvekar

Dr. S. M. Desai

Dr. S.K. Ramani

Dr. S.S. Kulkarni

Dr. N. S. Shetty

Dr. Sunita Dhanda

Dr. Abhishek Mahajan

Dr. Nilesh P. Sable
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Service

The department continues to be at the

forefront of cancer surgery in the country.

Rationalisation of operating room

distribution resulted in optimum and full

utilization of theatres at both TMH and

ACTREC. Minimally invasive surgery, skull-

base procedures, limb salvage and

microvascular surgery continue to be major

thrust areas for the department. The

department has introduced a surgical safety

checklist as a patient safety initiative.

The overall postoperative mortality rate was

0.5%. Morbidity and mortality rates in

individual specialties were comparable with

the highest volume cancer centres in the

west.

Quality improvement /
Indicators

Several quality improvement audits such as

estimation of postoperative infections, audits

of peri-operative morbidity and mortality,

adherence to evidence based guidelines and

timelines for decisions in multidisciplinary

team meetings were carried out.

Research

The department runs several investigator-

initiated and sponsored studies. Large

randomized trials in head and neck,

esophageal, breast, cervix and soft tissue

tumors are underway with most studies

having crossed half the target sample size. In

addition, several new studies were initiated

this year. A number of members won awards

and prizes for research in important

conferences across the world in different

specialties.

Departmental staff contributed to over 50

peer reviewed indexed publications, notable

amongst them being the Journal of Clinical

Oncology publication describing a large 1000

patient randomized trial which provided an

extremely cost effective and simple

perioperative intervention in breast cancer.

Several research collaborations were initiated

with institutions like the Indian Institute of

Technology, George Washington University,

Medical Research Council, UK and King’s

College, London amongst others.

Education

The department continues to conduct  the

MCh (Surgical Oncology) and initiated the

MCh (Gynecologic Oncology) for the first time

in the country. With sixteen MCh (Surg Onco)

candidates being trained every year, the

department is by far the most prodigious

training programme in the country for

surgical oncology. A structured teaching

programme for post-graduate students,

residents and fellows includes didactic

lectures, seminars and case-presentations.

The ACTREC education series which provides

an introduction to basic science principles and

techniques was initiated this year and is

unique in surgical oncology training

programmes in the country. This series

includes didactic lectures on the basics of

molecular diagnostics and their application

in therapy as well as laboratory

demonstrations in DNA and RNA related

technology, protein assessment and

immunity in cancers.

The department conducted the annual

surgical oncology workshop (Oncosurg 2011)

for post-graduate students and practising

surgeons, which is a three-day operative

workshop attended by more than 300

delegates. The 2011 workshop had a hands-

on surgical skills workshop which provided

mentored training in stapling to several

participants. Other training programmes

organized by members of the department

included: 1) Oncorecon, a five day

comprehensive training programme including

didactic talks, observation in the operating

room and cadaveric dissection, 2) GPRA – the

surgical workshop, demonstration and hands

on training in voice prosthesis.

Members of the department were actively

involved in the organization of the several

conferences, and meetings.

Surgical Oncology

Dr Prabha Yadav, Head

Dr Indraneel Mittra

Dr R A Badwe

Dr A K Dcruz

Dr H B Tongaonkar

Dr R A Kerkar

Dr Ajay Puri

Dr Amita Maheshwari

Dr Devendra Chaukar

Dr Pankaj Chaturvedi

Dr Prathamesh Pai

Dr Vani Parmar

Dr S V Shrikhande

Dr C S Pramesh

Dr Aliasgar Moiyadi

Dr Gouri Pantvaidya

Dr Ganesh Bakshi

Dr George Karimundackal

Dr Sajid Qureshi

Dr Vinaykant Shankdhar

Dr Anuja Deshmukh

Dr Ashish Gulia

Dr Nita Nair

Dr Deepa Nair

Dr Dushyant Jaiswal

Dr Mahesh Goel

Dr Prakash Shetty

Dr Sudhir Nair
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Service:

The department provides anaesthesia, critical

care and pain management services to

several areas in both TMH and ACTREC. New

anaesthesia services were introduced in Bone

Marrow OT at TMH. The safety checklist was

introduced for patient safety. Several quality

improvement audits such as estimation of

incidence of nosocomial infections in ICU,

audits of peri-operative morbidity and

mortality, post-operative ventilation, and an

audit of utilization of OT time were carried

out.

Anesthesia services were provided for 6651

cases in major theatres (458 emergency

cases), 1084 cases in Radiotherapy OT, 1088

cases in BMOT and 95 cases in Interventional

Radiology at TMH, in addition to anaesthesia

services for paediatric radiotherapy and CT

scan. 10163 minor OT procedures were

performed. 16437 patients were seen in the

pre-anaesthesia OPD at TMH. 797 patients

were admitted to the TMH ICU in 2011; of

these, 560 received ventilatory support.

There were 6389 Recovery Room admissions.

The Acute Pain Services at TMH saw 2530

patients; 4146 patients were seen in chronic

pain OPD and 75 interventional procedures

were performed for pain management.

The ICU/Recovery Room mortality rate was

3.5 per 1000 at both TMH and ACTREC. In

TMH ICU, the incidence of central line

associated blood stream infections, catheter-

associated urinary tract infections and

ventilator-associated pneumonia were 12.6,

0.9 and 24.7 respectively per 1000 device-

days. 3.7% of patients at TMH were ventilated

post-operatively.

Research:

The department is involved in several studies

- investigator-initiated research projects,

audits and retrospective studies. There were

11 publications by departmental staff in

indexed journals.

Education:

The department has a structured teaching

programme for post-graduate students,

residents and fellows. This programme

combines didactic lectures with seminars and

case-presentations. The department

conducted the annual Anaesthesia Review

Course (ARC) for post-graduate students,

which is a three-day course attended by more

than 300 students each year. The Critical Care

group held an annual two-day workshop on

hemodynamic monitoring (THEMATICC)

which was attended by several intensivists

from all over India. The Pain group organized

a Continuing Medical Education programme

on the basics of pain management for Young

Pain Physicians. The department also

conducts the 1-year ICU technicians’ course,

a hospital CPR Course for nurses and for

doctors (at both TMH and ACTREC) and an

orientation lecture series in pain

management for hospital nurses.

Department of Anaesthesiology, Critical Care & Pain

Activities

2010 2011

Patients Given Anaesthesia 26,291 26,152

Patients in ICU 888 797

Patients in Recovery Wards 6,369 6,389

Patients on Ventillator 639 560

Patients seen in Pain Clinic 2,653 2,530

Dr. J. V. Divatia, Head

Dr.Kailash Sharma

Dr.Raman Sareen
Professor Emeritus

Dr. R. P. Gehdoo

Dr. P. N. Jain

Dr. (Mrs.)V. P. Patil

Dr. A. P. Kulkarni

Dr. Aparna R. Shenoy

Dr. (Mrs.) S. (Nainan) Myatra

Dr. (Ms.) Nayana Amin

Dr.(Ms.) M.G. Shetmahajan

Dr. Vandana Agarwal

Dr.Sumitra G. Bakshi

Dr. Priya Ranganathan

Dr. Reshma Ambulkar

Dr. (Ms) Madhavi D. Desai

Dr. Shilpushp J. Bhosale

Dr. Raghu S Thota

Dr. Bhakti Trivedi

Dr. Amol T Kothekar

Dr. Malini Joshi

Dr. Jeson R. Doctor
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Service:

 Annually over 5000 patients undergo radical

or palliative radiotherapy at the TMH. The

infrastructure available for external beam

therapy includes five Linear Accelerators with

6 to 15 MV photon energy and electrons and

four Telecobalt Units. In addition there is one

conventional Simulator, CT Simulators with

Virtual Simulation and a fully equipped

mould room. Further, PET-CT and MRI Based

Treatment Planning for Newer Radiation

Techniques are networked. Recently the

accelerators with Image Guided facilities

Trilogy, Novalis Tx and Helical Tomotherapy

has been installed at ‘Homi Bhabha Block’..

At ACTREC there is one indigenous telecobalt

Bhabhatron II cobalt Unit treating patients.

The current facilities offer modern

sophisticated, state-of-the-art treatments like

3-D conformal radiotherapy (3-D CRT),

intensity modulated radiotherapy and

radiosurgery (IMRT and IMRS), Stereotactic

radiotherapy/ radiosurgery and Image Guided

Radiation therapy (IGRT) apart from

conventional radiotherapy. A stringent quality

assurance (QA) program and features like the

“Online Portal Imaging” ensures efficient and

accurate radiotherapy treatment are also

available.

Brachytherapy forms an integral part of many

treatment protocols in the Department.

Various brachytherapy procedures are

judiciously practiced in this centre using both

remote and manual after-loading systems for

a wide range of clinical situations.  We have

now evolved our brachytherapy from

conventional 2D X-ray based to 3D CT / MRI

Image Based Brachytherapy Planning. For a

modern and busy radiotherapy department

at the Tata Memorial Hospital, it is essential

to have a fast and efficient patient data

archival and retrieval system. The Radiation

Oncology Information System (ROIS) has now

become an integral component of our day to

day clinical work and is being successfully

utilized. In 2011, we treated 5368 patients

with external beam radiation therapy and 654

patients underwent brachytherapy

procedures. A total of 691 patients were

treated using specialized techniques such as

SRT, SRS, TSET, IMRT/ IGRT, SBF and TBI.

Education:

The department has a structured

comprehensive training program for students

pursuing MD in Radiation Oncology under the

Homi Bhabha National Institute. There are 11

recognized teachers for MD in Radiation

Oncology under MUHS/ HBNI. The

departments of radiation oncology and

medical physics have also been conducting a

formal “Training Course for Radiation

Therapy Technologists” recognized by the

Maharashtra State Board for Technical

Education (MSBTE). The department has

been instrumental in intitiating a teaching

course for radiation oncology residents under

the aegis of the Indian College of Radiation

Oncology (ICRO). The department receives a

number of national and international visitors

in large numbers for short and long term

training programs.

Research:

The faculty in the department has been

actively involved in institutional/ multi-

institutional national and international

research protocols. As part of the research

initiatives, faculty members have initiated a

number of research projects as principal/ co-

investigators that have been approved by the

Institutional Review Board (IRB). The research

areas have ranged from clinical to basic

research. There has also been a focus on

Indigenous Technology Development and

Technology Evaluation. Some of the

achievements as part of the technology/

equipment development efforts have the

indigenously built telecobalt machine

(Bhabhatron II), intracavitary brachytherapy

Departments of Radiation Oncology and
Medical Physics

Dr.  S.K. Shrivastava, Head

Dr.  J.P. Agarwal

Dr.  S.S. Laskar

Dr.  Rakesh Jalali

Dr.  S. (Ghosh) Laskar

Dr.  U.M. Mahantshetty

Dr.  A.N. Budrukkar

Dr.  R. Engineer
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applicators (BARC applicator, SHIVA),

interstitial brachytherapy catheters, special

fixation device for lung shields used for total

body irradiation, and low density base plates

for patient positioning and fixation. As part

of the research outcomes there have been

over 70 publications in 2011 including

contributions to text books.

Acitivities 2010 2011

External Beam Therapy 5,276 5,368

Brachytherapy (Number of applications) 1,856 2,411

Treatment Planning/Beam Modification 13,071 13,863

Service

The Department provides comprehensive

evaluation, treatment, and management of

medical comorbidities co-existing with

cancer. In addition we provide diagnostic

services like 2DEchocardiography, ECG, Stress

test, Cardiopulmonary exercise test and

pulmonary function test. Three speciality

clinics are conducted by the department a)

HIV and cancer clinic b) Cancer and

thrombosis clinic and c) Cardiomyopathy

clinic.

Education

A 2 year fellowship in infectious diseases is

ongoing.

Research

The department was involved with research

projects in the areas of HIV and cancer, cardio-

toxicity studies and collaborates with other

departments in common areas of research.

Department of General Medicine

2010 2011

Consultations 14,000 10,500

HIV Consultations 345 369

ECG 27,000 29,400

EchoCardiography 8,513 7,411

Pulmonary Function Tests 3,198 3,214

Dr.  A.K. Alahari, Head

Dr.  S.P. Sawant
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Service:

The department is involved in the work up

and management of patients with

Gastrointestinal and

Hepato-pancreatico-biliary cancers.   We also

provide endoscopic, gastroenterological and

nutritional services for other DMGs and for

hospital staff members. We perform more

than 4500 diagnostic and therapeutic

endoscopies each year including procedures

like ERCP, Stent placements and

Endosonography with FNAC. We also

administer chemotherapy to patients with

Gastrointestinal and Hepato-pancreatico-

biliary  cancers  including  neuroendocrine

tumors  and  gastrointestinal  stromal tumors.

The nutrition clinic offers nutritional support

to more than 3000 patients on oral diets, tube

feeds (Naso gastric, Naso jejunal, PEG) and

those on Parenteral Nutrition.

Education:

The department participated in DNB

(Gastroenterology) programme since 1989

with one student enrolled every year. Since

July 2012, we have received MCI approval for

a DM (Gastroenterology) programme under

HBNI with 2 students per year. We also

conduct other training programmes which

include a six month basic endoscopy training

programme, a one year advanced endoscopy

training programme and a fellowship in GI

oncology.  Nutrition  and  dietetics  students

are  trained  for  6-8  weeks  by  the  Nutrition

Clinic. Endoscopy nurse and technician

training courses are planned from Feb 2013.

Research:

The department participated in a number of

clinical trials- both investigator initiated and

industry sponsored. Presently we have 11

ongoing trials in gastrointestinal and HPB

cancers which include phase 2/3 and

epidemiological studies. We are also

conducting clinical trials as a part of the

INDOX consortium.

Calendar of events:

Seminars in GI cancers, endoscopy training

programme and an update in clinical nutrition

are planned in the coming months.

Department of Digestive Diseases and
Clinical Nutrition

Dr K.M. Mohandas, Head

Dr Shaesta Mehta

Dr Prachi S Patil

Dr Mehul Choksi

2010 2011

Outpatient Registration 15,465 16,741

Inpatient Admissions 2,657 2,471

Minor OT Procedures 4,822 4,517

Nutrition Clinic 2,687 3,105
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2010 2011

Inpatient Admissions

Bone Marrow Transplants at ACTREC 54 72

Day Care Paediatric (General) 2,263 1,704

Service:

Medical oncology deals with systemic

therapies of cancer including other treatment

modalities like targeted therapies,

immunotherapies, hormonal therapies,

biological response modifiers, and supportive

care and stem cell transplantation.  The

consultants and residents of the department

are actively involved in both treatment

planning as well as clinical management of

patients along with Disease management

group activities. The department plan to start

a geriatric oncology clinic in near future.

Adult Hemato-Lymphoid Division:

Registered 2852 new patients, of these 339

patients were registered in Acute Leukemia

Clinic and 933 in Lymphoma Clinic with

53,751 OPD visits and 1957 admissions. The

emphasis was to improve the early results for

leukemia and lymphoma patients by

decreasing the early treatment related

mortality and morbidity.  A process of triage

and constant OPD and ward supervisions

substantially brought down the 100 day

mortality from 222 in 2010 to 157 in 2011.

Pediatric Oncology Division:

Registered 1704 new pediatric patients at

TMH, (783 with hemato-lymphoid and 921

with solid tumors).  This is reflected by the

nearly 40,000 OPD visits in 2011. The division

treated more than 400 acute leukemia

patients in 2011, which is the largest number

by any one center throughout the world. With

financial support of the TMC Governing

Council, Health Ministry, PMO, other NGO

and volunteers, the number of patients

abandoning treatment has decreased from

29.9% in 2009 to 5.3% in 2011). The division

has developed locally relevant, risk stratified,

cost effective protocols and all pediatric

cancer patients are uniformly treated on

protocols.  The overall survival has improved

up-to 50% to 90% for most childhood cancers

at TMH.

Education:

The department took 10 new DM (Medical

Oncology) students; 2 Pediatric Oncology

Fellows; 1 Adult Hematology Oncology

Fellow; 1 Solid Tumor Fellow in 2011. There

were total 47 residents working in the

department. Several specialists from India

and abroad were trained as Observers for

various durations in 2011.

Various department members are also active

part of “Promote-India” Program of ICON

which trains general practitioners as well as

internists, pediatricians, surgeons all over the

country with regards to Oncology. The

department members also visited different

part of the country as well as abroad to give

talks as well as part of panel discussions in

various forums.

Research:

The department members were part of 24

scientific/indexed publications in the year

2011. There were 62 projects approved by the

hospital IRB in 2011 in which the department

members were either PIs or Co-PIs. Though

27 of these were Pharma Trials, there were

19 Investigator Initiated (II) and 15 Thesis

Related (TR) projects. The TR and II projects

were based mostly on practically oriented,

locally relevant topics like lymphoma,

myeloma, CML and lung cancer registries, to

evaluating low cost, practical therapies

including letrozole for lung cancer and use of

low dose / weekly chemotherapies for various

solid tumors. There are >50 trial coordinators

and data managers working on various

projects in the department. Groundwork for

various trials using low dose, practical and

effective “Metronomic Therapies” were

started by various department members and

with this pilot data various Phase II & Phase

III trials were either initiated or will be

initiated in the coming year.

Department of Medical Oncology

Dr Shripad D Banavali, Head

Dr Purna A Kurkure, OIC
Pediatric Oncology

Dr Reena Nair

Dr Sudeep Gupta

Dr Hari Menon

Dr Kumar Prabhash
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Dr Jaya Ghosh

Dr Vanita Noronha
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Dr Bahusaheb Bagal
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Dr Jayant Gawande

Dr Uma Dangi

Dr Randeep Singh
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Introduction

Dental & prosthetic surgery unit is involved

in maxillofacial prosthetic rehabilitation of

head and neck cancer patients & dental care

for patients undergoing radiotherapy.

4996 patients were seen in the OPD, 1153

patients were treated with prosthetic

rehabilitation following ablative surgery. 364

maxillary prosthesis which included

immediate, intermediate  and permanent

maxillary obturators and palatal prosthesis

following maxillectomy. 541 guide plane

prosthesis following hemi-mandibulectomy.

06 tongue prostheses following total

glossectomy, 02 palatal augmentation

prostheses following partial glossectomy, 19

complete and partial dentures and 08

patients were treated with fabrication intra

oral Implants retained prosthesis.

1149 patient were treated with Prophylaxis

& 3307 fluoride gel applications for patients

undergoing radiotherapy

In addition to fabricaton of extra oral

prosthesis namely ear (1), nose (3), orbital

prosthesis (4 ), in silicones patients were given

skull implants (21 ), silastic rings (10 ) finger

joint (1 ) eye and nasal conformers (7 ),

testicular implant (0 ) and rods fabricated in

silastic (0 )

Academic Activities:

The department continued its academic

activity through certified fellowship.

Research

The department participate in research

related to quality of life following

mandibulation, functional evaluation

following maxillectomy, and several

evaluatory studies were conducted in

patients with squamous cell carcinoma, early

staged oropharyngeal cancers, and buccal

mucosal tumors.

Dental & Prosthetic  Surgery

2010 2011

Patients seen 4,703 4,996

General Dentistry 8,851 10095

Prosthetic Services 75 974

Prosthesis 933 919

Dr.  K.P.  Dholam

Dr.  Karthik M.S.
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Service:

The department provides comprehensive

care to all types of patients with ostomies,

fistulas, pressure sores, non-healing wounds,

drain management and incontinence. The

time utilized on every Ostomate from pre to

post operative phase to discharge is

approximately 10 to 15 hours, for patients

with fistulas, wound and pressure sores

require support for 20 to 30 hours or till he/

she recovers. On an average 650 indoor and

3000 outdoor patients were attended by the

Stoma clinic. The clinic also attends to referral

patients from Mumbai and from other parts

of the country.

Education:

The Department conducts Enterostomal

Therapy Training program for nurses, medical

and paramedical personnel in ostomy care.

Research:

The research activities include trials on

wound care products, ostomy products from

various manufacturers and research in the

management of wounds & fistulae.

Department of Enterostomal Therapy

Service:

Oncology Nursing is a highly specialized field

focusing on holistic care of cancer patients

and their families. Specialized nurses provide

care to patients in administration of

chemotherapy, management of immune-

compromised and neutropenic patients and

intra-operative and post operative care of

surgical patients. Trained nurses are involved

in all other specialties in cancer nursing

including radiotherapy, patient counseling,

care of vascular access devices, critical care

and palliative care.

Education:

The nursing department conducts courses in

intensive care, Undergraduate and Post-

Graduate courses in nursing oncology. The

Masters program in Oncology nursing was

initiated.

Research

The department is also involved in research

activities on different aspects of nursing care.

Department of Nursing

Ms. Swapna Joshi, NS

Ms. S. Retnamony, Dy NS

Ms. M. Anilkumar, ANS

Ms. Carmine Lasrado, ANS

Ms. Shweta Ghag, ANS

Ms. Maria Carvalho
Sr.  Sister Tutor

Ms. Anita  Dsouza
Clerical Tutor

Ms. Prathepa Jagdish
Sr.  Sister Tutor

Mrs.  Shivani Tanak,

Sr.  Hemlata Gupte
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Service:

The Occupational therapy services were

provided on OPD and IPD basis,  to 12263

patients. 284 orthoses and 20 prostheses

were facilitated by the department.

The modified protocols for treating upper

limb lymphedema and trismus patients was

introduced.  The department has successfully

introduced modified, innovative and

purposeful splints / orthoses to facilitate

overall rehabilitation of the patients

viz.,Functional above knee pylon (temporary

prosthesis) with ankle joint and manual knee

joint ,and hand splints.

The department extends its services to

patients at Borges home facilitatin holistic

rehabilitations of patients.

Education:

The department educates postgraduates  for

Occupational therapy  in oncology.

Occupational Therapy Department & Rehabilitation

Physiotherapy

Mrs. Manjusha R. Vagal, OIC

Anuradha Daptardar – OIC

Vincent Singh P

Ajeeta Hasabnis

Manali Kamat

Sarika Mahajan

Service:

5966 patients were treated last year. The

Pulmonary Rehabilitation Program ensures

respiratory optimization and individualized

exercise schedule to reduce pulmonary

morbidity. Other activities include post-

operative breast care, Pain Management

with Electrotherapy, and supportive

physiotherapy for mobilization of patients.

Education:

Orientation and Training Program for

students, interns, observers and patients.

Research:

The department conducts research pertaining

to the role of Exercise in Women undergoing

treatment for breast cancer, role of

respiratory training in lung cancer and other

related areas.
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Palliative Care deals with quality of life of

patients and their families ‘in a holistic

manner. A unique Home Care Service for

Mumbai patients has added to the value.

Service

The department registered 2550 new cases

2550 and 3785 as Follow Up cases. For the

scientific management of physical symptoms,

Psycho-social and spiritual care at home,

hospital & hospice. Home care services were

provided to 1092 new patients and the

department made 41 bereavement visits and

reached out telephonically to 156 cases. The

care was optimized through Triage system.

End of life care is provided with active liaison

of Family physicians and Hospice care with

Shanthi Avedna Sadan and Cipla Foundation,

Pune

Paediatric palliative care is integral

component of the department, for children

with life limiting illness.

Palliative Care Services

Education :

The department’s MD program for palliative

medicine is the first of its kind in the country.

The Department contributes to various

teaching activities in India and abroad and

also conducts training programs for doctors

and nurses, social workers and volunteers

from various organizations and National Rural

Health Mission. The department conducts

educational programs in Palliative care for

Western India to educate undergraduate

doctors and nurses in association with Sir

Ratan Tata Trust.

Research

The department contributes to research

projects in relevant areas of palliation.

Key Cancer Benchmarks

Number of patients-New-Adults 2358, Paediatric 192

OPD follow ups-3785

Home care -Total visits-1092

Telephone follow up of home care patients-3840

Referrals

Radiotherapy 193

Chemotherapy 112

Rehabilitation Services 142

Hospice 116

Other services 156

Bereavement support : visits-41, telephonic-156

Monthly support group for patients : Total attendance in 2011=387

(12 monthly support groups)

Dr.  M.A. Muckaden, Head

Dr.  J.K. Deodhar

Dr.  Manjiri Dighe
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Service

A total number of 2274 patients, were seen

by the service in 2011, and with 465 new

referrals were offered consultation, seen as

part of consultation input, 420 in liaison input

in other specialized clinics and 1389 reviews.

Screening of patients for psychiatric disorders

was undertaken in the wards and continues

as part of the service. Psychometric testing,

both for clinical purposes and as part of

research projects, remains a focus of service.

Support groups for patients and caregivers as

well as staff have been held by the Unit.

Documentation procedures were formalized

for activities in the Unit.

Education

The Psychiatric Unit has contributed in

different training, academic and orientation

programmes in the hospital and has also been

invited for talks and lectures in other

institutions and organizations, including

Cancer Institute (WIA), Chennai.

Research

Research remains high on the priority for the

unit Psychiatric Unit initiated and projects and

collaboration with other departments on

research projects is ongoing.

Psychiatric Unit

Medical Social Services

Medical Social Services makes significant

contribution towards alleviation, suffering

and improving quality of life of a very large

number of cancer patients. There are 8

trained post graduate social workers in MSW

department.

Considering   the challenge of socio-economic

conditions, illiteracy, lack of basic amenities

specially in villages and low health  budget of

the patients, has to the department conducts

counsels patients for  treatment procedures,

helps financing and  accommodation so as to

improve treatment compliance. . During the

year under report, the department guided

18670 patients for treatment, counseled 7670

patients, supported 4033 patients for

treatments, railway fares, and nutritional

supplements. The patients were also referred

to Borges Home for free accommodations,

Medical Social workers attend Adult palliative

clinic, Pediatric palliative clinic, Pediatric

tumour clinic, Lymphoma clinic, Radiation

Oncology, ACT & HIV clinic

Education

Supervised student social workers from Tata

Institute of Social Sciences, SNDT University,

North Maharashtra University  for fieldwork

practicum/ Block Placement,

� Lymphoma Awareness day celebrated,

Palliative training programme.

� Children’s day,  Chrismas function ,

Mumbai Darshan , Boating,Circus show,

Trip to Goa & Educational Support

programme  were arranged for  patients

Dr. Jayita Deodhar, Head

Mr. M.S. Patil, OIC
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Tissue Bank

Education

Public and Professional awareness

programmes and hand –on training programs

to promote tissue donation and utilisation

that included lectures and visits to the tissue

bank formed an intrinsic part of the Tissue

Bank activities. The department also offered

services for the establishments of new tissue

banks.

Research

The current research areas of the department

focus on the Use of Irradiated Amnion

Dressings in the Management of Cancer

Patients following Radiotherapy and Gonadal

tissue banking in cancer patients.

Service

The number of grafts produced have

increased by 20% - 5737 allografts were

produced reflecting that the utilization of

grafts has doubled. These were used for

patients in 354 hospitals in Mumbai and 70

hospitals from other States in India.

102 bone grafts were used in 70 TMH patients

for reconstructing skeletal defects following

ablative surgery for cancer. In other patients,

besides reconstruction, bone grafts were

used for fusing joints and augmenting fracture

healing. Bone granules were used in the

treatment of periodontal disease in close to

1800 patients.

1559 amnion dressings were used for 319

TMH patients for the management of skin

reactions following radiotherapy, and

bedsores. They were also used for extensive

burns, non-healing diabetic ulcers, orbital and

ocular surface reconstruction, and

vaginoplasty.

§ In TMH the grafts have contributed to better radiotherapy outcomes and helped

improve the quality of life of patients.

§ The Tissue bank pioneered use of radiation sterilized allografts in India, and the use

of amnion as wound dressings and chorion as barrier membranes in oral surgery.

§ A research project was selected for a Coordinated Research Contract of the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

Dr.  A.A.L. Gajiwala, Head

Mrs.  U.C. Samant
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Dr S Tandon

Service:

The Pulmonary Medical Unit assesses

patients referred for respiratory evaluation

and management. It also works in

collaboration with the Rehabilitation Services

for optimum preoperative respiratory

optimization to reduce post-operative

pulmonary morbidity. There were more than

4000 patient consultations in the Pulmonary

Medical OPD. The department plans to

expand the scope of pulmonary rehabilitation

of cancer patients to not only improve their

effort tolerance and quality of life.

Education:

It has over the past years managed to create

an increasing awareness of the need for

diagnosing and treating respiratory co-

morbidity either pre-existent or iatrogenic

(post-therapy) in cancer patients. This

clinician “education”, orientation and

awareness generation has resulted in a steady

increase in referrals from all clinicians to the

Pulmonary Medical OPD crossing 4000

patient cross-consultation referrals thus

benefiting numerous patients.

Research:

The research activities focus on increasing its

contribution to the Thoracic DMG through

clinically relevant joint research projects.

Pulmonary Medical Unit

Staff Clinic

Service:

The Staff Clinic treats all eligible TMH staff

and their dependents. It is conducts activities

of clinical medicine, Occupational Health

including staff immunization and

occupational hazards and pre-employment

examinations.  The Staff Clinic also conducts

quarterly medical check-up of Food handlers

and ICU staff apart from Annual Health

Checkups. In 2011, the Staff Clinic had

approximately 30,000 consultations, 58

Needle stick injuries, 533 Hepatitis B

vaccinations and 289 pre employment

examinations. It aims at computerizing the

health records of all staff members. Future

goals include identifying staff with increased

risk for Lifestyle Diseases.

Education:

Staff Clinic promotes positive health by

encouraging and conducting checkups for

early detection of modifiable and treatable

risk factors for Diseases like Hypertension,

Diabetes and creating awareness about

Lifestyle Diseases and health checkups.

Research:

The Staff Clinic is trying to develop a health

database of all staff to identify appropriate

interventional measures and policies against

Lifestyle Diseases.

Dr S. Tandon,  Head

Dr R S Birla,

Dr Shabina  Ansari
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The Digital Library plays a vital role in

supporting information needs of clinicians,

nurses and paramedical professionals. The

library strives to offer range of services and

its professional approach towards its core

activities.  The library continued to function

as information resource centre and offered

services to medical and biomedical

professionals; hospitals and educational

institutes; and industry in addition to TMC

members.  The library made a significant

progress during the year in terms of

collections and services provided.

The library holds an excellent collection on

cancer, of over 7602 printed books, subscribes

to 176 journals, about 20,000 bound journals,

theses, reports and standards. Presently

about 125 electronic books, 165 e-journals

and 3 e-databases are accessible across

campus. Being a DAE consortium member for

Science Direct, it also supports information

for humanities, social sciences and

management.

Services

� Added full text databases and other e-

resources to support clinical research,

education and patient care viz. CINAHL

plus (Nursing database), MD Consult,

TNM Classification,  50 e-books form

Cambridge University press, and other

publishers

� Library supported about 105 requests

for ILL, 620 articles request, and

requests for 127 from visitors. About 24

requests were received for database

search.

� Library collated staff publications

(scholarly communications) in to a

bound volume

� The library also initiated a free trial for

online access to “Up to Date “database.

Education

� End User Training programs - The

library conducted four training

programs for information literacy skills

and search skills during the year and

about 80 end-users benefited through

these tutorials. The tutorials focused on

- PubMed, Library orientation and web

services, Publishers interface, and

PubMed for nurses

� Library Trainees – Two library and

information science students for one

year.

Digital Library

Calendar of Events

5-2-2011 - Tutorial on Search Techniques & Cochrane

2-4-2011 - Tutorial on Search Techniques & PubMed

6-8-2011 - Tutorial on Library Resources and Databases

15-10-2011 - Tutorial on Search Techniques & PubMed

Dr. M.V. Joshi, Head
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Service

The Department is custodian of all case

papers registered in the hospital. This section

stores, maintains and archives primary and

secondary medical records that have been

registered in TMH. In the year 2011, 56,808

were registered. The department continues

to be one of the important sources for

identification and registration of cancer cases.

The department is actively involved in service,

research and education. The department has

issued about 98,550 case records for patient

care and research and routine lectures on

epidemiology and biostatistics conducted for

various academic courses under TMC.

Department Activities

Hospital-based Cancer Registry (HBCR)

During the year, the registry abstracted

19,521 cancer cases of the year 2006, with

complete details on diagnostic and  treatment

aspects and 10,000 cancer cases of the year

2007(ongoing).  Leukemia and Breast were

the leading site of cancer in males and

females respectively. This data is submitted

annually to NCRP, ICMR.

Rural Population-based Cancer Registry

(RBCR)

Rural Population based cancer registry have

been setup in Ratnagiri(2009) and

Sindhudurg(2011) district. In Ratnagiri, 660

cancer cases for the year 2009 and about 600

cancer cases have been abstracted for the

year 2010 (ongoing). About 200 cancer cases

(ongoing) were abstracted in Sindhudurg.

Among males, oral cavity cancers were

predominant and breast cancer was the

leading site among females.

Education

Training conducted for Rural Cancer Registry

Staff.

National & International doctors &

researchers underwent training in the

Department during 2011, to get know-how

of the archival, maintenance and

management of Medical Records. A brief

description of the Cancer Registry functions

was also demonstrated to them.

Biostatistics & Epidemiology

The Department provided consultancy to

clinicians, students and research workers in

Biostatistics, including design, analysis and

interpretation for different cancers.

1. Dept. of Nursing Oncology, TMH

2. Infection control Course, TMH

3. MD. & DMRT students of Radiation

Oncology

4. Ph. D. Student registered in

Epidemiology under HBNI

Research

� Patterns of care and Survival Studies

(POCSS)

This Project (NCRP, ICMR) on Head &

Neck, Breast and Cervix Cancers is

ongoing. Till date, we have abstracted

and recorded 3834 head & neck

cancers, 2509 breast cancers and  1334

cervix cancers, for the years 2006-2007.

About 1000 cancer cases of 2008 for the

same sites are already abstracted till

date.  This data is entered in an offline

software programme provided by NCRP,

and later uploaded onto their website,

and subsequent follow-up details are

also entered online periodically. ·

� Screening for Pharyngeal  and

Esophageal cancer in  Ratnagiri  district

of  Maharashtra.

� Early detection of breast and cervical

cancer in Mumbai (TMCUOP (NIH)

Project)

Department of Medical Records,
Biostatistics and Epidemiology

Dr.  B. Ganesh, Head

Mr.  S.D. Talole
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Medical Superintendent Office

Services

The office of the MS is responsible for the

delivery of quality patient care. This process

has been facilitated with the implementation

of online prescriptions, smart cards for

patient’s financial transactions and web

enabling of patient care services like online

registrations of patients. The MS office

through the quality manager facilitates the

quality assurance program of the hospital and

also the accreditation of the laboratory

services.  As part of the quality assurance

program, hospital wide audits and laboratory

audits are conducted to ensure maintenance

of the quality standards required by the

organization.

The MS office is also responsible for the

monitoring of patient feedback and redressal

and incident reporting for patient safety .

Education

The educational activities involve training

students of Hospital Adminsitration courses

during their internship and the conduct of

quality management system training.

Department of Information Technology

Calendar of Events

Development of browser based Keyword Search program

Development of browser based program for Diagnostic Info. System

Development of browser based program for Leave module

Development & commissioning of Employee Portal

Development of browser based MIS queries / reports

Facitated of payment gateway for Conferences

Software development for using smart cards for indoor patients

Refinements in DIS for paperless requisitions

Refinements in Patient Administration, Billing, Receipting

Distribution & Installation of PCs, Printers in HBB

Commissioning of Computer Network in new ICU

Commissioning of Homi Bhabha Block.

Training : Computer Network on the IBM Power Server V6RI

Highlights

Hospital Information System runs 24 X 7

High Availability & Disaster Recovery features

S/W Maintenance

H/W Maintenance

Network monitoring & Supervision

System is modular & scalable built in security

Flexible to take care of unforeseen situations

Service

Development of browser based program for

Diagnostic Info. System Development of

browser based program for Leave module

Development & commissioning of Employee

Portal Software development for using smart

cards for indoor patients

Education

Received training on IBM Power Server V6R1

from IBM User training

Research

Development of browser based Keyword

Search program data analysis

Mr.  M.S. Mangrulkar, Head

Mr.  V.N. Marathe

Dr. H. K. V. Narayan, Head

Ms C. V. Hingnekar
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Tata Memorial Hospital being a service

industry, dealing with cancer patients

encounters varied problems in the fields like

management, human resource, governance,

law, accounting system, leadership and

several others while delivering health care

and achieving its mandate i.e. Service,

Education and Research. For the successful

management of Tata Memorial Hospital,

there is a team of administrators who apply

practical solutions to solve day today

problems in modern management.

The administrative group comprising of

General Administration, Personnel Dept.,

Purchase, Stores, Accounts, Engineering

services and Security, provide administrative

and infrastructure support to the Centre.

The HRD facilitated the appointment of 89

personnel during the year after following all

procedures. Special recruitment drive for

filling up the backlog vacancies reserved for

SC/ST through direct recruitment / promotion

quota was conducted. A total of 19 disabled

persons in different categories are employed

in TMH. 26 employees were superannuated

/ voluntarily retired during the year and their

retirement benefits were settled. During the

year, the administration facilitated

Observerships of 402 doctors / students in the

various departments of TMH. The

department co-ordinated and administra-

tively supported various training programmes

for Doctors, Nurses and Technicians on

continuing basis. 154 trainees benefitted

through these programs. . It also conducted

in house training programmes for

administrative and labour staff during the

year. In addition, staff members were

deputed for training programmes conducted

by DAE and ISTM in order to update their

knowledge.

Under RTI Act 2005, a total of 68 applications

and 15 appeals were received and

information was provided within stipulated

time period.

Calendar of Events:

A) 31/10/2011 to 05/11/2011 - Vigilance

Awareness Week – 2011 .

Shri A.N. Roy, IPS (Retd.) Director

General of Police, Maharashtra, was

Chief Guest & shared his views with the

staff on 31/10/2011. A pledge in Hindi

and English was administered to all

participants.

B) 28th February 2011 - Hospital Day was

celebrated

Staff members who completed 30 years

of service were felicitated on this

occasion. Good work of staff was

appreciated by honoring staff with Best

Worker Award in different categories.

The selection was done by a constituted

Committee. Cultural and entertainment

programmes were also organized.

Mr. T. Anbumani, CAO

Mr. S. V. Inamdar, HRDO

Mr. A. N. Sathe, Sr. A. O.

Mr. P. K. Sukumaran, AO

Ms. Indira Pasupathy, DCA

Mr. R. P. Jaiswar, Sr. P. O.

Mr. S. H. Jafri, Sr. PRO

Mr. V. B. Raorane, Dy. C. S. O.

Ms. S. E. Brid, Stores Officer

Mr. A. L. Kuvalekar,
Purchase Officer
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TRAC has been constituted in the year 2008.

TRAC has a broad mandate to maintain and

improve all aspects basic, translational and

clinical research in TMC with specific focus

on the following areas:

� Develop mechanisms to implement the

recommendations of the TMC SAC and

periodically review its progress.

� Set directions, priorities and thrust

areas for research within the overall

scope set by the SAC.

� Suggest and review proposals for

collaborations between TMC / TMH /

ACTREC or units / groups within TMC

with other Indian or International

Institutions, Groups, Individuals or

industry. When required suggest the

names of possible Principal and Co-

investigators within TMC for this

collaboration

� Review pre-proposals for sponsored

research and suggest the names of

possible Principal and Co-investigators

within TMC.

� Review the functioning and

coordination between various

committees for research and ethics

review in TMC (HSRC, ASRC, HEC,

DSMC, IAEC, IBSC etc.)

� Review applications for waiver of HSRC

or HEC review on the recommendations

of the secretaries of these committees

and grant these waivers when

appropriate and fulfilling the defined

criteria.

� Review the expenditure and income

incurred on hospital services, laboratory

and administrative functions for

investigator initiated and sponsored

research conducted in TMC.

TMC Research Administration Council (TRAC)

2 Committee meetings were
conducted in 2011.

Policy decisions for:

1) MOU between TMH with TF was

finalized and signed by concerned

authorities.

2) Scanning of completed/closed IRB

projects files. scanning of 128 projects

is completed

3) Insurance for research in process

4) TMC Scientific Review Committee and

Human Ethics Committee will be

merged and will function as one

Institutional Review Board committee

from February 2012. In view of

increased number of projects, there will

be two Institutional Review Board (IRB)

committees designating IRB I & IRB II.

Data Safety Monitoring Subcommittee

(DSMSC) will be under IRB.

5) The response on the proposed

guidelines on Compensation for Trial

Related Injury was forwarded to ICMR.

6) Testing of software for online

submission of research studies for IRB

is underway.

Others:

1. A meeting to discuss the draft

guidelines on compensation developed

by FERCI and ICMR was held on 02-July-

2011,

2. Facilitate - Intramural Research Grant

(IRG) meeting
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Clinical Research Secretariat (CRS) along with

Department of Atomic Energy Clinical trials

unit (DAE-CTC) facilitates high quality

research at Tata Memorial Centre. CRS

provides support for clinical research in terms

of statistical help, development of software’s

for data management, data analysis, funding

as well as co-ordination for the clinical

research.

As a part of statistical assistance CRS has

provided assistance for 80 clinicians for their

research protocol in terms of sample size

calculation and statistical analysis in 2011.

One of the highlights of this year was

appointment of permanent and temporary

clinical trial co-ordinators which will help in

the coordination of research activities in the

each disease management group (DMG).

While the permanent trial co-ordinators have

been appointed through TMH, the temporary

trial coordinators have been appointed

through the DAE-CTC fund.

In 2011 we have approved around 100 clinical

trial protocols. Around 40% of these are

investigator initiated trials. Majority of these

trials have been funded by the intra-mural

grants which include DAE-CTC funding, Terry

Fox foundation and Women’s Cancer

Initiative.

Some of the Landmark randomized trials

ongoing with support from the CRS and DAE-

CTC are as follows:

� Role of postoperative chemoradio-

therapy in high-risk head and neck

cancers (OCAT trial)

� Elective neck dissection vs. observation

in early node negative oral cancers,

radical three-field vs. two field

lymphadenectomy in operable

esophageal cancers.

� Neoadjuvant chemotherapy vs.

chemoradiation in cervical cancer, role

of intensive follow up after treatment

of soft tissue tumors amongst others.

� The landmark trial on perioperative

progesterone inoperable breast cancer

has been completed and was published

in the highly prestigious journal “Journal

of Clinical Oncology” in 2011. The trial

is of so much importance that an

editorial was also written on it. Based

on the results of this trial we have

modified our clinical practice for node

positive operable breast cancer

patients.

� Randomised trial comparing

conventional radiotherapy vs

stereotactic irradiation for childhood

low-grade and benign brain tumours

� A large randomized trial to evaluate the

role of screening for upper

aerodigestive tract cancers using

barium swallow and oral examination

by trained healed workers was started

in Ratnagiri district and has already

accrued over 5000 individuals.

� The role of metformin in triple- negative

breast cancer.

� Role of circulating chromatin in cancer

and chronic degenerative diseases.

One of the important goals of CRS is

dissemination of knowledge and promoting

evidence based practices throughout the

country. In this regard we host an Evidence

Based Management Conference every year.

In 2011 the theme of the EBM conference was

Acute Leukemia’s, Bone and Soft tissue

tumors and Colorectal Cancers. We also

released 3 books pertaining to the 3 topics of

EBM. These were distributed to all the faculty

members and delegates of the conference as

well as to all the Government Medical

colleges across India.

Every year we also organize Clinical Research

Methodology and Good Clinical Practice

Courses so as to train clinicians in the

methodology of Clinical Research. These

courses which were very successful were held

in May and June 2011 were participated by

almost 100 clinicians and 250 researchers

respectively. CRS also assists various

conferences that are organized in TMH. In

2011 we provided assistance for Anesthesia

review course in March, WCI Conference in

October, Annual Surgical Workshop in

November and ACCORD in December.

Clinical Research Secretariat and DAE-CTC

Ms. Rohini Hawaldar,

TRAC Administrator
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Introduction:

An Institutional Review Board (IRB) is a

committee that has been formally designated

to review, approve, and monitor research

involving humans with the aim to protect the

rights and welfare of the research subjects.

The IRB at Tata Memorial Centre (TMC)

consists of Scientific Review Committee (SRC)

and Human Ethics Committee (HEC). All

Scientific research projects are first discussed

in SRC for their scientific relevance and

importance to TMC and then the ethical

aspects are thoroughly scrutinized in HEC.

Data Safety Monitoring Subcommittee

(DSMSC) reviews all projects status and safety

reports.

The SRC was established in 1997 with

the following mandate.

1. To set the highest standards of clinical

research as an integral part of Clinical

Service.

Scientific Review Committee (SRC)

2. To review and approve proposals for

Clinical and Translational Research

(Intra and Extra Mural projects).

3. To co-ordinate and complement

activities of Clinical Research

Secretariat.

4. To implement guidelines and monitor

Intra Mural Research Projects.

5. To maintain our leadership as a national

standard of reference in all

Departments.

Composition –

The committee members are nominated by

Director, TMC.

The committee comprises of nearly 20

members of whom 4 or 5 are scientists from

ACTREC CRI while others are from the staff

of TMH. The committee meets on the first

Friday of every month.

Member Secretary co-ordinates all the

activities of the committee.

Composition of current SRC

Chairperson: Dr. R.A. Badwe

Co-Chairperson: Dr. K. Mohandas

Member Secretary: Dr. S.K. Shrivastava

Members: Dr. Rajiv Sarin Director, ACTREC

Dr. S. Zingde Dy. Director, ACTREC

Dr. H.B. Tongaonkar Dept. of Surgery

Dr. J.V. Divatia Member Secretary HEC-I

Dr. Medha Joshi Member Secretary HEC-II

Dr. C. S. Pramesh Dept. of Surgery

Dr. A. Munshi Dept. of Radiation Oncology

Dr. Kumar Prabhash Dept. of Medical Oncology

Dr. Hari Menon Dept. of Medical Oncology

Dr. N. Jambhekar Dept. of Pathology

Dr. Sangeeta Desai Dept. of Pathology

Dr. M. H. Thakur Dept. of Radiodiagnosis

Dr. R. Mulherkar ACTREC

Dr. S.V. Chiplunkar ACTREC

Dr. Robin Mukhopadhyay ACTREC

Dr. B. Ganesh Dept. of Medical Records

Dr. R. Dikshit Dept. of Medical Records

Ms. Rohini Hawaldar CRS / TRAC

Dr. S. K. Shrivastava,
Member Secretary,
Scientific Review Committee
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The projects dealt with by the SRC are:

1. Investigator initiated projects or trials,

soliciting funding from national funding

agencies;

2. Investigator initiated projects or trials,

soliciting funding from international

funding agencies;

3. Investigator initiated projects but where

no specific funding is required;

4. Multicentric academic trials with

national collaborators;

5. Multicentric academic trials with

international collaborators;

6. Pharmaceutical company sponsored

trials

7. Projects requiring Intramural funding:

collaborative projects between TMH

and ACTREC CRI with specifically

earmarked funding from TMC.

FUNCTIONING:

Protocol Submission:

Project and trials proposed to be carried out

at Tata Memorial Hospital are categorized to

define the level of SRC/HEC review

requirement and guide the Principal

Investigator for protocol submission.

Guidelines for preparing the detailed study

protocol, for Informed Consent Form and

framework for preparing detailed budget are

given to Principal Investigator to facilitate

protocol submission in a standardized format.

Principal Investigator is expected to complete

project submission form and submit the form

along with all relevant documents required

for review. A checklist is provided to Principal

Investigator to counter check that all these

aspects are complied with, before final

protocol submission.

Protocol appraisal and Approval:

All research projects/clinical trials involving

human subjects are processed through the

TMC-SRC and if approved by SRC forwarded

to Human Ethics Committee (HEC).

The projects are sent prior to the meeting, to

a statistician and internal and/or external

reviewer depending on the available

expertise specific to project. Project is scored

by the reviewer on a specified format.

The Principal Investigator is requested to

make a brief presentation of project/trial.

A discussion is held on the various aspects of

the study including:

� novelty of idea

� clarity of hypothesis

� research design,

� statements of end points,

� sample size,

� clinical relevance,

� adequacy of literature review time

frame,

� adequacy of expertise of Investigators,

etc.

Each proposal is assigned by the Secretary,

SRC to the lead discussant (members of SRC).

Lead discussant is the one who conducts an

in-depth review of the research proposal and

presents the study (project) to the Full Board

at the convened meeting.

The investigator is asked to respond to the

reviewer comments. Also Principal

Investigator (PI) has to address any queries

raised by the committee, members.

Decision is arrived by consensus, if consensus

not possible voting is carried out.

The protocol amendments are also discussed

in SRC for scientific relevance and then

forwarded to HEC for approval.

Types of Decision:

Approved: The project or proposal is

forwarded to Human Ethics Committee for its

approval.

Approved with minor modifications: The

minor modifications needs to be incorporated

by the PI in the project or proposal, which

will be reviewed by the Secretary, SRC and if

satisfied forwarded to HEC.

Approved with major modifications: The

major modifications needs to be incorporated

by the PI in the project or proposal, which

will be forwarded by the Secretary, SRC to

assigned lead discussant, and on written

approval of the lead discussant forwarded to

the HEC. In some instances if lead discussant

cannot arrive at a decision, he can advice

Secretary SRC, to take it up for Full Board

Review.

Resubmit/Not approved: The resubmitted

project with the amendments will be re-

discussed in the Full Board meeting.

Deferred: No decision can be made yet,

evaluation pending due to some reason. The

project will be discussed later.
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Range of SRC approval- 4 weeks

Activities undertaken by SRC in 2011

It was decided to develop a web-based

system for electronic submission and review

of protocols. The in-house submission system

was developed. It was decided to develop this

submission system further to automate the

IRB activities. The automated system would

function on the platform of DISHA – a

Document Management System, which is an

intranet based system. The testing of this

software is under process.

Intramural Research Grant (IRG) meeting was

successfully conducted on 29th March 2011

& 7th December 2011 to review and fund

Intramural Projects submitted in 2010-2011.

A total of 19 projects were sanctioned for

funding. Also SRC aims to improve IRG review

and funding process in future and is working

towards it.

Impact of SRC and Future

Recommendations:

SRC has evolved and refined its role in

creating and promoting scientific

environment amongst clinicians and scientist

for last 15 years. There has been continuous

improvement in quality of research projects.

The SRC has constantly fulfilled its mandate.

However, further refinement and fine tuning

is required for its improved activities. Various

areas where there is scope/need for

improvement are as follows.

� Organization and improvement of

infrastructural facilities:

SRC & HEC has been research

administration arm of the institute’s IRB

which needs to be strengthened by

providing adequate infrastructural

support for better efficiency.

� Continuous training:

o Regular training of committee

members for optimal functioning

of SRC is mandatory.

o Scientific community of the

institute should be regularly

upgraded through CME,

workshop etc for development of

culture for conducting clinical

trials and for generating

investigator initiated trials of

national importance and

relevance. Such efforts will

consolidate our position as

national leader in the field of

oncology.

PERFORMANCE OF SRC:

Year Projects Extra Institutional * Sponsored Thesis

approved Mural (Intra Mural / (Pharma/ (dissertation)

No funding Trade)

 required )

2011 132 16 40 28 48

2010 117 7 60 24 26

2009 127 11 62 38 16

* Includes projects approved for funding, awaited funding, short research conducted without

funds.
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The purpose of the HEC was to establish

formalize and reaffirm the Institution’s

commitment to promotion of high ethical

standards in clinical research, professional

education and to safeguard the dignity, rights

& well-being of potential research

participants. HEC provided a forum for

discussing and analyzing ethical issues in all

research activities of TMC.

TMC has two ethics committees namely TMC-

Human Ethics Committee I and II and they

(TMC-HEC) handle huge influx of clinical trials,

and student research. The two committees

conduct meeting every month to facilitate

timely and accurate ethical reviews and

maintain standards of IRB review process.

Tata Memorial Centre, Human Ethics

Committee has both in-house members as

well as experts from outside.

Each Committee, HEC I & HEC II, consisted of

15 members respectively. It has a Chairperson

and a Co-chairperson, (non-TMH member),

a Member- Secretary (TMH) and other

members which included clinicians and non-

medical members viz. a medical ethicist or a

philosopher or one patient representative

cum social worker, legal expert, and a clinical

pharmacologist. The members for each

committee are listed below:

Human Ethics Committee (HEC)

Human Ethics Committee-I

Chairperson Dr. Madhuri Gore Head, Dept. of Surgery, LTMG Hospital, Sion

Co- Chairperson Dr. R.C. Mistry Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital

Member Secretary Dr. J. V. Divatia Head, Dept. of Anaesthesia,

Tata Memorial Hospital

Member Dr. Tapan Saikia, Medical Oncologist,

Prince Aly Khan Hospital

Dr. N. Gogtay, Associate Professor,

Clinical Pharmacology, KEM Hospital

Dr. Pradnya Talawadekar Project Manager of Ojus Medical Institute,

Juhu.

Ms. Viji Venkatesh, Head, Max Station India &

Asia Pacific Region Co ordinator

Ms. Mrunal Marathe,  Medical Counselor

Dr.S. K. Shrivastava, Head, Dept. of Radiation Oncology and

Secretary, TMC Scientific Review Committee.

Dr. HKV Narayan, Medical Superintendent, TMH

Dr. Tanuja Shet, Professor, Dept. of Pathology, TMH

Dr. Brijesh Arora, Medical Oncologist,  TMH

Dr. Manju Sengar From July 2011 to Feb 2012

Medical Oncologist,  TMH

Dr. S. N. Myatra, Dept. of Anesthesia, TMH and Jt. Secretary,

Data Safety and Monitoring Subcommittee,

Tata Memorial Hospital.

Dr. R. Jalali, Dept of Radiation Oncology, TMH

Dr. A. Lobo Gajiwala, Head, Dept. of Tissue Bank,

Tata Memorial Hospital

Dr. J.V. Divatia,
Member Secretary,
Human Ethics
Committee-I

Dr. Medha Joshi,
Member Secretary,
Human Ethics
Committee-II
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Human Ethics Committee-II

Chairperson Dr.(Mrs) U. Thatte, Head, Dept. of  Clinical Pharmacology,

KEM Hospital

Co-Chairperson Dr. R. F. Chinoy, Senior Consultant Histopathologist,

Prince Aly Khan Hospital

Member Secretary Dr. Medha Joshi, Head, Digital Lib. Scs.,

Tata Memorial Hospital

Member Dr. V.R Joshi, Head, Rheumatology,

P.D. Hinduja Hospital

& Research Centre,

Dr. R. Munagekar, Pathologist and Medicolegal Consultant,

Sadhana Pathology Laboratory

Dr. Rati Godrej, Physician, US Consulate,

Lincoln House

Ms. Tessie George, Scientific Officer, BARC

Mr. P. K. Rao, Founder/ Trustee of JASCAP,

Jeet Association for support to

Cancer patients since 1996

Dr. Sarbani Ghosh Associate Professor,

Dept. of Radiation Oncology, TMH

Dr. Reena Nair, Professor,

Dept. of Medical Oncology, TMH

Dr. Vani Parmar, Associate Professor & Surgeon,

Dept. of Surgery, TMH

Dr. Prathamesh Pai, Associate Professor & Surgeon,

Dept. of Surgery, TMH

Dr. M.A Muckaden, Radiation Oncologist,

O/IC Palliative Care Services, TMC

Dr. Vikram GS Clinical Pharmacologist,

ACTREC

Dr. Sandeep Tandon, Associate Professor

Pulmonary Medicine,

Dept of Gen. Medicine, TMH
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Projects approved by Scientific Review

Committee are subject to ethical review.

Adhering to the dictum “Good science is good

ethics”, HEC reviews SRC approved projects

for ethical aspects in

� Scientific Design and Conduct of the

Study

� Care and Protection of Research

Participants

� Protection of Research Participant

Confidentiality

� Informed Consent Process

� Community Considerations

� Recruitment of Research Participants

The HEC adheres to the SOPs, are accessible

to all on TMC website- http://tmc.gov.in/

research/pdf/TMC-HEC-SOP.pdf

HEC PERFORMANCE IN 2011

HEC I

The committee conducted 12 full board

committee meetings. A total of 71 research

projects were meticulously scrutinized by HEC

for ethical issues. Of these, a total of 58

projects were approved, 13 projects were

subjected to modifications/ resubmission/ or

are awaiting approval.

In addition to these 176 amendments, 208

violations/ waivers/ deviations, 183 letters/

status reports & 8 miscellaneous items were

discussed during these meetings.

HEC II

The committee conducted 11 full board

committee meetings. A total of 53 research

projects were scrutinized by HEC. Of these, a

total of 37 projects were approved, 16

projects were subjected to modifications/

resubmission/ and are awaiting approval.

In addition to these 71 amendments, 273

violations/ waivers/ deviations, 167 letters/

status reports and 14 miscellaneous items

were discussed during these meetings.

3 subcommittee meetings were jointly

conducted by the two HECs. A total of 6

projects were discussed and these 6 were

approved.

Range of HEC approval – 1-2 months

The HEC member secretaries also received

queries from patients / participants who

wished to participate or had participated in

trials regarding ethical issues and rights, and

were addressed on one to one basis.

Summary

HEC- I

Projects discussed Approved Approved with

modifications/Resubmit

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

55 71 48 58 07 13

HEC- II

Projects discussed Approved Approved with

modifications/Resubmit

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

49 53 39 37 10 16

HEC- I & II subcommittee

Projects discussed Approved Approved with

modifications/Resubmit

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

03 6 03 6 -  -
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Ongoing Activities:

Moving towards the goal of “Paperless IRB”,

it was decided to develop a web-based

system for electronic submission and review

of protocols. The in-house submission system

was developed. It was decided to develop this

submission system further to automate the

IRB activities. The automated system would

function on the platform of DISHA – a

Document Management System, which is an

intranet based system. The developing of IRB

software has been initiated and the testing is

under process.

HEC- I & II

Projects Extramural Institutional Sponsored P. G. Thesis

Discussed *(Intra Mural / (Pharma / Trade)  (dissertation)

No Funding

required)

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

107 130 6 10 44 57 25 24 32 39

* Includes projects approved for funding, awaiting funding and short research conducted

without funds.
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Overview

The Data Safety Monitoring Sub-Committee,

a subcommittee of the Human Ethics

Committee at Tata Memorial Hospital is

essentially responsible for monitoring patient

safety and assessing data during the course

of the study in a manner that contributes to

the scientific and ethical integrity of the study.

The DSMSC meets on the second Tuesday of

every month at 8.00 am in the Institutional

Review Board meeting room.

Data Safety Monitoring Sub Comiittee

Secretary Member, HEC II Dr. Sarbani Laskar Ghosh

Jt Secretary Member, HEC I Dr. Sheila Nainan Myatra

Member Dr. Tejpal Gupta

(Member, HEC I) Dr. Vikram Gota

Member Dr. Devendra Chaukar

(Member, HEC II) Dr. Vani Parmar

Member Dr. Manju Sengar From Feb 2010 – Jul 2011

Dr. Prachi Patil

Dr. Bharath Rekhi

Dr. Nilendu Purandare

Dr. Sharmila Pimple

Dr. Priya Ranganathan

Dr. Vijaya Patil

Dr. Sanjay Biswas

Dr. Jaya Ghosh

Dr. Vedang Murthy

Dr. Ashwini Budrukkar

Dr. Suyash Kulkarni

Mr. Sanjay Talole

Dr. Vanita Noronha From Aug 2011- Till date

Dr. Vanita Noronha joined the DSMSC in place of Dr.Manju Sengar from Aug 2011 onwards

The committee conducted 12 meetings from Jan - Dec 2011

Dr.Sarbani Ghosh Laskar

Secretary

DSMSC
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Monitoring of trials:

The monitoring is done for all institutional

(investigator initiated) trials. Sponsored trials

are not monitored regularly as they have an

inbuilt monitoring plan appointed by the

sponsors. However the sponsored trial may

be monitored in case of reasons identified by

any member of HEC/DSMSC. For cause

monitoring could be initiated, in any of the

following conditions: for high number of

protocol violations/deviation, remarkable

SAE reports and a trend for similar SAE, high

recruitment rate, non-compliance or

suspicious conduct and any other cause as

decided by HEC.

The initial monitoring is usually conducted

after the DSMSC receives the intimation of

accrual of > 3 patients from the PI.

Subsequent monitoring is conducted

depending on risk assessment and the

findings are reported to HEC.

The recommendations are sent to the PI for

information/action/comments as per

discussion in HEC Meeting.

Year 2011

Trials monitored 21

Review of the Annual Status Reports/

Continuing Review Applications

A detailed review of Annual Status Reports/

Continuing Review Application has been

initiated by the DSMSC since Feb 2010. The

DSMSC are renewal in HEC for final approval.

A total of 122 Status report were received and

reviewed by the DSMSC in 2011.

The three principle functions of the

committee are:

1. Review of SAE reports

2. Monitoring of institutional (investigator

initiated) trials

3. Continuing Review Application/ Annual

status Report review

Review of Serious Adverse Event

Reports

The primary responsibility of the DSMSC is

to review and address SAE and unexpected

events involving risks to research participants.

Every month, On an average the committee

receives 40 SAE reports of SAEs occurring at

TMC (institutional and sponsored studies).

During the years 484 SAE reports on 64 clinical

trials were received and reviewed by the

DSMSC.

In addition the DSMSC also receives safety

reports of SAE from other centers for trials

which are ongoing at Tata Memorial Hospital.

These Periodic Safety Update Report/

Suspected Unexpected Serious Adverse

Reaction Line listings are submitted by the

investigate on a monthly/quarterly /Biannual

basis. These are filed by the DSMSC and as

the detailed review of these are beyond the

scope of DSMSC. It is the investigator

responsibility of review these listings in detail

and report if a trend is observed.
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Project Name Principal Investigator

Clinopathological Study of Hepatocellular carcinoma and Mohandas KM

Intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma.

Open label, non controlled, non randomized, interventional pilot Prabhash Kumar

study to evaluate the response rate after induction therapy with

Docetaxel (T) and cisplatin (P) in unresectable locally advanced

squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck.

A retrospective study of correlation of morphological patterns Gujral Sumeet

and MIB1 proliferation index in Plasmacytomas

Long term outcome of Autologous Transplant in Multiple Khattry Navin

Myeloma from Tata Memorial Centre-A retrospective analysis

Nutrition Practices and outcomes in critically ill cancer patients Agarwal Vandana

A prospective, observational study of assessment and treatment Jain P.N.

adequacy of pain in cancer patients in emergency room at

Tata Memorial Hospital

Oral Health Of Children With Leukemia And Its Co-Relation Dholam K

To Outcome – Pilot Study

Establishment of registry for collating the data on epidemiology Nair Reena

and treatment patterns of lymphoma in India

Use of Mobile Phones and the risk of brain tumors – Dikshit Rajesh

A multicentric Case- Control Study

A cross-sectional study to assess association of Thatte Urmila

complementary alternative medicine with patients satisfaction

in Breast cancer

A cross-sectional study to assess association of complementary Thatte Urmila

alternative medicine with patients satisfaction in Chronic Myeloid

Leukaemia.

Retrospective study of patients who underwent Near- Pai P

Total Laryngectomy from 1990 to 2010

Retrospective study of patients who underwent Transoral Laser Pai P

Microsurgery from 1990- 2010

Retrospective study of patients who received oral Pai P

neoadjuvant chemotherapeutic in head neck cancers

Concordance between different antibodies for c-erbB-2/HER2/neu Desai Sangeeta

testing and HER2/2neu as a prognostic factor in breast cancer.

A prospective randomized controlled study to evaluate the use of Divatia JV

lung ultrasonography to confirm position of left sided double lumen

tube in elective thoracic surgeries involving one lung ventilation, at

Tata Memorial Hospital.

A Phase 3, Randomized, Double-Blind Trial of Weekly Paclitaxel Gupta Sudeep

Plus AMG 386 or Placebo in Women With Recurrent Partially Platinum

Sensitive or Resistant Epithelial Ovarian, Primary Peritoneal or Fallopian

Tube Cancers

Multicentre, Single-Arm, Open Label Clinical Trial Intended Bakshi Ganesh

To Provide Early Access To Cabazitaxel In Patients With Metastatic

Hormone Refractory Prostate Cancer Previously Treated With A

Docetaxel-Containing Regimen And To Document Safety Of Cabazitaxel

In These Patients.

Study to evaluate factors associated with maximum mouth Dholam K

opening in patients with squamous cell carcinoma of oral cavity and

oropharynx.

Research Projects Approved During 2011-12
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A multicenter observational study of candidemia cases among Chakrabarti

ICU patients in India Arunaloke

Dosimetric Comparison of Helical Tomotherapy and Laskar Siddhartha

Conventional IMRT for the Treatment of PNET of the Chest Wall (Askin’s

Tumor)

Treatment Outcome & Patterns of Failure in Early Stage Laskar Siddhartha

Non -Hodgkin’s Lymphoma (DLBCL) Treated with Combined Modality

Treatment

A retrospective analysis of peri-operative anaesthetic Kulkarni Atul

management and postoperative complications in patients undergoing

major orthopaedic surgery

A phase III trial of adjuvant chemotherapy following Shrivastava SK

chemo-radiation as primary treatment for locally advanced cervical

cancer compared to chemo-radiation alone: The OUTBACK Trial

Protocol No.BI-1200.98 - An open label, phase II trial of Ghosh Jaya

BIBW 2992 (afatinib) in patients with metastatic HER2-overexpressing

breast cancer failing HER2-targeted treatment in the neoadjuvant and/

or adjuvant treatment setting

Detection  of Micrometastasis In Regional Lymph Nodes In Kane S.V.

pN0 Cases In T1 to T4 Squamous Carcinoma Oral Cavity.

Comparison of the accuracy of clinical palpation versus Ambulkar Reshma

ultrasound imaging in location of the level of intervertebral space.

Computed tomography  pulmonary angiography : impact of Arya Supreeta

patients’ body mass index on contrast enhancement

microRNA signature in Burkitt lymphoma (including Shet Tanuja

atypical Burkittlymphoma) and Diffuse large B cell lymphoma- A

collaborative project

Comparison of efficacy and safety of Rituximab (MABTHERATM) Nair Reena

and its biosimilar (REDITUXTM) in Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma (DLBCL)

patients treated with chemoimmunotherapy :

a retrospective analysis

“A prospective randomized, open-labeled parallel group trial of Banavali SD

L- asparaginase vs. Prednisolone  in a subset of  newly diagnosed

patients in  acute lymphoblastic leukemia  presenting with

hyperleukocytosis

Spectrum of osteogenic sarcoma cases presenting to a Gulia Ashish

tertiary cancer centre and compliance of treatment norms

Treatment Results in Advanced Stage Hodgkins Nair Reena

Lymphoma:  A Retrospective Study.

CAMN107A2404: A randomized phase III study of Imatinib Menon Hari

dose optimization compared with Nilotinib in patients with chronic

mylogenous leukemia and suboptimal response to standard dose

Imatinib

Asia CML Registry (ACR): Web based registry Menon Hari

Prevalence of immediate post-operative complication in Divatia JV

post anesthesia care unit in cancer patients - An Audit

A Randomized, Double-Blind, Multicenter Phase 3 Study Mehta Shaesta

of Irinotecan, Folinic Acid, and 5-Fluorouracil (FOLFIRI) Plus

Ramucirumab or Placebo in Patients With Metastatic Colorectal

Carcinoma Progressive During or Following First-Line Combination

Therapy With Bevacizumab, Oxaliplatin, and a Fluoropyrimidine

Project Name Principal Investigator
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Role of intravenous Paracetamol as an adjunct to epidural anal Jain P.N.

gesia in immediate post-operative period in abdominal cancer surgeries:

An open label randomized control trial.

Retrospective study to evaluate correlation of thickness with Pantvaidya Gouri

lymph node metastasis and locoregional recurrence in gingivobuccal

complex tumours

Prospective study- Comparative study of plain and contrast Desai SM

CT scan of thorax, to compare efficacy of plain scan with contrast

enhanced scan to detect pulmonary parenchymal metastases in

patients of bone and soft tissue sarcomas.

Do preoperative pulmonary function tests predict postoperative Sareen Raman

respiratory complications after lung surgery? -A retrospective study

A Randomized, International, Open-Label, Multi-Centre, Phase III Noronha Vanita

Study to Assess the Effect of a Patient Outreach Program on the

Percentage of Time Patients with Locally Advanced or Metastatic

Medullary Thyroid Cancer Experience Grade 2 or Higher Adverse Events

during the First 12 Months of Treatment with Vandetanib

Bioequivalence study of two Rituximab formulations in patients Gota Vikram

with Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma(DLBCL)

Utility of PET scan in diagnosis of Bleomycin induced Menon Hari

lung toxicity in Hodgkin’s disease

Randomized controlled trial to assess blockade of voltage gated Badwe R

sodium channels and role of addressing the axillary lymph nodes first

during surgery in operable breast cancer

Protocol no. ML25420- A Multi Centre, Pilot Phase II Trial Assessing Gupta Sudeep

 The Efficacy And Safety Of Bevacizumab + Gemcitabine + Carboplatin

As  First Line Treatment For Patients Diagnosed With Triple Negative

Metastatic Breast Cancer.

The role of computed tomography in diagnosis and staging of Thakur M.H.

pediatric abdominal neoplasm

Prospective open label randomized controlled comparative study Gehdoo R.P.

of Inj.Pethidine versus Inj.Nalbuphine for the control of postanaesthetic

shivering

Evaluation of prevalence of tobacco use in patients with head and Noronha Vanita

neck cancer.

Retrospective analysis of limited stage small cell carcinoma of lung Agarwal JP

treated curatively with chemo-radiotherapy from 2005-2010 in Tata

Memorial Hospital, Mumbai

Multi-center Observational Study to evaluate epidemiology and Kulkarni Atul

resistance patterns of common ICU-Infections (MOSER Study)

Awareness and acceptability of reconstructive breast services in Yadav Prabha

patients with carcinoma breast

Survey of employment, return to work and factors affecting it in Agarwal JP

the head neck cancer patients

Community Based Tobacco Cessation Programme Mishra Gauravi

Open Phase 2 study for customized approach for unilateral Wilms Qureshi Sajid

tumor

A dosimetric comparison of High Dose Rate Interstitial Laskar Siddhartha

Brachytherapy and External Beam Radiation Therapy using Intensity

Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) and Helical Tomotherapy (TOMO)

for Soft Tissue Sarcoma

Project Name Principal Investigator
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Audit of Trend of Preoperative Fasting in TMH Desai Madhavi

Predicting pulmonary complications after esophagectomy : Ranganathan Priya

A retrospective cohort study.

Clinical characteristics and outcome of patients with Kurkure Purna

Rhabdomyosarcoma treated at Tata Memorial Centre :

A Retrospective analysis

Effect of monitoring of cuff pressure on post-operative Sharma Kailash

pharyngolaryngeal adverse effects after proseal- laryngeal mask airway

insertion

Audit on Perioperative mortality and significant morbidity Amin Nayana

Assessment of Quality of Anaesthesia in a Tertiary Cancer Hospital Amin Nayana

10TASQ10- A Phase 3 Randomized, Double-Blind, Noronha Vanita

Placebo-controlled Study of Tasquinimod in Men with Metastatic

Castrate-Resistant Prostate Cancer

A Prospective observational study – Epidural catheter insertion site Patil Vijaya

in relation to incision and adequacy of post-op pain relief  in children

undergoing  thoracic and upper abdominal surgeries.

Development of a Registry to assess the demography, cytogentic Sengar Manju

profile and treatment outcomes of patients with multiple myeloma –

Mumbai Myeloma Registry Program

A Prospective study to assess the correct depth of insertion of Myatra SN

endotracheal tubes during nasal and oral intubation in the Indian

population

I4T-MC-JVBA(b)-A Randomized, Double-Blind, Phase 3 Study of Prabhash Kumar

Docetaxel and Ramucirumab versus Docetaxel and Placebo in the

Treatment of Stage IV Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Following Disease

Progression after One Prior Platinum-Based Therapy

Postoperative ventilation in cancer surgeries– an audit Shetmahajan

Madhavi

Prospective Phase III randomized trial of prostate only or whole Murthy Vedang

pelvic radiotherapy in high risk prostate cancer (POP-RT trial)

Effect of radio-frequency ablation procedures on body temperature Ranganathan Priya

A prospective, observational study to evaluate the role of Agarwal JP

pretreatment parameters that predict outcome following treatment

with organ conservation protocols in pharyngeal and laryngeal

carcinomas

Contralateral Nodal Metastasis in Carcinoma of Tongue Crossing or Nair Sudhir

reaching Midline

Extracorporeal irradiated tumor bone- A reconstruction option in Puri Ajay

diaphyseal bone sarcomas

Collaborative Study on Lymph Node Density as predictor of Survival Chaturvedi Pankaj

in Oral Cavity Squamous Cell Carcinoma.

AP/111/11- An open label, multi-centre, non-randomized, Prabhash Kumar

single arm study to evaluate the safety and efficacy of APCEDEN™

[Dendritic Cell (DC) immunotherapy] in patients with refractory solid

malignancies, on symptomatic treatment

Prospective evaluation of clinical outcomes and quality of life in Jalali Rakesh

patients with oligo brain metastases (1-3) treated with image guided

frameless stereotactic radiosurgery

Impact of  Subjective Global Assessment at diagnosis on early Nair Reena

treatment outcomes in Lymphomas: An audit of lymphoma clinic

database

Project Name Principal Investigator
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The educational activities at TMC were

brought under one administrative control

with the creation of the office of the dean

Academics, TMC, and more recently Director

Academics. Efforts are on to move various

courses from Mumbai University,

Maharashtra University of Health Sciences to

the Homi Bhabha National Institute (Deemed

University)

TMC is a recognized training center for

imparting cancer education and research by

several national and international

organizations, including WHO, IAEA and

INCTR. The number of applications for short

term training, observers, project work by

students has continued to increase in 2010.

Residency Programs

In addition to the DM/MCh students

additional senior residents are selected by a

competitive and open selection process.

Strengthening of the training programs has

been achieved by introducing log books for

all residents and yearly external appraisals for

all students. All the formal educational

courses are now under the supervision of

Board of Studies-Health sciences or Board of

Studies- Life sciences of the Homi Bhabha

National Institute (HBNI). This is an

opportunity to offer formal degrees like

MPhil, PhD and MTech to senior residents

who are not registered for a super speciality

degree.

The intake capacity of M.Ch (Surgical

Oncology), DM (Medical Oncology), DM

(Pediatric Oncology), & DM (Critical Care

Medicine) has been enhanced from 2 to 16

and 5 to 10, respectively. The seats for MD

Anesthesia, Pathology, Radiodiagnosis,

Radiotherapy were also increased. A total of

72 PG students were registered during the

year 2011.

Approval for starting MD (Microbiology), MD

(Immuno-Hematology & Blood Transfusion),

MD (Palliative Medicine), & MD (Nuclear

Medicine) has been granted by Medical

Council of India, Diploma in Anaesthesia and

Radio diagnosis have been discontinued from

2010.

DM programs in Critical Care, Pediatric

Oncology and MD in Palliative Medicine will

start from June/July 2012.

The Maharashtra Nursing Council granted

permission to Tata Memorial Hospital to start

M.Sc (Nursing) Programe with the intake

capacity of 10 seats and it is streamlined to

start from June 2012.

Oncology Training Programme

Certificate and in-House training programs for

medical and Para-medical practitioners are

conducted in specific areas. The programs for

doctors includes training in Surgical, Medical,

Radiation, and Preventive Oncology and in

allied branches like, GI Endoscopy,

Anaesthesia, and Intensive Care, Imaging,

Onco-pathology and Cytopathology. The

institute accepts 20 doctors from all over

India and abroad every 6 months and offers

residential training. Efforts are on to formalize

this program and bring it under HBNI for

certification. In addition several short and

long term courses tabulated below that are

conducted by various departments in various

clinical areas. In the near future, all these

short courses will offer structured training

with certification by HBNI and some of these

programs could be converted to post

graduate diplomas.

Education
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Courses.

Approval Seats

Courses Intake by Taken Passed

MCI 2011

M.Ch (Surgical Oncology) 16 16 02

M.Ch (Gynae Oncology) 01 01 —

DM (Medical Oncology) 10 10 02

MD (Anesthesiology) 13 13 06

MD (Pathology) 09 09 05

MD (Radiotherapy) 07 07 05

MD (Radio diagnosis) 05 05 03

MD (Immuno-Haematology& Blood Transfusion) 01 01 —

MD (Microbiology) 01 01 —

Advance Diploma in Radiotherapy Technology 09 09 09

Total 72 72 32

TRAINING PROGRAMME

FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2011

NO. NAME OF TRAINING DEPARTMENT NO. OF

TRAINEE’S

1 SIX MONTHS ADVANCED CT SCAN IMAGING RADIO DIAGNOSIS 2

TRAINING COURSE

2 SIX MONTHS LABORATORY TECHNICIAN IN PATHOLOGY 2

PATHOLOGY

3 SIX MONTHS ADVANCED HEMATOLOGY HEAMATOPATHOLOGY NIL

TRAINING

4 SIX MONTHS ADVANCED BIOCHEMISTRY BIOCHEMISTRY 5

TRAINING COURSE

5 SIX MONTHS ADVANCED MRI IMAGING RADIO-DIAGNOSIS 2

TRAINING COURSE

6 SIX MONTHS CYTO PATHOLOGY TECH CYTO PATHOLOGY 4

TRAINING COURSE

7 SIX MONTHS ADVANCED CANCER CANCER CYTOGENETICS 1

CYTOGENETICS TRAINING COURSE

8 ADVANCED MAMMOGRAPHY IMAGING RADIO-DIAGNOSIS NIL

TRAINING COURSE

9 SIX MONTHS APPRENTICESHIP NUCLEAR MEDICINE & 3

PROGRAMME IN PET/CT MOLECULAR IMAGINE

(BIO-IMAGINE)

10 ONE YEAR APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME PATHOLOGY 4

(BOAT)

11 YASH FOUNDATION - TRAINEE NURSES NURSING 12

12 B K L WALAWALKAR HOSPITAL - NURSING 8

GNM TRAINEE NURSES
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13 3 MONTHS CERTIFICATE COURSE IN NURSING 8

ENTEROSTOMAL THERAPY

(19TH BATCH)

14 SIX WEEKS CERTIFICATE COURSE IN NURSING 9

HOSPITAL INFECTION ( 9TH BATCH )

15 ONE MONTHS LONG TERM CVAD COURSE NURSING 6

(15TH BATCH)

16 ONCOLOGY TRAINING FOR GYNAEC ONCOLOGY 1

DEFENCE PERSONNEL

17 ONE YEAR CERTIFICATE COURSE FOR ANESTHESIOLOGY, 3

ICU TECHNICIAN CRITICAL CARE & PAIN

18 SIX  MONTHS ONCOLOGY TRAINING - 9

PROGRAMME

19 8 WEEKS P B DESAI / UICC FELLOWSHIP - 3

20 Observer - 402

Conference/Workshop/Seminars

Date Conference/Workshop/Seminars

11-13 Jan-2011 2nd CBC Workshop- Bench to Clinic

19-21 Jan-2011 4th CBC workshop on Bench to clinic

21-23 Jan-2011 Seminar on Molecular Diagnostics in Oncopathology

14-18 Feb-2011 5th Clinical Cytometry course

25-27-Feb-2011 9th Annual Conference on Evidence Based Management of Cancers

in India Bone and Soft Tissue Tumors, Colorectal Cancers & Acute

Leukaemias

28-Feb-4-Mar-2011 Training Course on Cancer Registration and Descriptive Epidemiology:

Principles and Methods

1-Mar-2011 Awareness In Palliative Care

11-13-Mar-2011 Anaesthesia Review Course 2011

17-19-Mar-2011 Workshop on Physics of Advanced Radiotherapy In Collaboration–

with AAPM

19-20-Mar-2011 4th Global Postlaryngectomy Rehabilitation Academy Workshop

29-30 Apr- 2nd workshop on An approach to Immunohistochemical Evaluation

1 May-2011 of common tumors

28-29-May-2011 5th Annual Short Course In Clinical Research Methodology

1-3-Jun-2011 IAPC-Indian Association of Palliative Care Training

5-Jun-2011 ACT Clinic Survivor group Ugam Annual function

10-Jul-2011 2nd Annual one day workshop on Acute Care following Breast Cancer

Surgery

11-12 Jun-2011 2nd Basic Hematopathology Course

13-15-Jul-2011 5th Hematology Course on Complete Blood Count – from the Bench

to the Clinic

21-23 Jul-2011 3rd CBC Workshop- Bench to Clinic

NO. NAME OF TRAINING DEPARTMENT NO. OF

TRAINEE’S
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31-Jul-2011 Symposium on: Radiation Safety in Computed Tomography and

Diagnostic Radiology

8-12 Aug-2011 6th Clinical cytometry course

12-15-Aug-2011 1st Post Graduate training program in Oncology for Occupational

Therapists

20-Aug-2011 CME on Principles & Techniques of Grossing Surgical Oncology

Specimens

27-28-Aug-2011 THEMATIC ‘11 -Haemodyanamic Workshop

4-Sep-2011 Conference on Principles and Techniques of  Grossing Surgical

Oncology Specimens

15-Sep-2011 World Lymphoma Awareness Day

16-17-Sept-2011 11th ICRO PG Teaching course on Brachytherapy:

Principal & Practicals

25-26-Sept-2011 MAPCON 2011

4-Oct-2011 World Mental Health Day

8-Oct-2011 World Hospice and Palliative Care Day

13-16-Oct-2011 9th TMH-Women’s Cancer Initiative Conference on Recent Advances

in Breast Cancer and update on  Endometrial Cancer

1-Nov-2011 ONCORECON - 2011

4-Nov-2011 AOGIN – India 2011 Conference & Workshop

5-6-Nov-2011 1st FERCI- National Conference  On Research Ethics

11-13-Nov-2011 6th Annual ONCOSURG 2011-  Surgical Oncology Workshop

18-19-Nov-2011 Update In GI Pathology – Gastrointestinal  Pathology Conference

26-27-Nov-2011 15th Annual  PHOCON 2011 Conference of  Pediatric Hematology-

Oncology

28-30-Nov-2011 IAPC-Indian Association of Palliative Care Training for  doctors and

nurses

7-9-Dec-2011 Blood Bank Training Programme

9-10-Dec-2011 8th  Annual Workshop Cancer Rehabilitaton 2011

15-Dec-2011 CME on Histotechnology

16-Dec-2011 Hindi fortnight prize distribution

16-17-Dec-2011 5th Annual Histo Immunotech 2011 - CME on Histotechnology &

workshop on Immunohistochemistry

17-Dec-2011 ACORD Workshop

18-Dec-2011 CME for Medical Laboratories Technologists

19-Dec-2011 EQAS Diagnostic Cytopathology

Date Conference/Workshop/Seminars
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Publications

Staff Publication 2011

The staff publications have been

progressively increasing in numbers over the

past few years. During the year 2011, TMH

published 247 scholarly articles registering an

increase of 38% in comparison to the previous

year. These were published in 97 journals

both indexed and non-indexed. Of these 247,

164 (66%) were contributed in 75

international journals & 83 (34%) were

published in 22 national journals. The

scholarly publications were contributed by

569 authors and co-authors from various

departments of the Institute and few in

collaboration with clinicians from other

Institutions, as well.

International Publications

1 Agarwal JP (2011)-Head neck cancer:

promises, pitfalls, challenges and

opportunities. Radiotherapy and

Oncology. May; 99(1):S199. (DLID:

AR12007)

2 Agarwal JP, Palwe V, Dutta D, Laskar

SG, Budrukkar A, Murthy V, Chaturvedi

P, Pai P, Chaukar D, Kulkarni S, Kulkarni

A, Baccher G, Shrivastava SK, DCruz AK

(2011)-Objective assessment of

swallowing function after definitive

concurrent (Chemo)radiotherapy in

patients with head and neck cancer.

Dysphagia. Dec.; 26(4):399-406. (DLID:

AR11349)

3 Alam H, Gangadaran P, Bhate AV,

Chaukar DA, Sawant SS, Tiwari R,

Bobade J, Kannan S, DCruz AK, Kane S,

Vaidya MM (2011)-Loss of keratin 8

phosphorylation leads to increased

tumor progression and correlates with

clinico-pathological parameters of OSCC

patients. PLoS ONE. Nov.; 6(11):e27767.

(DLID: AR12166)

4 Anderson BO, Cazap E, El Saghir NS, Yip

CH, Khaled HM, Otero IV, Adebamowo

CA, Badwe RA, Harford JB (2011)-

Optimisation of breast cancer

management in low-resource and

middle-resource countries : executive

summary of the Breast Health Global

Initiative consensus. The Lancet

Oncology. Apr.; 12(4):387-398. (DLID:

AR11584)

5 Badwe RA, Hawaldar R, Parmar

V, Nadkarni M, Sheth T, Desai S, Gupta

S, Jalali R, Vanmali V, Dikshit R (2011)-

Single-injection depot progesterone

before surgery and survival in women

with operable breast cancer: a

randomized controlled trial. Journal of

Clinical Oncology. Jul.; 29(21):2845-

2851. (DLID: AR11652)

6 Bajpai J, Shah K, Sheth V, Gupta S, Puri

A, Kurkure P, Jambhekar N, Rekhi

B, Vora T, Desai S, Laskar S, Juvekar

S, Gulia A, Banavali S (2011)-

Chemotherapy compliance and

histological response in osteosarcoma

patients from a tertiary care center in

India. Pediatric Blood and Cancer.

Sept.; 57(5):780. (DLID: AR12032)

7 Bakshi SG, Jain PN, Sareen R (2011)-

Audit of complications of post-

operative epidural analgesia from an

Indian Cancer Centre. European Journal

of Pain Supplements. Sept.; 5(S1):270.

(DLID: AR12062)

8 Banavali S, Singh R, Prasad M, Arora

B, Nahar A, Vora T, Gujral

S, Subranmanian PG, Amre-Kadam P

(2011)-Is there a role for a novel

maintenance therapy in pediatric

patients with acute leukemia. Pediatric

Blood and Cancer. Oct.; 57(5):770.

(DLID: AR12072)

9 Basu S, Nandy S, Rajan MGR,

Ramadwar M, Moghe SH (2011)-

Chondroid hamartoma presenting as

solitary pulmonary nodule: Results of

dual time point (18)F-

fluorodeoxyglucose-PET and

comparison with (18)F-fluorothymidine

PET and histopathology. Hellenic

Journal of Nuclear Medicine. May-

Aug.; 14(2):173-174. (DLID: AR11742)

10 Bhalavat RL, Vyas S, Jamema SV, Upreti

R, Talole S, Medhi S (2011)-Quantitative

estimation of doses to salivary glands

from using brachytherapy in head and

neck cancers. Brachytherapy. Jan-

Feb.; 10(1):81-6. (DLID: AR10635)

11 Biju G (2011)-Use of electronic tissue

compensator in head and neck patients

at Tata Memorial Hospital: our

experience. Radiotherapy and

Oncology. May; 99(Suppl 1):S562.

(DLID: AR11881)



6712 Biswas SK, Kelkar R, Tandon S (2011)-

Surveillance of health care workers for

multidrugresistant organisms in faecal

samples in a tertiary care cancer centre.

BMC Proceedings. Jun-Jul (DLID:

AR12349)

13 Borde C, Basu S, Kand P, Arya S, Sheth

T (2011)-Bilateral renal metastases from

papillary thyroid carcinoma on post

(131)I treatment scan: Flip-flop sign,

radioiodine SPET, (18)F-FDG PET, CECT

and histopathological correlation.

Hellenic Journal of Nuclear Medicine.

Jan-Apr.; 14(1):72-73. (DLID: AR11467)

14 Budrukkar A, Khanna N, Bhalavat

R, Murthy V, Ghosh-Laskar S, Gupta

T, Upreti RR, Jamema S, Agarwal JP

(2011)-Efficacy and safety of high dose

rate interstitial brachytherapy boost in

88 patients with head neck cancers.

Radiotherapy and Oncology.

May.; 99(1):s116. (DLID: AR11848)

15 Budrukkar A, Muttagi S, Shahid

T, Chatturvedi P, Banavali S, Laskar

SG, Murthy V, DCruz A, Agarwal JP

(2011)-Second primary head and neck

squamous cell cancers with aggressive

behavior in patients with chronic

myeloid leukaemia. British Journal of

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. Nov.

(DLID: AR12139)

16 Chaturvedi P (2011)-Does screening for

oral cancer saves lives?. ICOMS. :1010.

(DLID: AR12073)

17 Chaturvedi P (2011)-Prevention and

screening for early detection of oral

cancers. Oral Oncology. July(Suppl

1):S9. (DLID: AR11764)

18 Chaturvedi P, Vaishampayan SS, Nair

S, Nair D (2011)-Oral cancers in patients

with submucous fibrosis are clinico-

pathologically different from those

without submucous fibrosis.

International Journal of Oral And

Maxillofacial Surgery.

Oct.; 40(10):1071. (DLID: AR12009)

19 Chaukar D, Chaturvedi P, Pai P,

Rangarajan V, Arya S, DCruz AK (2011)-

Comparative study of PET CT, CT scan,

USG and clinical examination in

accurate detection of neck nodal

metastasis in oral squamous cell

carcinoma : a prospective study. Oral

Oncology. Jul.; 47(S-1):S40-S41. (DLID:

AR11795)

20 Chaukar D, Purandare N, Dandekar M,

Kane S, Arya S, DCruz AK (2011)-

Mandibular involvement in

gingivobuccal complex cancers:

Preoperative assessment and study of

pattern of invasion. Oral Oncology. Jul.;

47(1):S36. (DLID: AR11767)

21 DCruz AK, Dandekar MR (2011)-Elective

versus therapeutic neck dissection in

the clinically node negative neck in early

oral cavity cancers: Do we have the

answer yet?. Oral Oncology.

Jul.; 47(9):780-782. (DLID: AR11677)

22 Desai S, Thakur S, Menon S, Desai SB

(2011)-Epidermoid cyst in the kidney.

Urology. Sept.; 78(3):563-564. (DLID:

AR11409)

23 Deshmukh AD, Katna R, Patil A, Chaukar

DA, Basu S, DCruz AK (2011)-Ectopic

thyroid masquerading as

submandibular tumour: a case report.

Annals of Royal College of Surgeons of

England. Sept.; 93(6):e77-e80. (DLID:

AR11954)

24 Deshmukh MK, Bal M, Deshpande

P, Jambhekar NA (2011)-Synchronous

squamous cell carcinoma of tongue and

unicentric cervical castlemans disease

clinically mimicking a stage IV disease:

a rare association or coincidence?. Head

and Neck Pathology. Jan.; 5(2):180-183.

(DLID: AR11357)

25 Deshpande DD, Kinhikar RA, Upreti

R, Chaudhari S, Tambe C, Kadam

S, Dhote D (2011)-Peripheral patient

does measurements for IMRT delivered

with helical tomotherapy and linac.

International  Journal of Radiation

Oncology Biology

Physics. Nov.; 81(2):S825. (DLID:

AR12055)

26 Dhamankar V, Kurkure P, Goswami

S, Dalvi N, Bhartiya D, Vora T (2011)-

Reproductive outcome in married

young adult survivors of childhood

cancers attending after completion

therapy (ACT) clinic. Pediatric Blood and

Cancer. Sept.; 57(5):830. (DLID:

AR12029)

27 Dhillon PK, Yeole BB, Dikshit R, Kurkure

AP, Bray F (2011)-Trends in breast,

ovarian and cervical cancer incidence in

Mumbai, India over a 30-year period,

1976-2005: an age-period-cohort

analysis. British Journal of Cancer.

Aug.; 105(5):723-730. (DLID: AR11879)
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28 Dholam KP, Bachher GK, Yadav

PS, Quazi GA, Pusalkar HA (2011)-

Assessment of quality of life after

implant-retained prosthetically

reconstructed maxillae and mandibles

postcancer treatments. Implant

Dentistry. Jan.; 20(1):85-94. (DLID:

AR11331)

29 Digumarti R, Wang Y, Raman G, Doval

DC, Advani SH, Julka PK, Parikh

PM, Patil S, Nag S, Madhavan J, Bapna

A, Ranade AA, Varadhachary A, Malik R

(2011)-A randomized double-blind

placebo-controlled phase II study of oral

talactoferrin in combination with

carboplatin and paclitaxel in previously

untreated locally advanced or

metastatic non-small cell lung cancer.

Journal of Thoracic Oncology.

Jun.; 6(6):1098-1103. (DLID: AR11644)

30 Dikshit R, Kanhere S, Surange S (2011)-

Cancer survival in Bhopal, India, 1991-

1995. IARC Scientific Publications.

162:107-113. (DLID: AR11858)

31 Dongre A, Vora T, Arora B, Kurkure

P, Banavali S, Gupta S, Puri A, Gulia

A, Qureshi S, Laskar S, Muckaden

M, Jambhekar N, Desai S, Medhi

S, Juvekar S, Desai S, Bakshi A (2011)-

Improved outcome in extremity non-

metastatic ewing sarcoma by

intensified continuous multiagent

chemotherapy: analysis of 159 patients

from Tata Memorial Hospital, India.

Pediatric Blood and Cancer.

Sept.; 57(5):779. (DLID: AR12033)

32 Dua SG, Purandare NC (2011)-Are great

toes always abnormal in patients with

fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva.

European Journal of Pediatrics.

170(4):541. (DLID: AR11298)

33 Dua SG, Purandare NC, Pramesh CS

(2011)-Incidental detection of high-

riding innominate artery and bilateral

retropharyngeal carotid arteries:

radiological findings and clinical

relevance. Clinical Radiology.

Jul.; 66(7):685-687. (DLID: AR11464)

34 Dua SG, Purandare NC, Shah

S, Rangarajan V (2011)-F-18 Fluoride

PET/CT in the Detection of Radiation-

Induced Pelvic Insufficiency Fractures.

Clinical Nuclear Medicine.

Oct.; 36(10):e146-e149. (DLID:

AR11948)

35 Dua SG, Purandare NC, Shah S, Sharma

AR, Zade AA, Rangarajan V (2011)-Bone

Infarct-associated sarcoma detected on

FDG PET/CT. Clinical Nuclear Medicine.

Mar.; 36(3):218-220. (DLID: AR11302)

36 Dua SG, Shah S, Purandare NC, Arora

B, Rangarajan V (2011)-Fibrodysplasia

ossificans progressiva detected on FDG

PET/CT. Clinical Nuclear Medicine.

Oct.; 36(10):952-954. (DLID: AR11913)

37 Dubal SB, Pathuthara S, Ajit D, Menon

S, Kane SV (2011)-Case report of renal

cell carcinoma diagnosed in voided

urine confirmed by CD10

immunocytochemistry. Acta Cytologica.

Jul.; 55(4):372-376. (DLID: AR11805)

38 El Saghir NS, Adebamowo CA, Anderson

BO, Carlson RW, Bird PA, Corbex

M, Badwe RA, Bushnaq MA, Eniu

A, Gralow JR, Harness JK, Masetti

R, Perry F, Samiei M, Thomas DB, Wiafe-

Addai B, Cazap E (2011)-Breast cancer

management in low resource countries

(LRCs): consensus statement from the

Breast Health Global Initiative. The

Breast. Apr.; 20(Suppl 2):S3-11. (DLID:

AR11672)

39 Engineer R, Shukla P, Chopra S, Master

Z, Shrivastava SK (2011)-Endobiliary

stent: a surrogate marker for patient

alignment in IGRT in carcinoma gall

bladder and pancreas. Radiotherapy

and Oncology. May.; 99(Suppl 1):S443.

(DLID: AR11888)

40 Engineer R, Wadasadawala T, Mehta

S, Mahantshetty U, Purandare

N, Rangarajan V, Kishore Shrivastava S

(2011)-Chemoradiation for

unresectable gall bladder cancer: time

to review historic nihilism?. Journal of

Gastrointestinal Cancer.

Dec.; 42(4):222-227. (DLID: AR11645)

41 Ganesh B, Sushama S, Monika

S, Suvarna P (2011)-A case-control

study of risk factors for lung cancer in

Mumbai, India. Asian Pacific Journal of

Cancer Prevention. 12(2):357-362.

(DLID: AR11822)

42 Ganesh B, Swaminathan R, Mathew

A, Sankaranarayanan R, Hakama M

(2011)-Loss-adjusted hospital and

population-based survival of cancer

patients. IARC Scienctific Publication.

162:15-21. (DLID: AR11743)



6943 Ghosh-Laskar S, Chaukar DA, Agarwal

JP, Gupta T, Budrukkar A, Murthy V

(2011)-Comparison of early quality of

life (QOL) in patients with squamous cell

carcinoma of the head and neck

(HNSCC) treated with 3-dimensional

conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT)

versus intensity modulated

radiotherapy (IMRT). Oral Oncology.

Jul.; 47(S1):S56. (DLID: AR12163)

44 Ghosh-Laskar S, Murthy

V, Wadasadawala T, Agarwal

J, Budrukkar A, Patil N, Kane

SV, Chaukar D, Pai P, Chaturvedi

P, DCruz AK (2011)-Mucoepidermoid

carcinoma of the parotid gland: Factors

affecting outcome. Head and Neck.

Jul.; 33(4):497-503. (DLID: AR11041)

45 Gregoire V, Hamoir M, Chen C, Kane

M, Kawecki A, Julka PK, Wang H-

M, Prasad S, DCruz AK, Radosevic-Jelic

L, Kumar RR, Korzeniowski S, Fijuth

J, Machiels J-P, Sellers MV, Tchakov

I, Raben D (2011)-Gefitinib plus cisplatin

and radiotherapy in previously

untreated head and neck squamous cell

carcinoma: a phase II, randomized,

double-blind, placebo-controlled study.

Radiotherapy and Oncology.

Jul.; 100(1):62-69. (DLID: AR11849)

46 Gulia A, Puri A, Laskar S (2011)-

Extracorporeal radiated autogenous

tumor bone graft - a reconstruction

option for diaphyseal tumors

reconstruction option for diaphyseal

tumors. Pediatric Blood and Cancer.

Sept.; 57(5):753. (DLID: AR12018)

47 Gulia A, Puri A, Pruthi M, Kurkure

P, Vora T, Laskar S (2011)-Surgery in

ewing sarcoma pelvis-acceptable or

overkill % U. Pediatric Blood and Cancer.

Oct.; 57(5):779. (DLID: AR12064)

48 Gulia S, Arora B, Nahar A, Vora T, Biswas

S, Kelkar R, Kurkure P, Banavali S (2011)-

Clinical presentation and outcome of

vancomycin resistant enterococci

infection in pediatric cancer patients:

experience from a tertiary care centre

in India. Pediatric Blood and Cancer.
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Dr. Badwe, RA

INS Outstanding Service Award, Nov 2011

ISCR Awards 2011, Excellence in Clinical Research

Member of Governing Advisory Council, Indian Cancer Society Cancer Cure Fund

Member, Department of Biotechnology Task Force on Chronic Diseases Biology-Expert Group.

Member, Program Appraisal Committee for strengthing innovation in Bioscience and Bio-

Engineering in Engineering School

Member_UN  General Assembly Delegation-Special meeting for Non Communicable Disease

summit, Sep 2011

A similar collaborative study on genomics was launched in GCGC with exchange of thoughts

between GWU, structural biology (University of Oxford) and TMC.

Board member of Super specialty courses for Medical Council of India (MCI)

Collaborated first time globally for a large project using transcriptome to unravel clinical

hypothesis. This resulted in successful collaboration between TMC, NIBMG, CDAC, IIT-Mumbai,

University of IOWA and NCI (USA).

Member of the governing body for AIIMS, advised about building up of cancer wings and

minimum infrastructure required in regional cancer centre. Chairman of selection committee

for AIIMS

No of epidemiological studies for common as well as unique cancers were launched by TMC

and some in collaboration with IARC. Expansion of registries to gauge the problem of cancer

has resulted in more reliable estimates of cancer in vicinity of nuclear power facilities.

Participated in public awareness of safety and cost effectiveness of nuclear power facility.

Planned National Cancer Grid (NCG) with major satellite centres like Vizag, Chandigarh, Kolkatta

and held the 1st meeting of NCG with representatives from each regional cancer centres from

each state.

Successfully pursued and received the approval from government of Maharashtra  for 5 acres

of land in the vicinity of TMH for decongestion of TMH  as well as installing national facility of

Hydron beam therapy.

Dr. D’Cruz, A K

President: Asian Society of Head & Neck Oncology

Elected Honorary Fellow, The Royal College of Surgeons of England, London, January 20th 2011.

Invited international faculty for Bangladesh and Turkish Head & Neck National meetings.

Invited Keynote Speaker: “12th Asia-Oceana Otolarynogology – Head & Neck Congress”,

Auckland, New Zealand, March 1st – 4th, 2011.

Dr. Sharma, Kailash

Member of the Board of Governors of the Medical Council of India

Dr. Bagal, Bahusaheb

Awarded 1st prize in oral presentation at 34th Annual Conference of Mumbai Hematology

Group Meeting

Dr. Banavali, Shripad D

Recipient of National Award “Swastha Bharat Sanman 2011” for recognition of work in the

field of Pediatric Oncology & Community Oncology.

Staff Achievements
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Dr. Deshpande, D.D.

President of Association of Medical Physicists of India

Dr.  Desai, Sangeeta

Invited by Forum for Ethical Review Committees in Asia and Western Pacific Region (FERCAP)

to survey Ethics Committees under Strategic Initiative for Developing Capacity for Ethical Review

Recognition program (SIDCER).

Dr. Dholam, Kanchan / Gurav, Sandeep

MENA Awards, Oct 2011 : Maxillary obturator with magnet retained orbital prosthesis- A

composite prosthesis.. Short listed for charity treated patients- Best case.

18th National Conference of the ISOI held at Hyderabad. Oct 21-23 2011. Poster entitled

“Implant retained rehabilitation in maxilla after tumour ablation” awarded as Best Poster.

Dr. Gupta, Sudeep

Editor in Chief, Indian Journal of Medical & Pediatric Oncology

Dr.  Joshi, Medha

Invited by Forum for Ethical Review Committees in Asia and Western Pacific Region (FERCAP)

to survey Ethics Committees under Strategic Initiative for Developing Capacity for Ethical Review

Recognition program (SIDCER).

Secretary, Special Library Association Asian Chapter – 2011-2012

Chief Editor at  International Conference of Asian Special Libraries (ICoASL 2011) Tokyo Feb.

2011

Dr. Prabhash, Kumar

Editor in Chief, Indian Journal of Medical Sciences.

Dr. Rajadhyaksha, S.B.

Nominated Member, Technical Scientific Advisory Committee, NPFC (National Plasma

Fractionation Centre)

Nominated Member, Research Committee, ASQUA (Asian Society for Quality in Health Care)

Nominated Principal Assessor, NABH (National Accreditation Board for Hospitals and Healthcare

Providers)

Nominated Vice-Chairperson, FBBB (Federation of Bombay Blood Banks)

Dr. Sengar, Manju

Recipient of ASH -2011, Fellowship Award

Dr. Sharma, Kailash

Appointed as a member of the Board of Governors of the Medical Council of India

Dr. Subramanian, P.G.

Recipient of ICMR International Fellowship for Young Biomedical Scientist 2010-2011

Secretary of the clinical wing of ‘The Cytometry Society’

Dr. Deodhar, J

Hon. Secretary, Bombay Psychiatric Society (2008-2011)

Chairperson, Membership Committee, Indian Psychiatric Society- West Zonal Branch (2009 –

2011).

Member of a National Expert Group for fatigue among cancer patients by being part of an

Expert Group to establishing the face validity of this tool.



85Dr. Divatia, DV

Scientific Chairman, Annual conference of the Indian Society of Anaesthesiologists’ was held

in Mumbai in 2011

Mr. Joseph, S

Awarded for the best paper presentation instituted by the conference organizers

Mrs Jamema, S V

Executive member (EC) of Association of Medical Physicists of India.

Ms. Dengle, Archana

Awarded the Best Poster at ISBTI National Conference, Chandigarh for “Blood donor turnaround

time: Quality parameter for Transfusion services”

18th National Conference of the ISOI held at Hyderabad. Oct 21-23 2011. Poster entitled

“Implant retained rehabilitation in maxilla after tumour ablation” awarded as Best Poster.

Ms. Dighe, S.

Recipient of Jwaladevi Award 2011 for the best paper presentation

Ms. Joshi, Swapna

Secretary TNAI Maharashtra state branch

Chairperson : Paediatric Nursing National level

Ms. Lasarado, Carmine

President AORN

Ms. Retnamoy, Sulochana

President ONAI

Ms. Varghese, Aleyamma

Sir Hargovind trust Leelamata award received
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The Advanced Centre for Treatment,

Research and Education in Cancer (ACTREC),

the R&D unit of the Tata Memorial Centre,

conducts its basic and translational research

programs in the Cancer Research Institute

(CRI) while its clinical research programs are

conducted in the Clinical Research Centre

(CRC). Both CRI and CRC have now integrated

seamlessly and their complementarities are

seen clearly in the increasing number of

collaborative research programs.

To meet the needs of increased number of

patients, the Day Care Ward shifted to the

second floor of Paymaster Shodhika and was

upgraded from 10 beds to 13 beds in February

2011. In the same area, Consulting and

Examination Rooms for Outpatient services

and a Dental Clinic also became functional. A

23 bed Leukemia ward and Adult

haematolymphoid OPD were commissioned

on 15th August 2011 on the first floor of

Paymaster Shodhika in the first phase of the

mandate to shift the haematolymphoid

services from TMH to ACTREC. A

Bioengineering and Medical electronics lab

(virtual instrumentation design and work

station) was set up on the ground floor, and

a Video Colposcopy and Preventive Gynae-

oncology clinic on the 2nd floor of Paymaster

Shodhika.

The Diagnostic labs of ACTREC underwent

successful reassessment in January 2011, and

NABL has awarded Accreditation for a further

two year period. During 2011, vital Quality

Initiatives systems were implemented in

ACTREC: (1) Reporting of incidents and

sentinel events - on receipt of such reports in

prescribed form, the event goes through a

root cause analysis followed by corrective

measures, and (2) Patient feedback system

as a tool to improve patient services.

The programs of the Clinical Research Centre

continued to show an upward trend this year

too. As a part of various IRB approved

translational or clinical research projects,

3545 new patients were referred to ACTREC

for investigations or treatment, a 27.89%

increase over the 2010 figures. Over the past

few years, the centre has been building up

its staff strength steadily. In 2011, seven new

staff members joined the clinical and nursing

departments of ACTREC – two of them in

senior positions as faculty member and

scientific officer. Four staff members

superannuated during the year.

Summary
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Research Institute now include research into

stem cells in normal skin and in solid and

haematological malignancies, complex vector

systems to monitor chemo and radiation

resistance in vitro and in vivo, and

establishment of in vivo imaging techniques

for diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of

complex intra and inter cellular molecular

networks. The diagnostic and therapeutic

potential of specific labelled molecules is

under study, wherein their distribution is

monitored using micro PET-SPECT-CT.

Characterization of somatic mutations in

cancer is receiving attention using an

integrated next gen sequence approach along

with high end computing and bioinformatics.

On-going molecular profiling investigations

moved ahead towards defining signatures for

risk assessment and prognosis in oral,

cervical, breast and brain cancer and in acute

lymphocytic leukemia. Founder mutations in

BRCA1 gene have been identified in

hereditary breast ovarian cancer families

from specific geo-ethnic origins. Cancer

biology investigations provided insights into

histone modifications in gene regulation,

specific molecules and their molecular

networks regulating cell cycle, DNA damage

and repair and cell transformation. The

During 2011, the faculty at ACTREC

successfully generated extramural funds to

the tune of Rs. 6.14 crore for 54 on-going

projects from governmental agencies such as

DBT, DST, CSIR, ICMR, MOES, LTMT, etc. Of

these, 12 were new projects with total

sanctioned funds of Rs. 1.69 crore for a three

year period. Research at the Centre resulted

in 86 indexed publications by ACTREC faculty

during 2011 - 60 of these publications were

in the field of basic and translational research

and 26 were in clinical and medical

technology areas.

Eighteen conferences and workshops were

organized at ACTREC in 2011, beginning with

a CME on ‘Safe blood and blood component

transfusion practices’ in January, and ending

with the 7th Graduate Students Meet –

‘Trends in Life Sciences’ in December.

Prominent among these was the 1st Global

Cancer Genomics Consortium’s TMC

intricacies of sugars and their engagement

with cell surface molecules revealed the

importance of glycosylation in cell invasion

and metastasis. Studies on gd T cells provided

insights into immune surveillance

mechanisms in cancer. In-depth biophysical

investigations identified key structural

signatures for proteasomal recognition and

degradation, apoptotic regulation, BRCA1/2

interacting partners involved in breast cancer

and the utility of Raman spectroscopy as a

non invasive tool for diagnosis.

Symposium: Interface between Genomics

and Cancer Medicine held in November 2011,

where a galaxy of experts from India and

abroad shared their experiences of bringing

cutting edge genomic and high throughput

expertise to bear on some of the vital clinical

questions facing oncology. The first ‘ALUmni

CHAT’ event of the ACTREC Alumni

Association (AAA) was held in ACTREC on 30th

December 2011, where Dr. Vivek Tanavade,

(Institute of Medical Biology, A*STAR,

Singapore) was the Chief Guest. During the

year 2011, 40 research seminars were

delivered at ACTREC by experts in various

disciplines of biology and medicine, on topics

ranging from ‘Hydra as a model system to

study diverse biological phenomena and their

evolution’ to ‘Informatics of cancer genomes’.
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Clinical & Translational Research Team - 2011

Dr. Rajiv Sarin (Director, ACTREC)

Dr. Prashant C. Bhat (Asst. Medical Superintendent)

Anaesthesiology, Critical Care & Pain

Dr. Reshma Ambulkar

Dr. Bhakti S. Trivedi

Dr. Amol Kothekar

Dr. Malini P. Joshi

Dr. Raghu S. Thota

Biomedical Engineering

Mr. Shine Kumar Rajappan

Cancer Genetics

Dr. Rajiv Sarin (Clinician Scientist)

Mrs. Neena Bhatnagar

Ms. Payal Manek

Clinical Pharmacology

Dr. Vikram Gota

Mr. Anand Patil

Composite Lab. & Microbiology

Dr. Vivek Bhat (Microbiology)

Dr. Preeti Chavan

Epidemiology & Clinical Trial Unit

Dr. Tejpal Gupta (OIC)

Mrs. Sadhana Kannan (Data Manager)

Mrs. Meghna Surlikar@

(Clinical Trial Coordinator)

Ms. Kasturi Awatgiri

(Clinical Trial Assistant)

General Medicine

Dr. Prafulla Thakkar

Medical Oncology

Dr. Navin Khattry (BMT)

Dr. Manju Sengar

Dr. Amit Joshi (BMT)

Dr. Jaya Ghosh

Dr. Tushar Vora (Paediatrics)

Medical Physics

Ms. Reena Devi

Ms. Siji Paul

Mr. Zubin Master@

Mr. Nitin Kakade

Nursing

Mrs. Meera Achrekar

(Asst. Nursing Suptdt)

Pathology

Dr. Asawari J. Patil

Dr. Epari Sridhar

Dr. Saral Desai

Dr. Ranjan Basak (Molecular Pathology)

Quality Manager

Mrs. Chital Naresh

Radiation Oncology

Dr. Rajiv Sarin

Dr. Tejpal Gupta

Dr. Vedang Murthy

Dr. Supriya Chopra

Dr. Goda Jayant Sastri

(Clinician Scientist)

Radio Diagnosis

Dr. Seema Kembhavi

Dr. Ashish Verma@

Rehabilitation & Support Services

Mrs. B. Rajeshwar

(Medical Social Worker)

Mrs. Mohua Chatterji (Physiotherapist)

Mrs. Jyoti Khade

(Occupational Therapist)

Surgical Oncology

Dr. Sajid Qureshi (Paediatrics)

Dr. Aliasgar Moiyadi (Neurosurgery)

Dr. Vinayak Shankhdhar (Plastic Surgery)

Dr. Sudhir Nair

(Clinician Scientist - Head & Neck)

Dr. Deepa Nair (Head & Neck)

Dr. Prakash Shetty (Neurosurgery)

Transfusion Medicine

Dr. Shashank Ojha

Dr. Aboli Marathe

Mrs. Manda Kamble

Translational Research Lab

Dr. Indraneel Mittra (Professor Emeritus)

Dr. Pradyumna Kumar Mishra

Mr. Naveen Kumar Khare

@ Resigned in 2011
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The Department of Radiation Oncology at

ACTREC, in collaboration with departmental

and respective disease management group

colleagues from Tata Memorial Hospital,

continued to consolidate its programs by

accruing patients on IRB-approved clinical

trials and protocols. Around 800 patients

were treated with external beam

radiotherapy and over 100 patients with

brachytherapy in 2011. The modest decline

in patient numbers compared to earlier years

was attributable to multiple and prolonged

machine breakdown. The indigenously

developed telecobalt machine (Bhabhatron-

II) underwent vital hardware upgradation. A

new couch assembly has made couch

movements smoother, and the existing

collimator has been replaced with

asymmetric jaws with dynamic wedges. A

prototype tertiary multi-leaf collimator

developed for Bhabhatron was also fitted

temporarily for testing. The department

provided feedback and suggestions for design

modification and improvement.

The Neurosurgery services at ACTREC have

expanded significantly during 2011, providing

surgery for nearly 140 patients on various

investigator initiated projects (a 33% increase

over 2010). This accounted for two-thirds of

the neuro-oncology operative caseload

overall. The OR capabilities have been

bolstered by the installation of state-of-the-

art 3D sononavigation in June 2011, which has

been utilized in 35 special procedures since

then. The operating microscope has been

upgraded for performing fluorescence guided

resections (ALA based). Twice weekly routine

follow up OPDs have been established,

ensuring that patients operated at ACTREC

receive follow up at ACTREC itself to

streamline their postoperative management.

The Skull Base Clinic continued to provide

weekly consultation to skull base surgery

cases. A prospective registry is being

maintained. Thirty major craniofacial

resections (conventional/ endoscopic

assisted) were performed in 2011.

The Bone Marrow Transplant Division of the

Hemato-Lymphoid Unit (Adult) moved from

TMH to ACTREC in November 2007, mainly

because of high mortality (100-day mortality

was 20-50%) due to infections. From

November 2007 to December 2011, 205

transplants were performed at ACTREC (113

autologous, 92 allogeneic). Since the shift to

ACTREC, the 100–day mortality has dropped

to ~5% and deaths have largely been due to

transplant-related complications. The 365-

day mortality is around 25%, of which 80% of

deaths are due to relapse. This is an

improvement over the transplant results at

Clinical Research Centre
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TMH. With a median follow-up of 15 months,

the overall survival at 2 years is approximately

60%. Since November 2009, more challenging

transplants such as unrelated donor and cord

transplants are being performed. So far, nine

such transplants have been done. No

transplant-related mortality has occurred,

while 3 patients have relapsed. During the

period, January to December 2011, 71

transplants (36 autologous, 35 allogeneic)

were performed. On 15th August 2011, a 17

bed Leukemia/Lymphoma ward and an Adult

Hemato-Lymphoid OPD have been set up.

Around 200 patients have been treated as in-

patients since then. Around 15 patients

attend the OPD daily, from Monday to Friday.

The department of Transfusion Medicine

(DTM) continually strives to maintain high

quality standards in provision of safe blood

in adequate quantities to meet the needs of

patients admitted at ACTREC. It also caters to

the requirements of patients admitted at

other hospitals and nursing homes in Navi

Mumbai. DTM provides services of blood

grouping and Rh typing, cross matching,

direct and indirect Coombs test, antibody

titers and auto immune haemolytic anemia

work-up, plasmapheresis/ plateletpheresis,

leucocyte depletion of RBC and platelet

concentrates, washed packed cells, irradiation

of cellular blood products, collection of

peripheral blood stem cells (PBSC), and bone

marrow processing for red cell/ plasma

depletion. The department has been a

primary support to the Bone Marrow

Transplant unit, and plays an active role in

receipt, documentation, quality check,

preservation and issue of cord blood, BMH

as well as PBSC for unrelated stem cell

transplants that are being carried out

increasingly. Efforts have been put to increase

indoor and outdoor voluntary donation

drives, to meet the increased demand for

transfusion support due to increase in BMT

unit activity, a new hematolymphoid unit,

functioning of pediatric oncology unit as well

as increase in number of surgeries conducted

at ACTREC.

The Clinical Pharmacology department

encompasses pharmacology and

experimental therapeutics. Under

therapeutics, the pharmacokinetics –

pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) correlation of

imatinib, voriconazole, 13-cis-retinoic acid is

being examined with a view to optimize

treatment in Indian patients. Preclinical

studies are also planned for pharmacokinetics

driven optimization of busulfan -

cyclophosphamide (Bu-Cy) conditioning in

bone marrow transplantation. Experimental

pharmacology studies evaluate mechanism of

action, safety and pharmacokinetics of both

novel and traditional drugs. Collaborative

studies aim at evaluating the mechanism of

anti-tumor activity of g-tocotrienol, novel
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alloys found in bhasmas used in traditional

Indian medicine. The pharmaceutical quality

of generics will be assessed using HPLC to

determine the amount of drug and impurities

in formulations. Bioequivalence studies of

rituximab and pemetrexed have been

undertaken to compare generics with

innovator formulations. The department’s

expertise in clinical pharmacokinetics and

safety evaluation has vastly enhanced the

preparedness to conduct phase-I clinical

trials; a phase-I trials unit will be set up very

soon at ACTREC. Therapeutic drug monitoring

support is being offered to the bone marrow

transplant unit, wherein voriconazole levels

are being monitored on a regular basis.

The Composite Lab, comprising of

Biochemistry, Haematology and Cytology

sections, provides round the clock laboratory

services for the operation theatres, intensive

care unit, radiotherapy unit, daycare ward

and in-patients, and during working hours for

out-patients and staff. Analysis of blood gas,

cardiac enzymes, urea, creatinine,

electrolytes, and other analytes is done in

case of emergency. Using state of the art

autoanalyzers and automated cell counters,

a battery of biochemical investigations,

immunoassays and haematological

investigations are performed in the lab.

Internal QC is done daily and external QC at

monthly or quarterly intervals. During the

period January to December 2011, 18706

biochemical and 22389 haematological

investigations, and 101 non-gynaec

cytological tests for fluids and 51 FNAC were

performed on patient material.

The Translational Research Lab focuses on

research into fragmented DNA, chromatin

and circulating nucleic acids (CNAs), that are

released from billions of cells that die every

day in the adult human body. The

concentration of these CNAs is elevated in

many disease conditions including cancer.

Research from this lab has revealed that both

DNA and chromatin recovered from the sera

of healthy donors and cancer patients readily

enter into recipient cells in culture and induce

a DNA damage repair response (DDR) that

allows the incoming nucleic acids to be

integrated into the host cell genomes and

leads to growth arrest, apoptosis, senescence

and oncogenic transformation of the

recipient cells. When chromatin fragments

isolated from serum were injected

intravenously into mice, they produced a

marked DDR in vital organs as well as in

peripheral leucocytes of the animals.

Different strategies are being examined to

block these CNAs and thereby prevent their

harmful effects. Nano-particles coated with

anti-histone antibodies have been developed

in house that bind circulating chromatin

fragments and bring down their elevated

levels in the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) induced

sepsis model in mice. Treatment with

nanoparticles also brings down the levels of

inflammatory cytokines and prevents lethality

in these animals. An in vivo DNA degrading

chemical agent DDA-1 has been developed

that efficiently brings down the elevated

levels of chromatin and inflammatory

cytokines in LPS treated mice and prevents

lethality. These results hold promise in the

treatment diverse human conditions that are

associated with elevated levels of circulating

nucleic acids.

A Bioengineering and Medical Electronics lab

(virtual instrumentation design and work

station) and a Video Colposcopy and

Preventive Gynae-oncology Clinic was set up

in ACTREC in 2011. This facility - the first of

its kind in India, is expected to develop

affordable and appropriate biomedical

technology, processes, treatment protocols

and other innovations related to cancer

prevention, diagnosis, treatment and

rehabilitation through closer collaboration

between basic/ clinical scientists, engineers

and biomedical technologists. Highlights of

this program include (a) treatment protocol

development: physiological control system in

vascular bioengineering - vascular model in

cancer, (b) development of early diagnostic

technology using intelligent systems:

biological signal processing, automation in

micro-imaging and small animal models, and

bio-sensor development, (c) theoretical
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predictive modeling and simulation to predict

cancer drug dose concentration, etc and drug

action, and (d) cognitive and behavioral

research in cancer. The experimental

outcomes include image enhancement,

biosensor platform, virtual design - simulation

and modeling.

The Nursing department at ACTREC is

committed to excellence in nursing care, and

is also actively engaged in the establishment

of standards of practice, nursing guidelines

and policies. Nursing audit has also been

initiated as an initial step towards quality

care. Nursing care is provided to patients in

the wards, operation theatres, intensive care

unit, 13 bedded Day Care unit, 18 bedded

haematolymphoid unit, and the fully bone

marrow transplant unit. During 2011, active

nursing support was provided to 54 bone

marrow transplant patients. The Nursing

department has an on-going in-house and

departmental educational program. Cardio-

Pulmonary Resuscitation Training program

was also conducted to update the nurse’s

knowledge and skill with latest trends and

practices.

The Central Sterile Supply Department

(CSSD) is responsible for sterilization of

material used in the operation theatres,

intensive care unit, bone marrow transplant

unit, out patients department and wards, in

order to control the incidence of hospital

infection. It also maintains sufficient stocks

of all surgical instruments and related items

in good condition. Stringent QC measures are

applied to ensure efficacy of sterilization.
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Dr. Surekha Zingde  Deputy Director, CRI – ACTREC

Scientific Officers

� Dr. Kishore Amin � Dr. Jyoti Kayal

� Dr. Dibyendu Bhattacharyya � Dr. Jyoti Kode

� Dr. Kakoli Bose � Dr. Pradnya Kowtal

� Dr. Pradip Chaudhari � Dr. Manoj Mahimkar

� Dr. Murali Krishna Chilakapati � Dr. Girish Maru

� Dr. Shubhada Chiplunkar � Dr. Robin Mukhopadhyaya

� Dr. Sorab Dalal � Dr. Rita Mulherkar

� Mr. Uday Dandekar � Dr. Asha Ramchandani

� Dr. Abhijit De � Dr. Pritha Ray

� Mr. Shashadhar Dolas � Dr. Rajiv Sarin

� Dr. Amit Dutt � Mrs. Sharada Sawant

� Dr. Shilpee Dutt � Dr. Neelam Shirsat

� Mr. Nikhil Gadewal � Dr. Tanuja Teni

� Dr. Rukmini Govekar � Dr. Rahul Thorat

� Dr. Rajiv Gude � Dr. Milind Vaidya

� Dr. Sanjay Gupta � Dr. Ashok Varma

� Dr. Arvind Ingle � Dr. Prasanna Venkatraman

� Mr. Anand Jadhav � Dr. Sanjeev Waghmare

� Dr. Narendra Joshi � Dr. Ujjwala Warawdekar

� Dr. Aarti Juvekar � Dr. Surekha Zingde

� Dr. Rajiv Kalraiya

Principal Investigators (PIs) are shown in bold
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Basic Research programs of the Cancer

Research Institute have seen the initiation of

several novel projects by new Principal

Investigators. These include the study of stem

cells in skin, solid and haematological

malignancies, monitoring of chemo and

radiation resistance in vitro and in vivo using

complex vector systems, establishment of in

vivo imaging techniques for diagnosis and

treatment, monitoring of complex intra and

intercellular molecular networks using

confocal microscopy, monitoring of the

distribution of specific labelled molecules

using micro PET-SPECT–CT to evaluate their

diagnostic and therapeutic potential, and

characterization of somatic mutations in

cancer using an integrated NextGen sequence

approach combined with high-end computing

and bioinformatics.

On-going molecular profiling investigations

have moved ahead towards defining

signatures for risk assessment and prognosis

in cancers of the oral cavity, cervix, breast and

brain, and acute lymphocytic leukemia.

Investigations into cancer biology have

provided insights into the role of histone

modifications in gene regulation, and that of

specific molecules/ molecular networks in

regulating the cell cycle, DNA damage and

repair, and cell transformation. A study

examining the role of glycosylation in cell

invasion and metastasis has revealed the

intricacies of sugars and their engagement

with cell surface molecules. The study of

gamma delta T cells has provided insights into

immune surveillance mechanisms in cancer.

In-depth analysis of the chemopreventive

action of curcumin and tea polyphenols has

led to the identification of mechanisms that

operate in vivo. Systematic biophysical

investigations have revealed key structural

signatures for proteasomal recognition and

ACTREC along with NIBMG has developed

India’s participation in the most ambitious

international cancer collaborative study ever

conducted - the International Cancer

Genome Consortium (ICGC). The Indian

component of ICGC focuses on Oral Cancer

with Dr. Rajiv Sarin from ACTREC and Dr.

Partho Majumder from NIBMG as the two

lead investigators from India. The ICGC aims

to establish a comprehensive catalog of

genomic and other abnormalities in 500

tumours each of 50 different cancer types of

clinical and societal importance across the

globe. India, under the direction and funding

degradation, apoptotic regulation, BRCA1/2

interacting partners involved in breast cancer,

and the utility of Raman spectroscopy as a

non invasive diagnostic tool.

Dr. Rajiv Sarin

Cancer Research Institute
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up comprehensive genomic and associated

analyses of the most prevalent Indian cancer

– Gingivo-Buccal Squamous Carcinoma. A

third of the planned 500 cases have been

accrued, annotated and biobanked at

ACTREC, with on-going work of deep

resequencing at NIBMG and associated

methylation, HPV, IHC and functional analyses

at ACTREC.

The Indian Council for Medical Research

(ICMR) has funded a Centre for Advanced

Research for Cancer Genetics and Genomics

at ACTREC with Dr. Sarin as the PI. It now

serves as the Apex National Referral Centre

for comprehensive clinical and laboratory

genetic services and genetics research for all

major cancer predisposition syndromes and

a model of Comprehensive Cancer Genetics

Unit with a dedicated daily Genetics Clinic

and a Cancer Genetics Lab. Best international

practices in counselling, genetic testing,

screening and medical management have

been developed and tailored for psycho-

social-cultural dynamics unique to Indian

families. It is the only unit in the country

which conducts and issues clinically relevant

reports with advice for clinical management

for carriers of germline mutation in a wide

range of cancer associated genes (BRCA1,

BRCA2, RET, TP53, RB, CHK2, XP, MMR, etc).

With 1600 such pedigrees, a DNA Bank of

2000 cases and EBV cell lines from 500 cases,

it is one of the largest collection of clinical

and research resources in diverse hereditary

cancers outside USA and Europe. Several

founder, novel and recurrent germline

mutations have been identified in various

common and rare hereditary cancer

predisposition syndromes – some with public

health relevance.

Head and Neck Cancers form the bulk of

cancers affecting males reporting at the Tata

Memorial Hospital. High-resolution array

comparative genomic hybridization analysis

alone or combined with ionizing radiation

and/or chemotherapy. Assessment of Mcl-1L

expression in various oral cell lines revealed

predominant over expression of anti-

apoptotic Mcl-1L vis a vis pro-apoptotic

isoforms in AW8507 and SCC25. siRNA

mediated down regulation of Mcl-1L in

AW8507 cells alone or with irradiation led to

significant (p<0.002) apoptosis accompanied

by upregulation of pro-apoptotic Bax protein.

A synergistic reduction in clonogenic survival

of AW8507 cells was noted. Mcl-1 expression

thus influences survival and radiosensitivity

of oral cancer cells.

Tumor cell resistance to ionizing radiation and

chemotherapy are major obstacles in cancer

therapy. Identification of genes/ proteins that

are differentially expressed in radiosensitive

vs radioresistant cancer cells could help

predict the clinical effectiveness of

radiotherapy. A radioresistant sub line

AW13516-70Gy was established. To

Dr. Manoj Mahimkar

of advanced stage oral cancers reveals that

chromosomal gain of region 11q22.1-q22.2

and 11q23-q25 is associated with loco-

regional recurrence and shorter survival.

Driver genes, associated with oral

carcinogenesis and shorter survival, have

been identified. Variant alleles of GSTM1 and

XPD variant alleles, both independently and

in combination, appear to serve as important

predictors of clinical outcome in

radiotherapy-treated OSCC patients.

The role of anti-apoptotic protein Mcl-1L in

survival and radiosensitivity of oral cancer

cells is being investigated using RNAi strategy,

Dr. Tanuja Teni
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undersand the mechanism of radioresistance,

the proteins differentially expressed in these

cell lines were identified by 2DE and mass

spectrometry.

Oral cancer tissues show altered expression

of survivin and clusterin. Since both proteins

are repressed by p53, their regulation was

examined in oral cancers where p53 is

mutated. Analysis of five survivin splice

variants in 13 oral/ cervical cancer cell lines

revealed consistent higher expression of wild

type survivin in all the cell lines. Levels of

survivin 3B were comparatively high in

cervical cancer cell lines, while survivin 2a

levels were significantly higher in oral cancer

cell lines. Secretory clusterin expression was

higher in all the cell lines; nuclear clusterin

expression was not detected. Amongst the

p63 isoforms, “Np63 showed higher RNA

expression compared to TAp63, but p63

protein was detected in just three cell lines.

p73 transcript analysis showed higher TAp73

levels compared to “Np73. Expression of

various isoforms in normal and tumor tissues

will be examined next.

Patients with cancers of the upper

aerodigestive tract often present with

multiple primary neoplasia (MPN).

Correlation was established between the

genotype and molecular phenotype following

genotoxic exposure in vitro of lymphoblastoid

cell lines generated from MPN patients having

cancers of the upper aerodigestive tract

(UADT). Twenty two SNPs in candidate genes

involved in DNA repair, apoptosis, cell cycle

regulation and xenobiotic metabolism were

analyzed and a genotype score (G score) from

the number of variant alleles was created.

Data suggests that the extent of DNA repair,

percent cell death and cell cycle delay might

be able to identify susceptibility to UADT

MPN. Also, differentiation of study

participants into subsets based on a

distinctive polymorphism-based G score

signature might have an important bearing

on predisposing an individual to UADT MPN

and also in designing chemoprevention

studies.

Using an immunoproteomics approach, the

utility of autoantibody response to tumor

antigens as diagnostic and prognostic

markers for cancer is being assessed in the

sera of patients with gingivo buccal complex

cancer, subjects with leukoplakia, and

individuals with chewing habits. Antibody

response to Hsp70 and a-enolase correlated

significantly with disease free survival of

patients, indicating its potential as an

additional serological prognostic marker for

GBC cancer. Recombinant proteins for

identified tumor antigens were expressed and

purified to generate a multiplex array for

further studies.

Cervical cancer is one of the major cancers

affecting females. On-going molecular

profiling studies aim at identifying genes

affecting disease prognosis. Pretreatment

samples of stage IIIB cancer were analyzed

using DNA microarray with Agilent 4*44K

chip. Samples were grouped into those with

no evidence of disease after a median follow

up of 65 months or disease recurrence during

the follow up period. The gene set obtained

after analysis could clearly differentiate good

and bad prognosis groups, predicting the

prognosis of test samples with 87.5%

accuracy. These genes are being validated by

real time PCR. In parallel, studies were

undertaken to identify genetic alterations in

Dr. Rita Mulherkar

locally advanced (stage IIIB) cervical cancer

and correlate the data with clinical outcome

after radiotherapy or concomitant chemo

radiation. Putative somatic variations were

identified using appropriate software, and the

genes and their functional implications were

predicted. Selected variations, that could

serve as biomarkers of cervical cancer and

help evaluate drug response or identify

potential targets for therapy, are being

validated by DNA microarray, PCR and Sanger

sequencing.

Genetic polymorphisms that affect pro-/anti-

inflammatory cytokine levels and disease risk

are being studied in Maharashtrian pre

menopausal breast cancer patients and age/

community matched healthy controls.

Analysis of genotype combinations of TGF

beta and its receptor TGFBR1 revealed lower

frequency of weak responders amongst

Maharashtrians compared to Parsis or

Caucasians. A beneficial effect of higher anti-

inflammatory cytokine levels was suggested.

Sequence based HLA typing of 41 breast

cancer patients and >50 healthy Parsi controls
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diversity of this community, with 8-10 alleles

covering 80% of the population. Certain

enriched alleles and haplotypes (with relative

linkage disequilibrium = 1) indicate limited

genetic pool and endogamy, while the

presence of unique haplotypes and classical

Indian alleles like A*0211, A*3301, B*4006

and B*35 variants (B*3504, 3508, etc.)

suggest genetic admixture. Both allele and

haplotype frequencies highlight the distinct

identity of Parsis vis a vis Caucasians or

Orientals.

The most frequent HLA allele in the Indian

population is the ‘HLA-B44 supertype’ family

allele, HLA-B*4006. Its amino acid sequence

and structural considerations suggest a small,

poorly hydrophobic ‘F’ pocket that might

adversely affect interaction with the C

terminal residue of the antigenic peptide.

Analysis of the modeled structures and HLA-

peptide complexes strongly support the

adverse effect of Trp95 at pocket F and

possible role of the third residue of the

antigenic peptide (P3) as an auxiliary anchor

in HLA-B*4006 peptide complexes. In the light

of suggested promiscuous peptide binding

pattern of this allele and association with risk

for TB/ AIDS, these findings of preliminary in

silico analysis have helped define a direction

for wet-lab studies.

Gastric carcinoma remains the fourth most

common cancer and ranks second vis a vis

cancer deaths worldwide. Epigenetics has

recently drawn increasing attention in gastric

carcinogenesis. Epigenetic alterations,

differential histone modifications and variants

are being studied in human gastric cancer to

define ‘true cut margin’, to correlate

etiological and clinical parameters, and to

identify patients who would benefit from

adjuvant treatment after an apparently

curative resection. Preliminary data from 36

samples shows the presence of H. pylori gene

urease A in 80% samples, 65%of which are

positive for cagA gene confirming infection

with pathogenic strains of H. pylori. Site-

specific modification pattern of histone H3

and H4 reveals aberrant patterns seemingly

associated with the transformed phenotype,

which may have implications in histone-

related biomarkers and better treatment

modalities.

T acute lymphocytic leukemia (T-ALL) is a

phenotypically and clinically heterogeneous

disease with a high frequency of treatment

failure. On-going studies have identified a

distinct subgroup of Indian T-ALL patients

with clonal TCRgd+ gene rearrangements that

exhibit improved disease free survival and

overall survival. Using cDNA microarray

technology, 1234 differentially expressed

genes were identified. Unsupervised

clustering of T-ALL samples resulted in clear

differences in immune synapse related genes

in gd+T-ALL vs. ab+T-ALL. Results suggest that

gd TCR+ leukemic blasts may form better

immune synapse with effector cells and thus

are killed more efficiently in gd+ T-ALL

patients. Analysis of molecules involved in

immune synapse formation and validation of

expression of respective genes is in progress.

Medulloblastomas are highly malignant brain

tumors occurring predominantly in children.

Of the four molecular subgroups of

medulloblastoma, one is associated with the

activation of WNT signalling and another with

SHH signalling, while the other two novel

subgroups have an overlapping gene

signature that is not associated with any

known oncogenic/ developmental pathway.

Molecular sub-grouping of an independent

set of 86 paraffin-embedded tumour tissues

was done using a select set of protein-coding

genes and miRNAs as markers. Several

miRNAs were found to be up-regulated in the

WNT signaling subgroup – which has lower

metastatic potential and better survival.

Examination of the role of specific genes and

miRNAs whose expression is deregulated in

medulloblastoma revealed that miR-193a, an

miRNA up-regulated specifically in WNT

subgroup medulloblastomas, inhibits

proliferation and anchorage-independent

growth of medulloblastoma cells belonging

to other subgroups. Gliomas account for

almost 80% of primary malignant brain

tumours. Glioblastomas are grade IV

astrocytic gliomas which are highly resistant

to apoptosis. Genome-wide expression

profiling of glioblastoma tissues is being

undertaken to correlate findings with

response to temozolomide treatment.

Dr. Neelam Shirsat
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A new program has been undertaken which

involves integrated characterization of

somatic alterations of cancer specimens by

performing genome-wide analysis of copy

number changes using SNP arrays, genomic

re-sequencing using next generation

sequencing platforms, and low throughput

loss-of-function pooled RNAi mediated

genetic screen using tumor derived cell lines

established in-house. Research effort also

focuses on experimental evaluation of

functional relevance of somatic alterations

identified by genomic approaches, using

molecular and cellular approaches.Dr. Amit Dutt
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One of the areas of research is on

understanding the classical caspase-

dependent apoptotic pathways with an aim

at targeting them for disease intervention.

Recent reports point to novel extrinsic

adapter-independent and caspase-

independent mechanisms of apoptosis,

mediated by proapoptotic proteins - human

papillomavirus E2 and serine protease HtrA2

respectively.

Cervical cancer, the second most common

cause of cancer related mortality in women,

is caused by human papillomaviruses (HPV).

HPV-16 E2 protein has recently been found

molecule that antagonizes inhibitor of

apoptosis proteins (IAPs) by activating

caspases. Recent findings indicate that HtrA2

is also capable of inducing apoptosis in a

caspase-independent manner via its serine

protease activity; the mechanism needs

characterization. Recombinant HtrA2

wildtype and IBM site/ PDZ peptide groove

mutants as well as IAP substrates (XIAP and

cIAP1) were purified. Experiments showed

that the IBM site is essential for interaction

of IAPs to HtrA2. Global conformational

change occurring upon N-terminal binding of

IAPs was compared with C-terminal binding,

with the active site orientation being

monitored in both cases. Thus, intricate

conformational changes and proper active

site conformation play a role in regulating

HtrA2 functions. Intricate dissection of its

structure and dynamics and interactions with

its binding partners is on, using biophysical,

structural, proteomics and molecular biology

probes.

Synthesis of proteins, their ability to change

from a linear polypeptide chain into a final

folded structure, the specific functions that

they carry out and finally their degradation

are tightly and spatio-temporally controlled

processes. Any aberration in these processes

can lead to patho-physiological conditions.

On-going projects examine the structural,

mechanistic and cell biological aspects of

protein degradation by a self

compartmentalized ubiquitous, ATP-

dependent regulatory protease called the

proteasome, and the ATP dependent

Dr.  Prasanna Venkatraman

Dr. Kakoli Bose

to induce apoptosis in both HPV positive and

negative cell lines. Although the exact role of

E2-induced apoptosis is not known, its

interaction with p53 (in both HPV+ and HPV-

cell lines) and viral DNA binding ability (in

HPV+ cell line only) have been implicated.

Based on this information, a hypothesis has

been developed that an E2 mutant incapable

of p53 binding but with enhanced DNA-

binding ability would be a potent apoptosis

inducer only in HPV positive cells. Using

docking studies, residues critical for binding

of p53 and E2 C-terminal domain have been

identified and mutants of E2C designed. Viral

DNA binding mutants have also been

designed. Experiments to evaluate their

action on HPV positive cells are on-going.

The mitochondrial serine protease HtrA2 was

primarily identified as a proapoptotic

Protein Structure, folding, interactions and proteomics
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functions of human 14-3-3 zeta a potential

protein disaggregating chaperone and, using

the prediction program PNSAS developed in-

house, aim to predict natural substrates of

proteases. On-going investigations focus on

the proteasomal subunits gankyrin and

PSMD9. Using structural insights and

bioinformatic tools, conservation of short

sequences within non-homologous proteins

has been identified to discover putative

interacting partners of two subunits of the

proteasome. Coupled with microarray,

proteomic studies, available X-ray crystal

structures, modeling and docking studies,

these predictions are being validated using

in vitro systems and cell based assays.

The Breast Cancer susceptibility genes 1 and

2 (BRCA1/2) play a major role in predisposing

carriers to early-onset breast and ovarian

cancer. Several cellular proteins are reported

to bind to BRCA1/2 and regulate transcription.

To understand the complex interaction

between the binding partners, several

functional domains of BRCA1 and its binding

partners BARD1, MDC1 and BAP1 have been

The association between inflammation and

cancer is well established. In silico analysis of

proteolysis of breast epithelial membrane

mediated by cathepsin G is under way. Data

on the proteome of normal and cancerous

breast epithelium was obtained from the

Human Protein Atlas database. Searches were

performed for membrane proteins of normal

and cancerous breast tissue. The specificity

matrix (PSSM) of protease cathepsin G was

developed using information from the

Merops database. Protease specificity (PoP’s)

program was used to predict the cleavage

sites in the membrane proteins of the breast

tissue using the matrix. Proteins predicted as

potential substrates for cathepsin G are being

validated. In vitro experiments have been

initiated to study the effect of neutrophilic

proteases on MCF 10A breast cancer cells.

Keratin 8/18 - the markers of simple epithelia,

are reported to be aberrantly expressed in

cancer of the buccal mucosa.

Immunodetection had revealed differences in

the K18 expression pattern in transformed

buccal epithelium and adjacent normal

tissue. Mass spectrometric assessment of this

pattern showed that the molecule identified

as K18 by immunodetection was actually K13,

Dr. Surekha Zingde

Dr. Ashok Varma

cloned, proteins of interest have been

purified and efforts are on to obtain their

crystals. Pathogenicity of mutant proteins

identified in Indian breast cancer families and

those from the Breast Cancer Information

Core (BIC) will be characterized using

bioinformatics, biophysics and structure

biology tools. Receptor associated protein 80

(RAP80) has several functionally important

domains, and interacts with BRCA1 through

an intermediate binding partner. Functional

domains of RAP80 and the pathogenic

mutants associated with them have been

cloned and purified. Full length MERIT40 and

several of its functional domains have been

cloned, expressed and purified. Functional

characterization using biophysical approach

has revealed that MERIT40 has properly

folded domains. Protein-protein interactions

have been analyzed using ITC, BIACORE, and

crystallization of purified proteins is under

way.

indicating that the antibody K18 (CY90) cross

reacts with the K13 protein. The keratin

profile of tumor and normal tissue of buccal

mucosa was therefore re-assessed by mass

spectrometry. Results revealed down

regulation of K13 and consistent appearance

of K14, 16 and 17 in tumor samples, which

was validated by immunohistochemistry. The

study indicates the need to confirm

immunodetection data on families of

homologous proteins like keratins with a non-

antibody based approach such as mass

spectrometry.

Aberrant expression of the structural

proteins K8/18 has been shown to contribute
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to the malignant transformation of stratified

epithelial cells. K14 is normally expressed by

basal proliferating cells of stratified epithelia.

To understand their role in transformation,

K8 and K14 expression was knocked down in

oral cancer cell line AW 13516 and HaCat cells

respectively using shRNA. K8 knock down

cells showed reduced number and size of

colonies in soft agar, slow growth rate and

reduction in the size of tumors in nude mice.

Down regulation of desmoplakin, fascin and

²4-integrin expression, and reduction of

filamentous actins like filipodia and

microspike formation was also noted. Over

expression of fascin in AW13516 cells (OSCC)

resulted in alterations in actin cytoskeleton

and a more migratory phenotype.

Transfection of phosphorylation mutants of

and increased cell differentiation. These

clones also showed K5 down regulation and

drastic reduction in K5 filaments along with

increased involucrin expression and

decreased p-Akt levels. Thus results suggest

that K14 helps in maintaining proliferating

potential of basal cells in stratified epithelia.

To investigate the role of K8 and 18 in

differentiation and transformation, K8 was

over-expressed in MDA MB 435 cells and

down-regulated in MDA MB 468 (less invasive

transformed cells) and MCF10 A (non-

transformed) cell line. K8 transfected cells did

not show any change in the cell growth

profile, motility and soft agar colony

formation. Significant differences were

observed in the tumor volume, in vitro

invasion assays and metastasis of K8

transfected cells as compared to vector

control cells. K8 knockdown MDA MB 468

clones showed increase in cell growth, soft

agar colony formation potential, motility and

also invasion. Clones of MCF10A are being

assessed for their neoplastic potential upon

down-regulation of K8. Results indicate that

K8 might play an important role in prevention

of invasion and metastasis of mixed epithelia

like breast.

A model rodent system exhibiting different

stages of lingual carcinogenesis has been

developed by feeding 4NQO to rats. The 4

plex iTRAQ LC-MS proteomics approach was

used to obtain the protein profile of each

stage. Of the 1851 proteins identified from

the rat tongue tumors, 347 proteins were

found to be differentially expressed as

compared to normal tissues. Proteins seen

included K5, K14, K17, K10, vimentin, MMP9,

transglutaminase 3 (TGM3), periostin etc,

that are reported to be differentially

expressed in human OSCC. Their expression

will be validated, and iTRAQ analysis will be

done on human leukoplakia and tongue SCC

samples to validate the results.

Dr. Milind Vaidya

K8 in AW 13516 and K8 knocked down cells

resulted in increased motility and

tumorigenicity. K14 knock down cells showed

a significant reduction in cell proliferation,
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The 14-3-3 family of proteins are

multifunctional and play key roles in cell

proliferation, differentiation and metastasis.

Aberrations in these proteins lead to

transformation. shRNA mediated knockdown

technology has been used to determine the

contribution of individual 14-3-3 isoforms to

checkpoint control and to identify novel

ligands for these proteins. A new method for

family members led to an inhibition of

centrosome duplication. These results could

also be phenocopied by over expression of

the constitutively active cdk1AF mutant that

cannot be inhibited by phosphorylation. Lack

of 14-3-3�  thus leads to an increase in

centrosome number resulting in tumor

progression.

Experimental evidence also shows that loss

of 14-3-3ε causes lymphoproliferative

disorder, leading to splenomegaly and

lymphocyte infiltration in the lungs, liver and

kidney, ultimately resulting in death of the

mice. These mice also show hair loss with

decreased hair formation and alterations in

the organization of the epidermis. These

results are now being confirmed.

Plakophilin 3 is a desmosomal plaque protein

whose levels are reduced in poorly

differentiated tumors of the oropharyngeal

cavity and invasive colon carcinomas. The

molecular mechanisms underlying the

genesis of structures that mediate cell-cell

adhesion such as desmosomes are under

investigation. Another focus is to examine

how inhibition of desmosome function leads

to an increase in neoplastic progression and

metastasis. The hypothesis being tested is

that plakophilin3 is required for desmosome

assembly and maintenance, and that an

alteration in plakophilin3 levels could alter

desmosomal architecture. These changes

might affect migration and cell-cell adhesion,

and cause changes in signaling that activate

the epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT),

leading to invasion and metastasis. Previous

work has demonstrated that another ARM

repeat containing the protein plakoglobin is

required for plakophilin3 recruitment to the

cell border and desmosome formation.

Multiple mutants of plakoglobin have been

generated to identify regions required for

border localization and desmosome

formation; these mutants are being tested for

their ability to induce desmosome formation

and neoplastic progression.

Dr. Sorab Dalal

the generation of transgenic animals has

been developed and this is being used to

address various questions. Indian and US

patent applications for the process have been

filed and the protocol has been published this

year. On-going investigations show that loss

of 14-3-3� leads to sterility in male mice due

to the absence of cell-cell adhesion between

Sertoli cells and also between Sertoli cells and

spermatocytes, seemingly due to decreased

desmosome formation. Investigations are on

to identify 14-3-3� ligands that play a role

in spermatocyte differentiation and Sertoli

cell adhesion.

On-going experiments also show that loss of

14-3-3� leads to an increase in centrosome

number in cells, leading to genomic instability

and aneuploidy, which is accompanied by

increased soft agar colony formation and

tumor formation in the mouse. Studies to

identify the underlying molecular mechanism

reveal that over expression of cdc25 family

members exacerbates the centrosome

phenotype while a knockdown of cdc25

Signalling pathways, glycosylation, metastasis and
angiogenesis
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Glycosylation is the major post translational

modification that regulates structure and

functions of proteins. Expression of β1,6

branched N-linked oligosaccharides

correlates with the invasive and metastatic

properties of several human and murine

cancers. Interaction between poly-N-acetyl

lactosamine (polylacNAc) substituted β1,6

branched N-oligosaccharides on surface

proteins of melanoma cells and galectin-3 -

the high affinity receptor for polylacNAc

which is expressed in highest amounts on the

lungs, play a key role in mouse lung

metastasis. β1,6 branched N-oligosaccharides

expression promotes invasion by modulating

adhesion, chemotaxis and movement, with

increased adhesion inducing MMP-9

secretion and thus invasion. The mechanisms

by which these oligosaccharides regulate

cellular processes critical for invasion and

organ homing are being identified by

analyzing terminal substitutions and

characterizing the surface proteins that carry

them. Preliminary mass spectrometry data

indicate that integrins, cadherins, MMPs and

glycosyl transferases are potential carriers of

polylacNAc. An inducible lentiviral shRNA

construct that targets polylacNAc

synthesizing genes (GalT I and V) has been

generated. The signaling pathways activated

downstream of galectin-3/ polylacNAc

interaction are being elucidated using

lentiviral constructs.

The level of galectin-3 on the lungs seems to

dictate the metastatic outcome to some

extent. Galectin-3 knock-out mice showed

metastasis at the same level as wild type

mice, and even inhibition of N-

oligosaccharides did not inhibit metastasis in

them. Galectin-3 regulates the function and

maturation of several immune cells.

Replacement of the bone marrow of galectin-

3 (-/-) mice with that from galectin-3 (+/+)

mice had no effect on metastasis, suggesting

that chimeric mice still had compromised

immune status and that galectin-3 is required

even for maturation of immune cells. The

overall immune scenario in galectin-3 (+/+),

(+/-), and (-/-) mice is being investigated.

Generation of conditional knock outs lacking

galectin-3 only on the lungs or the vascular

endothelium would be attempted.

The functional importance of the recently

discovered O-glcNAcylation on nuclear and

cytoplasmic proteins is being explored by

analyzing its role in regulating keratin 8/18

properties and its impact on cellular behavior

and malignant transformation. On-going

studies show that triple mutant of K18 (Ser

29, 30 and 48 to Ala) deficient in all the

glycosylation sites was more stable than the

K18 wild type. Its stable expression resulted

in altered filament architecture and

accumulation as intracellular aggregates,

ultimately causing cell death. K18

glycosylation triple mutants exhibited a two

fold increase in phosphorylation at serine 52.

O-GlcNAc site specific mutants of K18 have

been generated to investigate which specific

site/s regulate filament assembly, stability

and site specific phosphorylation. Preliminary

results indicate that O-GlcNAc at Ser 29 on

K18 regulates its stability, while O-GlcNAc at

Ser 48 on K18 regulates its phosphorylation

at Ser 52. Role of specific sites of O-

GlcNAcylation on K18 in regulating cellular

processes like cell spreading, migration and

invasion are being studied.

Metastasis is a complex process involving the

contribution of many genes, one of which is

Metastasis Associated 1 (MTA1) gene. MTA1

Dr. Rajiv Gude

Dr. Rajiv Kalraiya
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is over expressed in cancer cells, and its

expression is more in highly metastatic

cancers as compared to low or non-metastatic

cancers. MTA1 regulates SMAD7, a

component of TGFb signaling. TGFb signals

are transduced to the nucleus by the Smad

family of proteins, which includes Smad7 - a

negative regulator of TGFb. SMAD7

expression increases on knockdown of MTA1

and upon treating cells with a histone

deacetylase inhibitor. MTA1 is recruited to the

SMAD7 promoter region. SMAD7 inhibits

activation of SMAD2 and SMAD3; the levels

of these active SMAD proteins are decreased

in cells expressing shRNA against MTA1.

Further when MTA1 is knocked down, the

expression of downstream targets of SMAD7

decreases. MTA1 thus appears to regulate a

key inhibitor of TGFb signalling, SMAD7.

MTA1 might assist the process of

tumorigenesis and metastasis by regulating

molecules like SMAD7.

Jak/STAT and PI3K/Akt are two parallel

pathways whose aberrant activation leads to

angiogenesis. The effects of a methylxanthine

derivative pentoxyfylline on STAT3 mediated

regulation of cytokines involved in tumor

development and tumor induced

angiogenesis in melanoma cells are being

investigated.
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Epigenetic modifications are central to cell

transformation and cancer progression.

Histone variants and/or their post-

translational modifications participate in

diverse nuclear functions including DNA

damage and gene regulation. The role of

homomorphous/ heteromorphous histone

variants in cancer initiation, malignant

transformation and progression in vivo

of expression and packaging through the

concerted action of histone variants is being

investigated.

The repair of DNA double-strand breaks

occurs within the context of chromatin and

serves as natural barrier in DNA-damage

recognition, repair and recovery. Time and

dose-dependent screening of H3 and H4 site-

specific modifications in G1-enriched cells

(WRL68 and HepG2) after low-dose and high

dose ionizing radiation shows increase of

gH2AX, decrease of H3-Ser10P, H3-K9ac,

K56ac, H4-K5ac, K12ac, K16ac in damage and

repair phase. The decrease in repair phase of

H3Ser10P correlates with comet tail moment

and radiation dose. Loss of H3Ser10P is noted

in multiple human cell lines of different tissue

origin and also in response to various DNA-

damaging agents. Data suggests that the loss

of H3Ser10P is a universal phenomenon in

response to DNA damage and

phosphorylation is restored in the recovery

phase of DNA damage in mammalian cells.

H3Ser10P correlates with chromatin

relaxation and gene expression in G1-phase

of cell cycle. The decrease in H3Ser10P may

cooperate to establish a heterochromatin-like

state, which may prevent the premature

separation of damaged DNA ends and

facilitating efficient DNA repair.

Size and shape of the Golgi and nucleus are

receiving increasing attention in relation to

cancer. Intracellular Intelligence controls the

fundamental features (such as size, shape,

number polarity or dynamics) of Intracellular

Dr. Dibyendu Bhattacharyya

Dr. Sanjay Gupta

remains unclear. On-going studies in a

chemically induced hepatocarcinogensis

model show that the homomorphous histone

H2A variant H2A.1 is over-expressed during

malignant transformation of hepatocyte in

vivo. H2A.2, the other H2A variant, shows

decreased expression at protein and RNA

level. RT-PCR analysis has shown that, out of

two H2A.1 coding genes, one gene is

expressed in liver and it shows increased

expression during carcinogenesis. The results

indicate that the increase in proliferating cell

population during progressive transformation

of hepatocytes to malignant state coincides

with increase in H2A.1 expression. Altered

expression of histone variants H2A.1 and

H2A.2 are indicative of the changing

phenotype during malignant transformation.

It is also hypothesized that the differential

incorporation of H2A.1 and H2A.2 may alter

chromatin dynamics, thus influencing gene

expression and phenotypic behaviour of the

cell. The fundamental question of how

chromatin ‘switches’ between varying levels

Chromatin, histones, cellular organelles, stem cells
and chemo/radiation resistance
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objects. Investigations in a yeast mutant

showing abnormal Golgi sizes have identified

a gene, NMT1 which may be responsible for

this phenotype. Results indicate that NMT1

possibly acts in a pathway that control

homotypic membrane fusion, and in turn the

size control mechanism of Golgi. To

understand the regulation of nuclear size

assay systems have been developed to

monitor the size variation of nucleus using

fluorescent fusion of different proteins. In

some of the parameters that can influence

ER exit site size and numbers such as protein

export are being evaluated, with particular

attention to the localization of human Sec12,

an important protein involved in early

secretory pathways which is reported to be

predominantly localized in ER exit sites.

Experiments reveal that Sec12 interacts with

another ER exit protein Sec16.

Acquisition of resistance to the standard

platinum and taxol based therapies in the

ovarian cancer patients is a considerable

challenge for the clinicians. Alterations in

apoptotic activities, drug transporter

mechanism, DNA repair mechanism and

and simultaneously induce nuclear

localization of p53 and total p53 level in PA1

cells. In tumor xenograft model, attenuation

of promoter activity was detected after 4th

day of completion of cisplatin treatment

which further decreased with time. The

control mice, however, had increased

luminescence and tumor growth with time.

In cisplatin resistant A2780 cells, the PI3KCA

promoter activity is not augmented with

increased resistance. Interestingly, the

attenuation of PI3KCA promoter activity by

cisplatin was found to be completely

abolished with resistance. Increased

phosphoprylation in Akt, and decreased

activation of p53 by cisplatin were also

observed in this model. Studies are on to

investigate the molecular explanation behind

this loss of cisplatin mediated reduction in the

PI3KCA promoter activity.

A novel caspase sensor MTF is being used to

characterize early molecular changes of

acquired paclitaxel resistance. This sensor,

comprised of three reporter (bioluminescent,

fluorescent and PET) genes, shows higher

reporter activity after it is cleaved by activated

caspase 3. A dynamic model of paclitaxel

resistance in OAW42 cells has been

developed which shows decreased level of

fold induction of luciferase indicating

suppression of activated caspase 3 with

increased resistance. A NF-kB sensor is being

developed to understand the modulation of

NF-kB promoter during acquirement of

paclitaxel resistance.

A new series of 1-(2’,4’-difluorophenyl)-3-

(substituted phenyl)-1,3 propanediones were

evaluated for their cytotoxic activity, using a

reporter gene mediated caspase-3 sensor in

ovarian cancer cells Combinatorial treatment

of most of these propanediones along with

paclitaxel significantly augmented its

cytotoxicity. These novel propanediones thus

have dual potential - enhancement of

paclitaxel toxicity and anti-inflammatory

activity, to act as anti-cancer agents.

A novel RNA aptamer synthesized against the

extracellular domain of EpCAM (EpEx) has

been used to evaluate EpCam expression in

paclitaxel resistant ovarian cancer cells.

Specific membrane localization was observed

in MCF-7, TD47 and OAW42 cells with the

EpCAM-aptamer as compared to the

scrambled one. Increased paclitaxel

resistance resulted in reduced membrane

localization and diffused cytoplasmic

expression of the EpCAM-aptamer.

Dr.  Pritha Ray

deregulation of cell survival factors play an

important role in the acquisition of

chemoresistance in ovarian cancer. On-going

investigations focus on early detection of

molecular changes associated with

acquirement of cisplatin and paclitaxel

resistance in ovarian cancer cells and the role

of ‘tumor initiating’ or ‘cancer stem cells’ in

development of resistance.

Using PA1 ovarian cells stably expressing a

PI3KCA sensor (PI3KCA promoter driving

fluc2-tdt reporter gene), the effect of cisplatin

in in vitro and in mice tumor xenograft model

has been monitored by bioluminescence

imaging. Results show that cisplatin is able

to significantly reduce the promoter activity
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molecular mechanism underlying these

observations.

Increasing evidence suggests that cancers

contain a small subset of cancer-initiating

cells, so-called cancer stem cells (CSCs) that

are capable of regenerating a tumor even

after chemo/ radiation therapy. Ovarian

cancer stem cells (OCSC) have been isolated

from OAW42 and A2780 cells (both control

and paclitaxel resistant cells) and

characterized, and their role in driving

chemoresistance is under investigation.

The majority of glioblastoma patients

experience treatment failure due to

therapeutic resistance. Radiation and

chemotherapy work by damaging the DNA of

tumor cells. Therefore, understanding the

molecular mechanisms that can modulate

DNA repair in resistant gliomas would be

Studies have been initiated to understand the

molecular and cellular mechanisms that

govern stem cell regulation, and how

perturbation in these mechanisms leads to

oncogenesis. Signaling pathways such as Wnt

/ Notch / Sonic-hedgehog, TGF-² and EGFR

etc. regulate stem cell renewal and genes

affected in these pathways, and are also

associated with oncogenesis. Using the

mouse skin model, efforts are on to identify

genes involved in stem cell regulation and

cancer, and how these genes work at the

cellular level to develop normal tissue and

also repair injured ones to maintain

homeostasis.

The growth factor modulator - enhancing

factor (EF), is the mouse homologue of

human secretory group II phospholipase A2.

Keratin-14 promoter has been used to drive

the expression of this protein in the mouse

skin. K14-EF transgenic mice show abnormal

whiskers, defect in hair formation/ growth

and a scaly beaded tail. However, its role in

hair follicle stem cell regulation and

morphogenesis has not been studied. EGF is

known to be involved in stem cell regulation.

Importantly, EGF interacts with EF suggesting

that EF may be involved in stem cell

regulation. Results show high keratinization

although hair follicle cycling is normal.

Further experiments are on-going to

determine if the stem cells have the

activation signal or have lost the same. This

study will unravel the mechanism involved in

hair follicle stem cell regulation.

Over 50% of oral tumors are known to recur

post surgery. Recent evidence suggests that

tumours are generated and sustained by a

small subset of cancer cells defined as cancer

stem cells (CSC). It is hypothesized that the

non-targeted stem cell compartment present

in the adjacent areas of the tumour may be

responsible for tumour recurrence. If cancer

stem cells can be identified and isolated, it

Dr.  Shiplee Dutt

clinically very valuable. Studies have been

initiated to investigate these mechanisms in

glioblastoma cells that act as ‘histone marks’

for local recruitment of DNA damage repair

factors and activation of differential DNA

damage response. In parallel studies are on-

going to investigate the epigenetic

modifications of histones and the

chemoresistance exhibited by leukemic stem

cells.

Homing and engraftment of hematopoietic

stem cells is another area receiving attention.

Ex vivo expansion of human CD34+ cells

manipulated with a mixture of cytokines and

stromal cell derived factor 1 has been

explored. Gene expression profiles of

peripheral blood stem cell (PBSC) harvests,

CD34 enriched PBSC and ex-vivo expanded

cells (unstimulated; SCF+TPO+FLT3 (GF)-

treated and GF + chemokine treated) were

obtained using the Agilent Platform.

Validation of homing related genes - CXCR4,

CD44, ITGB1BP3 and ITGAL, which were up

regulated after GF + chemokine stimulation

over only GF-treated cells is underway.

Dr.  sanjeev Waghmare
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should be possible to identify therapies that

will selectively target these cells. Spheroid

bodies from AW-13516 and SCC-029B cell

lines were derived, and characterized for CSC

markers. Further, this CSC enriched

population was injected in

immunocompromised mice. The tumours

derived in response to these injections were

surgically removed and the animals were re-

stitched. These animals were treated with

cisplatin at a concentration of 10 mg/ kg body

weight. The recurrent tumours obtained were

subjected to histopathology and microarray

analysis ill be undertaken. Micrometastasis

was seen in lung and liver.
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Optimal gene delivery technologies are

essential for killing cancer cells. An RNAi

based strategy has been used to sensitize

cancer cells to radio/ chemotherapy by

knocking down genes that protect the cell

from apoptosis, thus complementing

conventional therapy with gene therapy.

shRNA to cyclin D1 and ATM have been

designed and cloned, and it has been shown

that they sensitize cells to conventional

therapy. While synthetic nucleic acid delivery

systems appear extremely effective in vitro,

they have not been too successful in vivo. In

an Indo-French collaborative effort, shRNA

have been cloned into plasmid vectors and

tested in vitro to overcome this difficulty.

Various polyethylenimine (PEI) based vectors

were synthesized which could efficiently

transfect plasmid DNA into HeLa cells,

efficiently deliver oligonucleotide in 293 cells

and siRNA in other cells. An in vivo ‘virus-like’

delivery system was also evaluated. The

results have provided invaluable information

for designing and tailoring nucleic acid

systems for in vivo administration.

In another investigation, an Indian HIV-2

isolate based lentiviral vector that can

efficiently deliver a heterologous gene with

sustained protein production as well as a

shRNA targeted to down regulate desired

protein expression have been developed.

From the parental vector, nine different

transfer vector platforms have been made

which have two novel features - (a)

pseudotyping the vector with HHV-6 virus

envelope glycoprotein (heavy and light chains

gH and gL together), and (b) use a novel

minimal PCNA promoter to drive the vector

transgene. A clonally derived HEK293 cell line

expressing high level of recombinant human

erythropoietin (rhEPO) from the human EPO

transgene delivered through the LV has been

made. A further increase in protein

expression by the producer cell line was

achieved through lentiviral delivery of shRNA

to elastase. The producer clone with down

regulated elastase activity yields an amount

of rhEPO in the static flask culture not

reported so far. This is the first report of

rhEPO production from LV platform from a

producer cell line metabolically engineered

with LV mediated shRNA. An enhanced

lentiviral transgene product biodistribution

system has been developed by tagging the

transgene with a cell penetrating peptide

(cpp) coding sequence. Apart from in vitro

assessment, the cpp tagged IFN-a system has

been validated effectively in vivo in a mouse

model.

The technology for making HPV-16 major

capsid protein L1 derived virus like particles

(VLP) from yeast has been established at our

centre. In collaboration with IIT-B, the VLP was

encapsulated in alginate-coated chitosan

nanoparticles. This modification provided

long term stability of the coated VLP while

maintaining its immunogenicity, thereby

providing a platform for vaccine

development.

In a multicentric collaborative project on

delivery of therapeutic/ anti-HCV gene

through a lentiviral vector, distinct inhibition

of HCV replication by LV delivered shRNA to

viral IRES has been shown. Further, the HCV

envelope E1-E2 protein has been used to

pseudotype the LV to target human liver cell

lines.

Aminoglycoside antibiotic-peptide conjugates

can be potential drugs as they interfere with

the virus life cycle. A single step reporter assay

based on the LV system has been developed

for screening putative inhibitors of HIV-1 Tat

mediated LTR transactivation. A marked dose-

dependent inhibition of reporter profile was

obtained in the presence of known potent

inhibitors. Using a similar approach, aDr. Robin Mukhopadhyaya

Gene delivery, gene expression, imaging and cancer
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Molecular imaging provides real-time

visualization and quantitative measurement

abilities of cellular processes at the molecular

or genetic level. Triple negative breast cancers

lack hormone receptors, and therefore lack

effective targeted treatment. hNIS gene

induced targeted radiotherapy is being

explored as an alternative treatment plan for

this subgroup of patients. On-going

experiments show that hNIS is over expressed

in the majority of breast cancers, raising the

possibility of using different radioactive

isoforms, I-131, I-125 and I-124 that are

compatible with radiotherapy, SPECT imaging

or PET imaging respectively for imaging and

treatment. An automated IHC scoring method

based on digital deconvolution technique has

been standardised.

High atomic number metals such as gold

particles preferentially absorb X-rays

compared to soft tissue and promoted local

dose enhancement during treatment with

ionizing radiation. A HER2 targeted gold

to reduce cancer burden/ morbidity in the

population. Thus there is an urgent need to

develop sensitive, preferably non invasive

method for early diagnosis. Studies are on-

going towards development of Raman

spectroscopy based methods. Raman

spectral markers (fingerprints) have been

identified for diagnosis of oral precancerous

lesions and cancer, progression of cervical

cancer and prediction of radiosensitivity in

oropharyngeal cancer. Animal models to

assess the diagnostic efficacy of laser Raman

spectroscopy vis a vis histopathology has

been initiated for studying oral cancer and

breast cancer. Fibre optic probes for Raman

spectroscopy are also being developed.

Dr. Abhijit De

luciferase based anti-HIV-1 Rev protein

activity measuring assay system has also been

developed.

Human herpes virus-6 (HHV-6) is a ubiquitous

latent herpesvirus that gets activated in

various immunodeficient conditions. An HHV-

6B isolate was obtained from a B-cell line

developed from an individual with

chromosomally integrated virus. The viral IE-

1 protein up-regulates c-fos, c-myc and hsp70

promoter activation, a feature similar to

another herpesvirus, HCMV. This is the only

known Indian HHV-6 isolate.

nanoparticle (AuNP) is being developed and

its efficacy is being evaluated n a preclinical

mouse model of breast cancer.

BRET based optical imaging approaches are

being developed to provide tools to monitor

dynamic protein–protein interactions within

cells and small animals in vivo. The assays in

turn can accelerate the screening and

evaluation of novel drug candidates that

modulate MMP-14 activity in the context of

whole-body physiological environment.

Screening and early detection are important

tools for overall management of cancer and

Dr. Murali Chilkapati
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A major effort has been directed towards the

identification and delineation of the

mechanisms of action of chemopreventive

agents from Indian foods and beverages, and

development of surrogate endpoint

biomarkers. Towards this end, the effect of

dietary exposure to turmeric/ curcumin on

carcinogen–induced tumors and BPDE-DNA

adducts was examined in hamsters/ mice.

Dietary turmeric post-treatment decreased

DMBA-induced tumor volume and

multiplicity in the hamster buccal pouch. This

correlated well with increase in DMBA-

mediated apoptosis and decrease in DMBA-

induced cell proliferation, phosphorylated

MAPK, cell inflammation markers and levels

of NFkB and AP1 transcription factors. A

relatively greater reduction in BPDE-DNA

adducts was noted in liver/ lungs of mice

administered dietary curcumin for 1, 3 and 5

days, as compared to the B(a)P-treated group.

This decrease can be attributed to increased

cell turn-over and/or enhanced repair and/

or dilution of DNA adducts. Dietary curcumin

also augmented apoptosis in B(a)P-treated

mice at 1, 3 and 5 day time points, suggesting

that removal of adduct-containing cells could

indirectly confer protection.

Evaluation of the chemopreventive efficacy

of polymeric black tea polyphenols and

mechanism(s) of their anti-promoting effects

are also on-going. Earlier studies have shown

that topical pre-treatment with PBP 1-3,

EGCG and curcumin (positive control) led to

decreased TPA-induced translocation of PKC

isozyme (α, β, γ, ε, η) levels and activity from

the cytosol to the membrane, while PBP 4 and

5 were less effective. Levels of PKC δ and ζ in

cytosol and membrane were similar in all the

groups. Confocal microscopic evaluation

showed decrease in TPA-induced green

fluorescence intensity (PKC α) in PBP-3 pre-

treated membranes, whereas pre-treatment

with PBP-5 did not show a similar decrease

in both epidermal layer of skin and HaCat cell

membrane. Comparative evaluation of TPA-

mediated changes in the activity and levels

of PI3K/ AKT/ PDK using specific enzyme

inhibitors and phospho-specific antibodies

showed a decrease in PBP-3 mediated PKC

phosphorylation resulting in decreased TPA-

induced translocation of PKC. Reported anti-

promoting effects of PBPs are thus likely to

be due to modulation of PI3K-mediated signal

transduction.

Dr. Girish Maru

The Department of Biotechnology (DBT),

Government of India, has supported the

establishment of a laboratory at ACTREC for

the development and validation of a

sensitive HPLC method for the quantification

of curcuminoids in human plasma. In this

program, a highly sensitive assay that could

be employed for clinical pharmacokinetic

studies of curcuminoids has been established.

After approval of DBT for calibration and

validation of this method, the levels of

curcumin/ conjugates in plasma from patients

of PK/PD studies in DBT funded projects are

being evaluated.

Earlier studies have shown that polyphenols

from green and black varieties of Indian

grapes possess anti-initiating and anti-

promoting activities in different model

systems, although the exact mechanism/s of

Chemo-modulation of carcinogenesis
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their chemopreventive action are not well

understood. Effects of pre-treatment with

grape polyphenolic extracts (GPE) were

studied in appropriate in vivo experimental

models. Evaluation of mechanisms of anti-

initiating effects of GPE revealed that GPE pre-

treatment led to significantly increased

activity of phase II metabolic enzymes and

decreased expression of B(a)P-derived DNA

adducts in liver and lungs of mice.

Mechanistic studies on the anti-promoting

effects of GPE revealed down regulation of

TPA-induced expression of target molecules

associated with cell proliferation (PCNA),

inflammation (cyclooxygenase 2) and

apoptosis in GPE-treated mouse epidermis.
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Understanding the immune scenario and

reasons for immune dysfunction in cancer

patients has been receiving a lot of attention.

The focus areas include study of the (i) role

of Notch in regulation of �� T cells and

regulatory T cells (Tregs), (ii) role of Toll like

receptors (TLRs) in anti-tumor immunity

mediated by ��  cells, (iii) antibody

dependent cellular cytotoxicity mediated

�� T cells, (iv) tumor microenvironment

and immune dysfunctions, (v) use of plant

derived alkylamines to stimulate anti-tumor

potential of �� T cells, (vi) characterization

of bioactive compounds that regulate

osteoclastogenesis, and (vii) role of Th17 and

Tregs in gall bladder cancer.

untreated Tregs. Expansion of �� T cells was

inhibited by Tregs, and their suppressive

potential was enhanced when Tregs were

treated with SP60.

The activation status of �� T lymphocytes

and mechanism of antitumor immune

response after stimulation of ��  T

lymphocytes with alkylamines has been

studied. The calcium flux in purified �� T

lymphocyte stimulated with five alkylamines

was found to be comparable to the response

observed with anti-CD3 MAb stimulation,

indicating T cell receptor mediated

stimulation of the purified gd T cells by all the

five alkylamines. As compared to medium

control, the cytotoxic potential of �� T cells

stimulated with ethylamine and

isopentylamine against oral cancer cell line

AW8507 cells was found to be augmented at

3mM and 7.5 mM concentration respectively.

Dual color flow cytometry revealed increased

perforin levels in ethylamine and

isopentylamine stimulated (i.e. activated)

�� T cells.

Examination of the role of Notch signaling

pathway in antigen specific responses of ��

T cells revealed that Notch1, Notch2 and Dll1

along with NRARP, HES1 and DTX target genes

were predominantly expressed in

phosphoantigen stimulated ��  T cells.

Decreased expression of CD107a and

diminished lysis of tumor targets in the

presence of g-secretase inhibitor (GSI)

confirmed that Notch was involved in

cytotoxic effector functions of ��  cells.

Cytometric bead array revealed that release

of TNF-α and IFN-�  by phosphoantigen-

stimulated �� T cells was inhibited in the

presence of GSI. Oral and breast cancer cells

showed dominant expression of Jagged1

ligand, which may exert inhibitory signal as a

means to evade immune recognition by ��

T cells. Confocal microscopic examination of

�� T cells from oral cancer patients revealed

Notch1 expression. Expression of Notch

target gene HES1 was also observed in ��

T cells.

Gall Bladder Cancer (GBC) is the third most

common malignancy of the gastrointestinal

Dr. Shubhada Chiplunkar

Multi-color flow cytometry revealed an

altered expression pattern of TLRs on

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)

of oral cancer (OC) patients as compared to

healthy individuals (HI). The functional

responses of lymphocytes from OC patients

to TLR stimulus in terms of proliferation,

cytotoxicity and cytokine secretion were

significantly lowered as compared to HI. TLR3

and TLR9 were dominantly expressed on ��

T cells of OC patients and HI. OC �� T cells

showed decreased proliferative response and

IFN-�  production to TLR/ TCR stimulus

compared to HI. Stimulation with TLR agonists

led to augmentation of tumor directed

cytotoxicity of �� T cells from HI but not

from OC patients. However, TLR stimulation

rescued �� T cells from activation-induced

cell death by increasing Bcl2:Bax ratio. HSP60

treated Tregs showed an increased

suppressive potential as compared to

Immune Surveillance Mechanisms in Cancer
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tract in India. The immune scenario is poorly

understood in GBC patients. Th17 and

regulatory T (Treg) cells play an important role

in modulation of antitumor responses, and

an imbalance in their ratio may dictate the

disease outcome. Multicolour flow

cytometric analysis revealed decreased

percentages of CD4+, CD8+ and �� T cells,

but higher percentages of IL17 producing

component within these cells in the

peripheral blood of GBC patients, as

compared to HI. Frequencies of IL17

producing cells were higher in tumor

infiltrating lymphocytes as compared to

peripheral blood. Th17 cells in peripheral

blood correlated negatively with Tregs in

these patients. Cytometric bead array

revealed increased levels of IL6, IL10 but

decreased levels of IL17, IFN� in the sera of

GBC patients. Low lymphocyte proliferative

response upon stimulation with anti CD3

MAb was observed in GBC patients indicating

an immunosuppressed state.

V�9V�2 T cells are a unique subset of

lymphocytes, known to exhibit potent

cytotoxicity against various tumor cells. On-

going studies examine whether MAb B11F12

that reacts with oral tumors can be used in

conjunction with V�9V�2 T cells isolated

from oral cancer patients and healthy

individuals (HI) to increase their antitumor

cytotoxicity via antibody dependent cellular

cytotoxicity (ADCC). Compared to HI,

V�9V�2 T cells of OC patients exhibited a

marked decrease in oral tumor cell killing,

which significantly increased in the presence

of this MAb. Treatment of oral tumor cells

with aminobisphosphonate zoledronate

further enhanced tumor directed ADCC

mediated by V�9V�2 T cells of OC patients.

Increased CD107a expression was observed

on V�9V�2 T cells when they were co-

incubated with zoledronate treated oral

tumor cells in the presence of this MAb. In

vivo studies using SPECT radioimaging of

xenografted oral tumor cells in nude mice

demonstrated that 125I labelled MAb B11F12

specifically targeted the oral tumors.
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HRD and Establishment sections look after

manpower planning and day to day

administrative functions like recruitment,

promotion, retirement/ superannuation, etc.

During 2011, Administration handled matters

relating to the appointment of six regular staff

members under scientific, medical and

nursing categories, 28 Research/ Project

Nurses and 101 JRF/ SRF/ RA, and those

relating to the retirement of five and

resignation of eight employees. Registration

of Ph.D. students - both with Mumbai

campus greenery was enhanced with a large

number of trees, potted plants, hibiscus

plants and many indoor plants. Mulching

practice was used to prevent water

evaporation. Several fruit trees were also

planted. Two Banyan trees were planted in

memory of Late Dr. KA Dinshaw (past Director,

TMC). Estate Management also looked after

Pest Control, Canteen and Transport services.

During a visit to ACTREC in January 2011, the

Director General, IAEA, appreciated the green

campus and ambience which was made

possible due to the housekeeping and

horticulture services.

The main focus of the Finance and Accounts

department has been funds flow

management by prudential and judicious

budgetary controls, and review of financial

outflow. Maintenance of requisite

documentation and other relevant records in

conformity with the instructions issued by the

Govt. of India from time to time was ensured.

Procurement of supplies, materials and

equipment required for the Centre was

undertaken by following the relevant codal

provisions, viz. General F inance Rules,

Purchase Procedure, besides Fundamental

Rules and Supplementary Rules in respect of

manpower expenditure. Software for billing,

purchase, stores and departmental

operational expenditure were modified to

ensure accurate and efficient functioning.

Data updation is being done in Personnel

Information System (PIS) for implementation

of new payroll. From January 2011 to 27th

December 2011, 9900 patient bills amounting

to Rs. 950 lakh were generated. Similarly,

18820 receipts amounting to Rs. 2332 lakh

were generated. Further, more than 200

intramural and extramural projects schemes

with a grant of about Rs. 1000 lakh were

maintained to facilitate the research activities

of the Centre.

Mr. S Kumar,
Sr. Adm. Officer

Mr. NCN Moorthy,
JC (F&A)

Mr. PB Baburaj,
OIC, ES

Mr. SK Ghaisas,
Adm. Officer

Administration & Infrastructural Support Facilities at
ACTREC

University and HBNI, was also an

Administration function. Merit scholarships

were awarded to two children of employees.

Implementation of Reservation Policy of the

Government of India was strictly adhered to.

In this context, appointment of one

technician was made on compassionate

grounds. Promotion by way of MACP was

taken up for the eligible employees. The

section also initiated/ issued duplicate Service

Books to ~75% of the staff of the Institute,

taking audit queries into consideration. E-

attendance system by e-mail and online leave

application/ committing of leave is also being

introduced. Hindi Diwas and Hindi week were

celebrated at ACTREC between 14th and 21st

September 2011. During his lecture, Shri

Damodar (Dy. Director, Hindi Language,

Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India)

provided information about the schemes to

promote Hindi language.

Administration (Estate Management) aims

to maintain cleanliness, good sanitation, and

hygienic conditions on the campus through

its Housekeeping team. Beautification of the

campus gardens was undertaken by planting

flowering groups and shrubs, shaping garden

borders, and providing ground cover through

Horticulture. The Nursery capacity and
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Engineering section, comprising of Civil,

Electrical, Mechanical and Air conditioning,

works to facilitate the working of research

laboratories and hospital wing of the Centre.

The scope of work includes maintenance and

operation of 33 KV receiving station, 11 KV

substations, transformers, lighting and power

distribution, DG sets, central air-conditioning

plants, pumping stations, low temperature

facilities, laboratory equipment as well as

building maintenance including additions,

alterations and modifications in a constructed

area of about 4,00,000 sq.ft. area on the 60

acre plot of land. Engineering section also

looks after the Laundry section, Medical gas

system, LPG network and Liquid Nitrogen

plant, and handles overall service, project and

utility management aspects of the Centre.

Purchase section aims to provide good

services to the entire centre by way of

delivering the goods as per the approved

campus, and ensuring the safety and security

of ACTREC property, personnel and students

round the clock is the prime responsibility of

this section. Security staff and Firemen also

took part in the march past on Republic Day

and Independence Day. Vigilance week was

observed at the Centre between 31st October

and 5th November 2011 as per the guidelines

issued by the Vigilance section, Department

of Atomic Energy, Govt. of India. Shri Pramod

Kumar Shewale, Dy. Commissioner of Police,

Panvel Zone II, Navi Mumbai, graced the

occasion as Chief Guest, as staff members

took a pledge in English and Hindi.quality and minimizing the lead time. During

2011, orders for equipment worth approx. Rs.

8.5 crore, consumables worth approx. Rs. 10

crore and contract for supply of spares/ AMC

worth approx. Rs. 2.0 crore were released.

The works of purchase and stores is done

through online computerized system to gear

up the receipt and issue of the material to

the indenter.

The Stores functions were undertaken by a

separate section to ensure the delivery of the

material and distribution to indenter after

ensuring the quality and quantity of the

material supplied by the Contractor/ Supplier.

During 2011, the section dealt with 8593 and

9894 stock and non-stock indents

respectively and generated 12467 GRIN and

11467 PSN. Stores section also undertook

physical verification of inventory lying in the

store as on 31st March to ensure the proper

balance stock of the quantity and reconciled

with the Accounts.

Security section: Regulation of the

movement of men, material and vehicles on
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Medical Administration planned and

coordinated the reorganization of a 13

bedded Day Care Ward, Outpatient Services

(Consulting and Examination Rooms) and a

Dental Clinic for patients in ‘A’ wing, 2nd floor,

CRC; these started functioning from February

2011. It also coordinated the planning,

renovation and commissioning of a 23

bedded Leukemia Ward for leukemia and

lymphoma patients, in the 1st phase of

shifting of the Hemato Lymphoid Services

from TMH to ACTREC. It also oversaw the

Quality Manager. Follow up and corrective

actions were taken to successfully close any

non conformity. Continual monitoring of

quality indicators led to a considerable

improvement in turn-around time of

reporting (~95% satisfaction) and decrease in

sample rejections (10-20%). ACTREC

diagnostic laboratories participated in EQUAS

programs available in the country. To ensure

patient safety, the reporting of incidents and

sentinel events was made mandatory. Staff

members were encouraged to report all the

incidents having the potential to cause or

caused harm to patients, staff or the

environment. Eighteen incidents were

reported during 2011. Root cause analysis

was done to find the cause of the incident

and to avoid future incidents with monitoring.

To improve patient services, patient feedback

and redressal system was implemented.

Feedback boxes were placed at strategic

locations in ACTREC. Feedback through email

too was encouraged. Each complaint or

suggestion was addressed by seeking inputs

from the stake holders, and responses were

communicated to the complainant.

Appreciative feedback (55) about staff or

different areas of ACTREC, and 25 suggestions

cum complaints were attended in 2011.

Training programs covering all hospital staff

or laboratory/ nursing staff were conducted:

(a) Basic fire and safety training, (b) Quality

system orientation (manual and electronic),

(c) Biosafety, (d) Quality system procedure for

vendor evaluation, (e) Sentinel event

reporting, and (f) Sample collection and

acceptance criteria to avoid pre-analytical

errors.

Medical Administration

Dr. Prashant C. Bhat

Asst. Med. Superintendent

functioning of Pharmacy, Staff Clinic, Patients’

Hostel, ACTREC Liaison Counter, and Laundry

Services, and painstakingly optimized the

available infrastructure to successfully

manage the increased patient load across all

CRC departments in 2011. Medical

Administration also coordinated the onsite

reassessment of the ACTREC Diagnostic Labs

by NABL on 8th January 2011. ACTREC was

awarded accreditation for two more years.

Various quality assurance initiatives are now

in place at CRC. Internal Audits were

conducted annually by trained NABL

Assessors from TMC in co-ordination with the
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ACTREC has a campus wide 100 Mbps LAN

embellished with ~600 LAN nodes, 8 servers,

~300 desktop PCs/ laptops and accessories.

Laptop users also avail internet facility

through the centre’s secure wi-fi network

encompassing three buildings, staff hostel

and faculty club. The campus is connected to

the Internet through a 10 Mbps information

gateway, and has retained a redundant

internet last mile fiber 4 Mbps bandwidth

connectivity through another ISP. The centre

has a live mail server that holds >300 email

department provides computational facility,

infrastructure and support for information

access, processing, printing, archiving,

dissemination, etc. A brief summation of the

activities carried out by the IT department

during 2011 follows. Networking: Day-to-day

support, upkeep, administration and

maintenance of passive and active network

components constituted vital networking

activities, encompassjng cable based/ Wi-Fi

LAN/ leased lines for Internet and E-mail

access, and the ACTREC-TMH leased line.

Hardware: The highlight of 2011 was

procurement of a high end PACS server

system. Its installation and commissioning is

now under way. A dedicated specialized data

centre has been set up to run and maintain

the high end servers. Routine activities

included PC/ printer installation/ upkeep,

user assistance, virus cleaning, reformatting

and reinstallation of software. Software:

Patient information processing at the Centre

is essentially online, multi-locational and

round-the-clock (24x7x365). In 2011, updates

for PABR, DIS, RIS, OT, Accounts, Pharmacy,

Purchase and Stores modules were made

available to the users. The ROIS module was

integrated with Bhabhatron and Primus, and

deployed successfully. Web based ‘Employee

portal’ and ‘Leave module’ were successfully

implemented. Web based online application

for recruitment of staff was also developed.

The JRF online application software was fine

tuned in readiness for deployment for the

next intake.

Information Technology

accounts of staff and students. A dedicated

point to point leased circuit of 10 Mbps

between ACTREC and TMH facilitates sharing

of patient information, PACS images and

other information. A redundant 2 Mbps point

to point connectivity through another ISP has

also been retained. The hospital information

system is maintained on a newly acquired

state of the art IBM power6 -520 server class

machine that runs 24x7, providing

information processing facility to user

departments. In fulfillment of its mandate, IT

Mr. Prasad Kanvinde

IT Co-ordinator
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The ACTREC library serves the research

information requirements of students,

scientists and clinicians of the Centre. It

subscribes to 91 journals (17 national, 74

international) and houses a collection of 5843

books, 12108 bound volumes, 2592 staff

publications, 529 theses, 365 annual reports,

and video cassettes about cancer, clinical

research and allied areas. It provides full text

articles to institutional users through inter

library loan and online resources and, on

request, provides articles to other research

~2500 journals, and through the consortium

between ACTREC and TMH, they have full text

access to ‘Nature’ and 13 ‘Nature Reviews’

titles with archives. During the report year,

‘Current Protocols - Cell Biology’ was added

to the online collection, and ‘Encyclopedia of

Life Science Support System’, ‘Science

Translational Medicine’ and ‘Wiley online

library collection’ were made available on

trial. EzProxy middleware software of OCLC

was installed permitting authentication of

library users through user id and password,

and enabling remote access to licensed online

content of the Centre. The LinkOut service of

PubMed Entrez (NIH, USA) now features the

Centre’s icons providing link to the online full-

text subscription, and informing about the

availability of print version of the article in

the library. The library organizes orientation

programs about online resources to library

users. News about cancer, research,

inventions and interesting articles are

conveyed through email alerts. The library

also offers services of Impact factor, Hirsch

index, citations of individual papers, and

compilation of the Centre’s publication list.

Mr. Satish Munnolli

Librarian

Library

institutes and organizations. Through the DAE

consortium, library users have unlimited

access to ScienceDirect online database of

In accordance with the mandate reposed

upon it, SCOPE cell ensured the smooth

conduct of the science communication and

professional education activities of the Centre

during 2011. The Cell edited and compiled

ACTREC’s 2010 annual report and print

material for the 5th Science Expo and Open

Day, with full support from the Photography

section. The latter Editing services were also

provided for three manuscripts. The cell

undertook design, uploads and updates of

webpages for PI labs, facilities and in-house

advertisements. The cell also handled the

logistics of the Centre’s guest lectures, in-

house seminars and meetings. Information

about conferences, grants and fellowships

was provided by email to scientists and

students. During the calendar year, the Cell

planned and set up the TMC display at the

5th Science Expo held at the Nehru Science

Centre, the Centre’s Open Day and three

educational visits to ACTREC. The Cell handled

the intake of JRF 2011 batch of Ph.D. students

(1383 applications for 17 JRF projects) and

ensured the smooth conduct of the JRF

academic coursework for the new batch of

JRFs. The Cell also handled the intake and

assignment of 229 graduate students from

colleges/ universities across India to work

with scientists or clinicians of the Centre as

observers (10), summer trainees (23) or short

term trainees (196). Lectures on ‘Chemical,

biological and radiological safety guidelines

at ACTREC’ were delivered to new trainees

at regular intervals. The Cell also handled the

logistics of conducting the Scientific

Assistants’ Refresher Course - III at the Centre

between June 2011 and January 2012.

Science Communication and Professional Education
(SCOPE) Cell

meetings - Bioinformatics Workshop, 1st

GCGC - TMC Symposium, Open Day and GSM,

besides regular uploads of tenders and

Dr. Aparna Bagwe

Officer-in-charge
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The on-going research projects are supported

by the institute through organised core

scientific facilities: Flow cytometry, Imaging,

Proteomics and Mass spectrometry,

Genomics and gene expression, Structural

biology and Small animal imaging facility. The

common instrument rooms (CIR) house most

of the frequently required equipment such

as high end ultra centrifuges,

spectrophometers, sonicators, shaker

incubators, deep freezers, luminometer,

gradient PCR, etc. During the report year, two

new ultracentrifuges and two high speed

centrifuges were installed in the CIR, along

with several heavily used smaller

equipments.

Several projects pursued in CRI are multi-

institutional and involve collaboration with

faculty from major Indian academic and

research institutions, corporate research

centres, and international academic

institutions.

During 2011, the faculty at ACTREC

successfully generated extramural funds to

the tune of Rs. 6.14 crore for 54 on-going

projects from governmental agencies such

as DBT, DST, CSIR, ICMR, MOES, LTMT, etc.

Of these, 12 were new projects with total

sanctioned funds of Rs. 1.69 crore for a three

year period.

Research at the Centre resulted in 86 indexed

publications by ACTREC faculty during 2011

- 60 of these publications were in the field of

basic and translational research and 26 were

in clinical and medical technology areas. The

publications from the Centre are listed below.

Scientific Resources, Extramural Funding &
Research Publications
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1. Alam H, Gangadaran P, Bhate AV,

Chaukar DA, Sawant SS, Tiwari R,

Bobade J, Kannan S, D’Cruz AK, Kane S,

Vaidya MM. Loss of keratin 8

phosphorylation leads to increased

tumor progression and correlates with

clinico-pathological parameters of OSCC

patients. PLoS One 6(11 | e27767):1-12,

2011. PMID: 22114688

2. Alam H, Kundu ST, Dalal SN, Vaidya MM.

Loss of keratins 8 and 18 leads to

alterations in alpha6 beta4-integrin-

mediated signalling and decreased

neoplastic progression in an oral-

tumour-derived cell line. J Cell Science,

124 (12): 2096-2106, 2011 PMID:

21610092

3. Alam H, Sehgal L, Kundu ST, Dalal SN,

Vaidya MM. Novel function of keratins

5 and 14 in proliferation and
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cells. Mol Biol Cell 22(21): 4068-4078,

2011. PMID:21900500

4. Ambatipudi S, Gerstung M, Gowda R,

Pai P, Borges AM, Schäffer AA,

Beerenwinkel N, Mahimkar MB.

Genomic profiling of advanced-stage

oral cancers reveals chromosome 11q
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outcome. PLoS One 2011 6(2):e17250.

PMID: 21386901.

5. Ambatipudi S, Gerstung M, Pandey M,

Samant T, Patil A, Kane S, Desai RS,

Schäffer AA, Beerenwinkel N, Mahimkar

MB. Genome-wide expression and copy

number analysis identifies driver genes

in gingivobuccal cancers. Genes

Chromosomes Cancer doi: 10.1002/

gcc.20940. Epub 2011 Nov 10. PMID:

22072328

6. Anantharaman D, Samant TA, Sen S,

Mahimkar MB. Polymorphisms in

tobacco metabolism and DNA repair

genes modulate oral precancer and

cancer risk. Oral Oncol. 2011 Sep;

47(9):866-72. Epub 2011 Jul 8. PMID:

21741876.

7. Baijal G, Gupta T, Hotwani C, Laskar SG,

Budrukkar A, Murthy V, Agarwal JP.

Impact of comorbidity on therapeutic

decision-making in head and neck

cancer: Audit from a comprehensive

cancer center in India. Head Neck. 2011

Nov 11. doi: 10.1002/hed.21897. [Epub

ahead of print] PMID:22076917

8. Ball WB, Kar S, Mukherjee M, Chande

AG, Mukhopadhyaya R, Das PK.

Uncoupling protein-2 negatively

regulates mitochondrial reactive oxygen

species generation and induces

phosphatase-mediated anti-

inflammatory response in experimental

visceral leishmaniasis. J Immunol

187(3): 1322-1332, 2011. PMID:

21705615

9. Chande AG, Baba M, Mukhopadhyaya

R. A single step assay for rapid

evaluation of inhibitors targeting HIV-1

Tat mediated LTR transactivation. AIDS

Res Human Retroviruses 2011 Oct 18.

[Epub ahead of print] PMID: 21878060

10. Chuang S, Agudo A, Ahrens W,

Anantharaman D, Benhamou S, Boccia

S, Chen C, Conway D, Fabianova E,

Hayes RB, Healy C, Holcatova I,

Kjaerheim K, Lagiou P, Lazarus P,

Macfarlane G J,. Mahimkar MB, Mates

D, Matsuo K, Merletti F, Metspalu A,

Morgenstern H, Muscat J, Nicolotti N,

Olshan AF., Purdue M, Ramroth H,

Rudnai P, Schwartz SM, Simonato L,

Smith E, Sturgis EM, Szeszenia-

Dabrowska N, Talamini R, Thomson P,

Wei Q, Zaridze D, Zhang Z, Znaor A,

Brennan P, Boffetta P, Hashibe M.

Sequence variants and the risk of head

and neck cancer: pooled analysis in the

INHANCE consortium. Frontiers Oncol

Cancer Epidemiol Prev 2011 1:13. doi:

10.3389/fonc.2011.00013 P M I D :

22655231

11. Date AA, Nagarsenker MS, Patere S,

Dhawan V, Gude RP, Hassan PA, Aswal

V, Steiniger F, Thamm J, Fahr A. Lecithin-

based novel cationic nanocarriers

(Leciplex) II: improving therapeutic

efficacy of quercetin on oral

administration. Mol Pharm. 2011 Jun

6;8(3):716-726. Epub 2011 Apr 20.

PMID:21480639

12. Date AA, Srivastava D, Nagarsenker MS,

Mulherkar R, Panicker L, Aswal V,

Hassan PA, Steiniger F, Thamm J, Fahr

A. Lecithin-based novel cationic
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nanocarriers (LeciPlex) I: fabrication,

characterization and evaluation.

Nanomedicine (Lond). 2011 Oct;

6(8):1309-1325. PMID: 22026377

13. De A. The new era of bioluminescence

resonance energy transfer technology.

Current Pharmaceutical Biotechnol 12

(4):558-568, 2011. PMID: 21342101

14. Deshmukh A, Singh SP, Chaturvedi P,

Krishna MC. Raman spectroscopy of

normal oral buccal mucosa tissues: a

study on intact and incised biopsies. J

Biomedical Optics 16 (12): 127004,

2011. PMID:22191934
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Massoud T, Gambhir S.

Bioluminescence resonance energy

transfer (BRET) Imaging of protein-

protein interactions within deep tissues

of living subjects. Proceedings of

National Academy of Sciences (USA).

108(29):12060-12065, 2011.

PMID:21730157
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FGFR1 amplification in human non-
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*co-corresponding authors
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using different multivariate statistical
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antimetastatic potential of
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derivative in human MDA-MB-231

breast cancer cells. Mol Cellular
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PMID: 21725843
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Laskar S, Phurailatpam R, Pai-Shetty R,
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patterns of failure after high-precision
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2011. PMID: 20646862
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S. Cyclophosphamide plus total body

irradiation compared with busulfan plus
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Education is one of the three vital mandates

of ACTREC. The Centre offers a Ph.D. program

in the biological sciences, short term and

summer training programs for graduate

students and members of the staff from

colleges/ institutions across the country, and

runs refresher courses for its in house

technical staff. ACTREC also holds an Open

Day to showcase its programs and facilities

to college students in and around Mumbai,

and accepts educational visits from groups of

students from colleges/ universities across

the country.

Ph.D. Program: The Centre’s Ph.D. program

has since long been affiliated to the University

of Mumbai. From the year 2006, ACTREC

offers a Ph.D. - Life Sciences degree from the

Homi Bhabha National Institute (HBNI), a

deemed university. In 2011, a new batch of

17 students joined the Centre. Besides them,

77 graduate students are enrolled in the

Centre’s Ph.D. program at present (Mumbai

University – 8; HBNI – 69), and are engaged

in research on various aspects of cancer

cytokeratin8 and 18 in epithelial cell

transformation’, Guide: Dr. Rajiv D.

Kalraiya.

� Hunain Alam: ‘Role of cytokeratins in

apoptosis and malignancy in stratified

epithelia’, Guide: Dr. Milind M. Vaidya.

Short term and Summer Training:

Postgraduate students and members of the

staff of colleges/ institutes across the country

who wish to learn a specific technology, get

exposure to research or submit a dissertation

are accepted in ACTREC as trainees. During

2011, a total of 229 trainees visited ACTREC

[10 observers (~15 days), 23 summer trainees

(6-8 weeks), and 196 short term trainees (3-

6 months)] were assigned to scientists and

clinicians in ACTREC.

Scientific Assistants Refresher Course - III: In

continuation of the refresher courses that the

Centre has been conducting at regular

intervals for its technical staff members,

SARC-III was conducted from June 2011 to

January 2012. Twelve scientific assistants (7

from CRI and 5 from CRC) took part in this

course, prepared lecture notes and made

presentations covering the specific

techniques used by them in their lab/

department. Guest lectures by senior and mid

level faculty of ACTREC and TMH were also

arranged to cover fundamental topics. All the

participants appeared for three written

exams and successfully completed the course.

A compilation of the participants’ lecture

notes has been kept in the library as a

resource for staff.

Open Day: This annual event showcases the

research programs of the Centre to

undergraduate and graduate students from

science colleges located in Mumbai and Navi

Mumbai. On December 1-2, 2011, the Centre

threw open its doors to 484 students and

accompanying faculty, who were shown

around various demonstrations highlighting

technologic platforms used to further the

Academic and Training Program

biology such as cell proliferation,

differentiation, apoptosis, metastasis, tumor

immunology, immunotherapy, virology,

chemotherapy and carcinogenesis, gene

therapy in animal models, tumor markers,

structural biology, proteomics, genomics,

genetics and glycobiology. Three graduate

students completed their doctoral research

and were awarded the Ph.D. degree by the

University of Mumbai in 2011.

Ph.D. (Biochemistry)

� Satyajeet Khare: ‘Studies on alterations

in histone profile during sequential liver

carcinogenesis’, Guide: Dr. Sanjay

Gupta.

� B. Srikanth: ‘Role of O-linked N-

acetylglucosamine modification on
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research programs of various labs, facilities

and departments in CRI and CRC. The visiting

groups of students got the opportunity to see

cutting edge research at close hand, and to

interact with scientists and research scholars.

Educational Visits: In 2011, ACTREC played

host to 101 students and their accompanying

faculty from CG Bhakta Institute of

Biotechnology, Moving Academy of Medicine

and Biomedicine and Seth GS Medical

College.
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The Conference Calendar of ACTREC included 18 major meets and several local meetings/

events that were organized at ACTREC during 2011. These conferences, workshops and training

courses encompassed frontline areas in scientific and clinical research, bringing recent

developments to the attention of the Centre’s faculty and students, and also providing an

avenue to forge collaborations with leading scientists from India and abroad.

January 20-24, 2011 5th Science Expo

Coordinator: Dr. Aparna Bagwe, ACTREC

January 21, 2011 CME on ‘Safe blood and blood component transfusion practices’

Convenor: Dr. Shashank Ojha, ACTREC

January 25, 2011 ‘Site Initiation Meeting of IHN0 1 Trial’

Convenor: Dr. Vedang Murthy, ACTREC

February 2, 2011 Stress Management Workshop for BMT patients

Coordinator: Dr. Navin Khattry, ACTREC

February 14-18, 2011 Nurses Week Celebration

Coordinator: Mrs. Meera Achrekar, ACTREC

February 17-18, 2011 DBT/ BTIS Workshop ‘Applications in Bioinformatics’

Convenor: Dr. Ashok Varma, ACTREC

March 2, 2011 UICC-IARC Course on ‘Cancer registration and descriptive

epidemiology: principles and methods’

Convenor: Dr. Rajesh Dikshit, ACTREC & TMH

April 30, 2011 DAE sponsored Workshop on ‘Indigenous teletherapy machine -

User Meeting & Training Workshop

Coordinator: Dr. Tejpal Gupta, ACTREC

May 24, 2011 Cultural Program for Cancer Patients by NGO Prerna

Coordinators: Mrs. Bhagyashree Tillu, ACTREC

June 4, 2011 CPR Training Workshop

Convenor: Mrs. Meera Achrekar, ACTREC

Jun to Dec 2011 Scientific Assistants Refresher Course - III

Coordinator: Dr. Aparna Bagwe, ACTREC

Jun - Aug 2011 & Lectures and Demos for Registrars and Clinicians’ – Batches I & II

Sept – Dec 2011 Coordinators: Dr. Surekha Zingde, ACTREC; Dr. Gouri Pantvaidya,

TMH

June 30 – July 1, 2011 Mumbai Immunology Group – Flow Cytometry Workshop for

Post Graduate Teachers

Convenor: Dr. SV Chiplunkar, ACTREC

July 18, 2011 Physiotherapy Awareness Program

Dr. Mohua Chatterjee, ACTREC

August 6, 2011 Breast Cancer Awareness Program

Coordinator: Ms. Rekha Tilwani & Mr. Kiran Patil, ACTREC

August 26-27, 2011 ACTREC Monsoon Retreat 2011

Coordinator: Dr. Sorab Dalal, ACTREC

September 17, 2011 11th ICRO PG Teaching Course

Coordinator: Dr. Tejpal Gupta, ACTREC

September 21, 2011 Hindi Day celebrations

Coordinator: Mr. S. Kumar & Mr. Vinod Singh, ACTREC

September 23, 2011 National Cancer Rose Day

Coordinator: Mrs. Bhagyashree Tillu, ACTREC

Conferences, Workshops Organized At ACTREC
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September 30, 2011 Advanced Digital Imaging Symposium

Convenor: Dr. Dibyendu Bhattacharyya, ACTREC

October 1, 2011 National Voluntary Blood Donation Day

Convenor: Dr. Shashank Ojha, ACTREC

October 18, 2011 Workshop on ‘Meeting the Challenges of Patient Safety: a

Nursing Perspective’

Convenor: Mrs. Meera Achrekar, ACTREC

November 10-12, 2011 The 1st Global Cancer Genomics Consortium - TMC Symposium:

Interface between Genomics and Cancer Medicine

ACTREC Coordinator: Dr. Amit Dutt, ACTREC

November 3, 2011 AAA’s Workshop on ‘Physiotherapy for Healthy Life Style’

Coordinator: Dr. Jyoti Kode, ACTREC

December 1-2, 2011 Open Day

Coordinator: Dr. Aparna Bagwe, ACTREC

December 9-10, 2011 7th Graduate Student Meet

Co-ordinators: Graduate Students, ACTREC

December 30, 2011 AAA’s ALU Chat

Coordinator: Dr. Jyoti Kode, ACTREC
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highlighted basic information about cancer,

its diagnosis, treatment and prevention as

well as highlights of some of ACTREC’s

research programs, through posters,

audiovisual presentations (cartoons, video

clips, time lapse microphotography and

slides) on computers/ projection screen, as

well as normal/ cancerous tissues shown

under a microscope. Events committee

members and selected scienti fic staff from

ACTREC, and Registrars and PR staff from

TMH served as volunteers at the Expo. Public

lectures were delivered by Dr. Pankaj

Chaturvedi, TMH and Dr. Sorab Dalal, ACTREC.

Dr. Rajiv Sarin, Director, ACTREC, was the

Chief Guest at the Felicitation function on 24th

January. Through its participation in the

Science Expo, TMC reached out to the young

impressionable school children and

accompanying teachers/ parents, and alerted

them about the cancer risk factors and

preventive measures.

CME on Safe Blood
Component Transfusion
Practices

[Organiser: Dr. ShashankOjha]

The Department of Transfusion Medicine,

ACTREC, jointly with SBTC, Maharashtra,

conducted a CME on ‘Safe Blood Component

Transfusion Practices’ at ACTREC on 21st

January 2011. The program was attended by

148 delegates, including medical, nursing,

paramedical staff comprising those within the

department, who are associated with supply

and administration of blood and blood

components. This training program aimed to

cover theoretical as well as practical aspects

of the use of blood components, requesting

procedures for blood, blood component, their

administration, risks of transfusion,

alternatives to allogeneic blood transfusion,

fractionated blood products and standard

practices in transfusion medicine. The

Meeting Reports

5th Science Expo

[ACTREC Coordinator: Dr. Aparna Bagwe]

On the invitation of the Nehru Science Centre

(NSC), Mumbai, the Tata Memorial Centre

(Tata Memorial Hospital and Advanced

Centre for Treatment, Research and

Education in Cancer) participated in the 5th

Science Expo held at NSC from 20th to 24th

January 2011. Dr. Aparna Bagwe and Dr.

Pankaj Chaturvedi coordinated matters for

ACTREC and TMH, respectively. The TMC stall

program began with a welcome speech by Dr.

Aboli Marathe where she highlighted the

importance of this CME in updating existing

knowledge with evolving transfusion

practices and developments in the medical

field. Motivational speeches were given by Dr.

Rajiv Sarin (Director, ACTREC), Dr. Surekha

Zingde (Dy Director, CRI-ACTREC), Dr.

Prashant Bhat (AMS, ACTREC) and Dr. Sunil

Rajadhyaksha (Head, Dept. of Transfusion

Medicine, TMH). The Scientific Session

included talks on ‘Rational use of blood and

blood components’ (Dr. Rajadhyaksha),
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‘Bedside safe blood transfusion practices’ (Dr.

Mukesh Desai), ‘Alternatives to allogeneic

blood transfusion’ (Dr. Bhakti Trivedi), ‘Role

of specialized blood products in patient care’

(Dr. Amit Joshi), ‘Universal biosafety

precautions and waste management in blood

banking’ (Dr. Shivani Shinde), ‘Adverse

transfusion reactions and their management’

(Dr. Aboli Marathe) and ‘Transfusion audits

and role of hospital transfusion committee’

(Dr. Shashank Ojha). This was followed by a

Panel Discussion on ‘Restricted vs. liberal use

of blood and blood components’. The

discussion was moderated by Dr. Preeti Desai

(TMH), and the panelists included Dr. Sanjay

Baranwal (Satyam Group of Hospitals and

RGMC, Kalwa), Dr. Bhakti Trivedi, Dr. Navin

Khattry, Dr. Sudhir Nair and Dr. Ojha (all from

ACTREC). The meeting ended with a Vote of

Thanks delivered by Dr. Ojha.

DBT/ BTIS Workshop on
‘Applications in
Bioinformatics’

[Convenor: Dr. Ashok Varma]

The DBT/BTIS Bioinformatics Centre regularly

conducts a two day lecture cum hands-on

training workshop every year. This year’s

workshop, specifically targeting college/

university lecturers and research scholars,

was held at ACTREC on 17th and 18th February

2011. There were 15 participants in all. The

lectures were delivered by scientists having

expertise in basic bioinformatics, proteomics,

biological databases, sequence analysis,

structural bioinformatics and drug designing.

The workshop began with welcome remarks

by Dr. Ashok Varma (In charge, BTIS Centre

and Workshop Convenor). This was followed

by lectures on ‘Biological databases and

sequence analysis by Mr. Nikhil Gadewal, and

‘Strategies and tools for advanced similarity

searching’ by Dr. Kakoli Bose – both of

ACTREC. The keynote address entitled

‘Bioinformatics applications in drug discover’

was delivered by Dr. Sairam (Zydus Research

Centre, Ahmedabad). After the talk on

‘Proteomics tools and molecular medicine’ by

Dr. Rukmini Govekar, the participants were

led to the hands on session conducted in BTIS.

Day two lectures included ‘Homology

modeling‘ by Dr. Prasanna Venkatraman,

‘Validation of bioinformatics results using

structural biology’ by Dr Varma, and

‘Reproducible research in bioinformatics

using Galaxy’ by Dr. Farhat Habib (IISER,

Pune). After completion of the hands on

session in BTIS, a visit to high end

instrumentation facilities including MALDI/

TOF, microarray and sequencing was

arranged. The workshop ended with a

felicitation function in which certificates and

CDs containing workshop material were

distributed to all the participants.

1st MIG Workshop - Basic
Course in Flow Cytometry

[Convenor: Dr. SV Chiplunkar]

The Mumbai Immunology Group (MIG)

organized its 1st Workshop on ‘Basic Course

in Flow Cytometry’ on 30th June and 1st July

2011 at ACTREC, Navi Mumbai. In all, 23

participants who included teachers, students

and scientists from various colleges and

institutes of Mumbai attended this workshop.

Mr. Ubaldo Barbosa and Dr. Paresh Jain (BD

Biosciences) delivered lectures on basic and

advanced flow cytometry. Ms. Shamal Vetale,

Mrs. Rekha Gaur and Mr. Bhairav Paleja from

ACTREC were involved in demonstrations of

flow cytometer and conducted tutorials. The

workshop course covered basic

instrumentation (lasers, optics, fluidics,

electronics and data processing), sample

preparation for cell cycle analysis,

immunophenotyping using single and dual

color staining, DNA ploidy analysis and two

way cell sorting. These techniques were

demonstrated on FACSCalibur and FACSAria

flow cytometers. The participants got an

opportunity to study modes of acquisition

and analysis using CellQuest Pro, ModFit and

FACSDiva softwares. Positive feedback was
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more such workshops to be organized in the

future.

ACTREC Monsoon Retreat

[Coordinator: Dr. Sorab Dalal]

The 4th ACTREC Monsoon Retreat was held

on 26th and 27th August 2011. Senior faculty

of ACTREC made presentations at the

Retreat. Day one of the Retreat covered ‘IX

to XII - looking back, looking ahead’ (Dr.

Surekha Zingde), ‘Harnessing virus biology for

applied research: a short experience of two

decades with HIV, HPV-16 and HHV-6’ (Dr.

Robin Mukhopadhyaya), ‘From basic biology

to clinic - prospects of NIS gene in breast

cancer’ (Dr. Abhijit De), ‘Next generation

sequencing technology: challenges and

opportunities’ (Dr. Amit Dutt), ‘Transforming

growth factor ² signaling pathway associated

gene polymorphisms and breast cancer risk

in western Indian women: implications for

future studies’ (Dr. Naren Joshi), ‘Mie

scattering, organelle size and cancer

detection: an unholy triad?’ (Dr. Dibyendu

Bhattacharyya), ‘Glycosylation and malignant

progression’ (Dr. Rajiv Kalraiya), ‘Vimentin in

human oral cancer’ (Mrs. SS Sawant), ‘Keratin

pair of 8 and 18s: couple with difference’ (Dr.

Milind Vaidya), and ‘Molecular mechanism

that govern stem cell regulation and cancer’

(Dr. Sanjeev Waghmare). Day one

presentations included: ‘Nelfinavir - an anti-

HIV Akt signal inhibitor as a carcinoma cervix’

(Dr. Jayant Sastri Goda), ‘My translational

research projects’ (Dr. Sudhir Nair),

‘Compounding anti-inflammatory

compounds in cancer research’ (Dr. Pritha

Ray), ‘Can we outsmart therapy resistant

cancer cells?’ (Dr. Shilpee Dutt), ‘The looming

crisis in biology’ (Prof. Indraneel Mittra), ‘Saga

of Raman spectroscopy @ Chilakapati lab:

few insights, few surprises and more unsolved

questions’ (Dr. C. Muralikrishna), ‘Cellular

signalling and protein protein interactions’

(Dr. Ashok Varma), ‘Role of protein structure

in degradation’ (Dr. V. Prasanna), and

‘Perpetual crisis: the way to dusty death’ (Dr.

Sorab Dalal). A poster session by graduate

students and trainees of the Centre (Ms.

Mansa Gurjar, Ms. Aditi Sahu, Mr. Ram Kumar

Singh, Ms. Priyadarshini Puri, Ms. Gauri

Patade, Ms. Monica Tyagi, Mr. Frency

Varghese) was the highlight of this year’s

Retreat.

National Voluntary Blood
Donor Day

[Organiser: Dr. ShashankOjha]

On the occasion of National Voluntary Blood

Donation day - 1st October 2011, a voluntary

blood donation camp was organized in the

department of Transfusion Medicine (DTM).

On this occasion, Dr. PC Bhat (Asst Medical

Superintendent) and Dr. Shashank Ojha

(Blood Bank In-charge) felicitated regular

voluntary blood and platelet donors as well

as camp organizers who have been regularly

organizing voluntary donation drives During

the camp, 25 voluntary blood donors (23

staff/ students and 2 patient’s relatives)

donated blood. Awareness about blood

donation was created amongst the Centre’s

staff through posters and emails.

1st Workshop on
“Physiotherapy for a Healthy
Lifestyle”

[Organizing Secretary: Dr. Jyoti Kode]

The 1st Workshop on ‘Physiotherapy for a

healthy life style’ was conducted by the

ACTREC Alumni Association (AAA) at ACTREC

on 3rd November 2011. Dr. Roli Dave and Dr.

Narendra Palan enlightened the audience

about the theories of physiotherapy and role

of diet in healthy life style. Dr. Vijaya Baskar

made a slide presentation on physiotherapy

exercises, which was accompanied by live
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demonstrations by a few enthusiastic

volunteer participants. In all, 80 staff/

students of the Centre attended the lectures

and demonstrations.

1st Global Cancer Genome
Consortium’s TMC
Symposium

[Organizing Secretary: Dr. Amit Dutt]

The Global Cancer Genomics Consortium

(GCGC) is an international collaborative

platform that amalgamates cancer biologists,

cutting-edge genomics, and high-throughput

expertise with medical oncologists and

surgical oncologists; they address the most

important translational questions that are

central to cancer research and treatment. The

overarching mission of GCGC is to develop

an effective, new global way to collaborate

among participating institutions, which will

address specific cancer research challenges

and stimulate younger investigators. The

consortium connects 6 translational groups

from the Tata Memorial Centre (TMC,

Mumbai), the Rajiv Gandhi Centre for

Biotechnology (Thiruvananthapuram), the

Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine

(Kyoto, Japan), the Institute of Molecular

Medicine (Lisbon, Portugal), The George

Washington University (Washington, DC,

USA), and the Structural Genomic Consortium

at Oxford University (Oxford, UK). With the

hope to integrate the strengths of the GCGC

partners, evaluate the progress of the first

year, and provide outreach to the young

Indian scientific community and steer them

toward the field of next-generation

sequencing and computational genomics, the

1st GCGC TMC Symposium – ‘Interface

between Genomics and Cancer Medicine’

was held at ACTREC from 10th to 12th

November 2011. There were 190 registered

participants from 42 Indian National

Institutes. The Symposium was conducted for

two and a half days including 8 sessions, each

composed of 2 to 3 invited speakers followed

by a poster session. The Symposium

showcased international next-generation

sequencing efforts that explore cancer-

specific transcriptomic changes, single-

nucleotide polymorphism, and copy number

variations in various types of cancers, as well

as the structural genomics approach to

develop new therapeutic targets and

chemical probes. From the spectrum of

studies presented at the Symposium, it is

evident that the translation of emerging

cancer genomics knowledge into clinical

applications can only be achieved through the

integration of multidisciplinary expertise. In

summary, the GCGC Symposium provided

practical knowledge on structural and cancer

genomics approaches, as well as an exclusive

platform for focused cancer genomics

endeavors. The 2nd GCGC Symposium will

again be held at ACTREC from 19th to 20th

November 2012.

Graduate Students Meet 2011

[Organizers: Ph.D. Scholars of ACTREC]

GSM is an annual event organized by the

graduate student fraternity of ACTREC. The

7th GSM was held on 9th and 10th December

2011 at ACTREC, Navi Mumbai. The event was

inaugurated by Dr. Surekha Zingde (Dy.

Director, CRI-ACTREC) and Dr. Rajiv Sarin

(Director, ACTREC), after which Dr. Shahid

Jameel (ICGEB, New Delhi) spoke about

‘Virology’, stressing on how he took a detour

from Chemistry to Virology. The other

keynote speaker of the day was Dr. Petety V.

Balaji (IIT-B, Mumbai) who gave an insight on

“Glycobiology through a bioinformatics

approach’. A large number of graduate
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made oral/ poster presentations on a wide

variety of topics on which they work, ranging

from infectious diseases to cell cycle

regulation. In every session, many questions

on scientific trivia were asked to the members

of the audience. The first day ended with i-

sight exhibition which revealed the

photographic talents of students, and a

cultural program that entertained everybody.

The second day kicked off with a fine lecture

on control of ‘Organ shape in plants’ by Dr.

Utpal Nath (IISc, Bangalore). Drs. Sarin, Nath,

Girish Ratnaparkhi (IISER, Pune), GB Maru and

Sorab Dalal were panelists and Dr. Vainav

Patel (NIRRH, Mumbai) was the moderator

of an interesting panel discussion on ‘Model

systems in biological research’. Dr.

Ratnaparkhi was impressed with the concept

of GSM, and suggested more advertising to

obtain even better participation from faculty

and students from all over the country.

ALUmni CHAT

[Organizing Secretary: Dr. Jyoti Kode]

The ‘ALUmni CHAT’ of the ACTREC Alumni

Association (AAA) was held in ACTREC on 30th

December 2011. The Chief Guest was Dr.

Vivek Tanavde (Institute of Medical Biology,

A*STAR, Singapore). He interacted with senior

ACTREC officials, faculty members and

students through discussions about science,

touching upon recent developments in stem

cell biology. In a more informal function later,

Dr. Vivek shared glimpses of his scientific

journey, reminiscing about some

unforgettable moments at the old CRI

quadrangle. He also touched upon the

intricacies of photography as an art form.

Thirty photographs from students had been

submitted for his expert opinion. He first

chose the top ten photos explaining the basis

for selection; prizes were awarded to the best

two photos. This was followed by a Quiz for

the audience members. F inally, senior

students felicitated the special guest CRI-

ACTREC alumnus with a certificate.
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ACTREC has an active program of seminar presentation that goes a long way towards

maintaining the scientific temper within the Centre. Reputed scientists and clinicians from

renowned institutes within India and from other countries are invited to present their latest

research/ clinical findings before the Centre’s scientists and clinicians, whenever they visit the

Centre. In 2011, 7 ACTREC Biology Seminars, 28 Guest Seminars on scientific/ medical themes

and 3 seminars of topical interest were delivered in ACTREC.

Actrec biology seminars

21.1.2011 Hydra as a model system to study diverse biological phenomena and their

evolution

Dr. Surendra Ghaskadbi, Agharkar Research Institute, Pune

24.1.2011 In-silico to in-vitro to in-vivo to bedside: some examples of the translational

medicine paradigm

Dr. Gyan Bhanot, Rutgers University, New Jersey, USA

18.2.2011 Hijacking intracellular trafficking pathway of macrophages by Salmonella

Dr. Amitabha Mukhopadhyay, National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi

24.3.2011 Molecular insight into the functionality of bacterial kinases

Dr. Pradip K. Chakraborti, Institute of Microbial Technology, Chandigarh

8.4.2011 Cell lineage-specific functions for ubiquitous proteins: the case of pdcd8

Dr. Satyajit Rath, National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi

6.5.2011 Cancer stem cells - insights from ovarian cancer

Dr. Sharmila Bapat, NCCS, Pune

16.9.2011 Cellular heat shock proteins regulate HIV-1 gene expression and replication

in Nef dependent manner

Dr. Debashis Mitra, NCCS, Pune

Guest Seminars

10.1.2011 Nuclei acid aptamer, the rising star for cancer theranostics

Prof. Wei Duan, School of Medicine, Deakin University, Geelong, Australia

10.1.2011 Poxvirus based oncolytic gene therapy

Dr. Pragatheeshwar Thirunavukarasu, Resident in General Surgery, Division

of Surgical Oncology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA

10.2.2011 A novel mechanism of active DNA demethylation and its role in colon

adenoma formation

Dr. Kunal Rai, Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard University, Boston, USA

17.2.2011 Bioinformatics: applications in drug discovery

Dr. Sairam, Zydus Research Center, Cadila Healthcare Ltd., Ahmedabad

18.2.2011 Reproducible research in bioinformatics using Galaxy

Dr. Farhat Habib, Excellence in Epigenetics, Indian Institute of Science

Education and Research, Pune

21.2.2011 Targeting eicosanoids for colon cancer prevention

Prof. Dean E. Brenner, University of Michigan, USA

Seminars by Visiting Scientists
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perspective and a plan

Dr. Chandan Kumar, Michigan Center for Translational Pathology, Ann Arbor,

USA

28.2.2011 Insights into antigen processing and presentation from crystal structures of

ERAP1 and HLA-DR1(F54C)

Prof. Lawrence J. Stern, University of Massachusetts, Worcester, USA

1.4.2011 Understanding virus - host interactions

Dr. Suchita Bhattacharyya, Nomis Center for Immunobiology and Microbial

Pathogenesis, The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, La Jolla, USA

5.4.2011 MicroRNAs: role in haematological cancers and solid tumours

Dr. Murali Gururajan, Research Scientist I (Instructor), Dept. of Medicine,

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, USA

13.4.2011 The role of a novel circulating protease ‘FSAP’ in angiogenesis and

tumorigenesis

Prof. Sandip Kanse, University of Giessen, Germany

28.4.11 Nanotechnology: benefits to translational cancer research

Dr. Praveen Vemula, The Harvard MIT Division of Health Science and

Technology, Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts, USA

20.5.11 Circulating galectins: important promoters of cancer metastasis

Dr. Yu Lu-Gang, Institute of Translational Medicine, University of Liverpool,

U.K.

20.5.11 Scientific publications in perspective

Dr. Alan Hempel, Global Medical Publications Center of Excellence, Bristol-

Myers Squibb, Lawrenceville, New Jersey, USA

3.6.11 Multi-view methods for protein structure comparison using Latent Dirichlet

Allocation

Dr. Ashish Tendulkar, Visiting Asst. Professor, Dept. of Computer Science &

Engineering, IIT-Madras, Chennai

20.6.11 Informatics of cancer genomes

Dr. Lincoln Stein, Director Informatics and Bio-computing Platform, Ontario

Institute for Cancer Research (OICR), Toronto, Canada

24.6.11 Rationale for metronomic scheduling of anticancer agents

Prof. Dr. Nicholas Andre, Université d’Aix-Marseille, Marseilles, France

21.7.11 Primer to Next Generation Sequencing analysis tools

Dr. Randeep Singh, Senior Scientist, Philips Research Asia - Bangalore (PRA-

B), Philips Innovation Campus, Manyata Tech Park, Nagavara

25.7.11 Nanotherapy for lung cancer: from cells to rodents to humans

Dr. Ramesh Rajagopal, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, USA

13.9.2011 C-CAMP- A DBT initiative for technology development, services and training

Dr. Taslimarif Saiyed, Director and COO, Centre for Cellular and Molecular

Platforms, NCBS-TIFR, Bangalore

7.10.2011 Autophagy in host defence

Dr. Srinivasa M. Srinivasula, Principal Investigator, National Cancer Institute,

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, USA
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17.10.2011 Role of microRNAs and innate immune signaling in the myelodysplastic

syndromes

Dr. Aly Karsan, Head - Clinical Diagnostic Genomics, Michael Smith Genome

Sciences Centre, BC Cancer Agency; University of British Columbia, Canada

1.11.2011 Gene alterations via triplex DNA formation: therapeutic implications for

cancer

Dr. Alank Jain, Dell Pediatric Research Institute, University of Texas, Austin,

USA

8.11.2011 Expanded CAG/CTG repeat DNA induces a checkpoint response that impacts

cell proliferation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Dr. Priya Sundararajan, Department of Biology, Tufts University,

Massachusetts, USA

24.11.2011 Role of microenvironment in childhood lymphoblastic leukemia

Dr. Vaskar Saha, School of Cancer and Enabling Sciences, Univ. of Manchester,

Manchester Academic Health Science Centre, Manchester, UK

28.11.2011 The Fat-Hippo signaling pathway: studies on neuronal stem cells and glia

development in Drosophila

Dr. Venugopal Reddy, Research Associate, Dr. Kenneth D. Irvine’s lab,

Waksman Institute, Rutgers University, Piscataway, USA

12.12.2011 Genomic analysis of human cancers

Dr. Matthew L. Meyerson, Professor, Department of Pathology, Harvard

Medical School, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, USA

23.12.2011 Characterization and therapeutic targeting of ETS negative prostate cancer

Dr. Ateeq Bushra, Research Investigator, Michigan Center for Translational

Pathology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA

General Seminars

15.4.2011 March 11, 2011 and then (the natural disaster in Japan and its aftermath)

Prof. Toshio Kuroki, President, Gifu University; Professor Emeritus, Tokyo

University, Japan

2.5.2011 Place of yoga in science and treatment of cancer

Swami Ramdevji Maharaj, Patanjali Ashram, Hardwar

11.7.2011 Transform research into results with OvidSP

Mr. Rajendra Kumar, Manager, Wolters Kluwer Health-India, Ovid

Technologies
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Mrs. Meera Achrekar

§ Member: Board of Nursing Studies, MGM Deemed University

§ Examiner: B.Sc. Nursing, MGM University, SNDT University, Maharashtra University of

Health Sciences

§ Organiser: One day Workshop on ‘Making Nursing visible: a focus on social skills’, Bharati

Vidyapeeth, Navi Mumbai: April 2011

§ Organiser: One day Workshop on ‘Meeting the challenges of patient safety: a Nursing

perspective’, ACTREC, Navi Mumbai: October 2011

Dr. Kishore Amin

§ External Examiner: ‘Animal Tissue Culture’, M.Sc, Biotechnology Semester III Practical

Exams, Bharati Vidyapeeth, Pune: April 2011

Mr. Atul Anand

§ Best Poster Award in Biotechnology: ‘Immunodiagnostic and therapeutic potential of

MAb B11F12 developed against of oral cancer’, Research Meet (Biotechnology), Jai Hind

College, Mumbai: December 2011

Dr. Bhausaheb Bagal

§ First Prize for Oral Presentation: ‘Long term outcome of autologous stem cell transplant

in multiple myeloma from Tata Memorial Centre - a retrospective analysis’, 34th Annual

Conference of the Mumbai Hematology Group, Mumbai: March 2011

Dr. Aparna Bagwe

§ Nominated Member: Planning and Programming Committee, Nehru Science Centre,

Mumbai: 2007-2009; Re-nomination: 2010-2012.

§ Co-ordinator: 5th Science Expo, Nehru Science Centre, Mumbai: January 2011

§ Co-ordinator: Open Day 2011, ACTREC, Navi Mumbai: December 2011.

Dr. Kakoli Bose

§ Member: CSIR NET Question Committee

§ Examiner, Ph.D. thesis and External Examiner for doctoral students: MS University, Baroda;

NCCS, Pune

§ Reviewer: Ph.D. thesis, CDRI, Lucknow

§ Reviewer: Grant proposals for DBT

§ Reviewer: Arch Biochem Biophys

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Characterizing the ability of HPV E2 mutant in inducing apoptosis in HPV positive cell

lines and in mouse model, TMC-IRG, Rs. 5.5 lakh: 2011-12

§ ‘Understanding the role of serine protease HtrA2/Omi in apoptic cell death’, DBT, Rs. 55

lakh: 2009-2012

§ ‘Understanding protein-protein interactions involved in papillomaviral E2 induced

apoptosis’, Institutional funding, Rs. 5 lakh: 2011-12

§ ‘Investigating the role of interdomain mobility and conformational switches in regulation

of serine protease activitiy of HtrA2/Omi’, TMC-IRG, Rs. 7.5 lakh, 2009-2010, extended

to 2011

§ ‘Understanding the interaction between proapoptotic serine protease HtrA2/Omi and

its antiapoptotic partner Hax-1- implication of a novel mechanism of apoptosis regulation

in the mitochondria’, DBT, Rs. 49.6 lakh: 2011-2014

Dr. Pradip Chaudhari

§ Member, Institutional Committee for Stem Cell Research and Therapy: NIRRH, Mumbai

§ Member: Institutional Animal Ethics Committee and CPCSEA Nominee: NIRRH, Mumbai;

GS Medical College, Mumbai; Bombay Veterinary College, Mumbai; Invochem

Laboratories, Thane

§ Joint Secretary: Laboratory Animal Scientist Association of India, 2010-2012

§ Reviewer: Cancer Biotherapy and Radiopharmaceuticals

Staff Achievements
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Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Radiological research unit for spontaneous animal cancers’ (PI), DAE, Rs. 195 lakh

(infrastructure grant): 2008-present

§ ‘Bone tissue engineering: preclinical evaluation of osteointegration of titanium diaphyseal

implant grown on a metal rapid prototyping machine and transplanted with mesenchymal

stem cells in animal model - rabbit’ (PI), TMC - IRG, Rs. 12.44 lakh: 2009-2011

§ ‘Design, development and evaluation of the novel iodinated contrast media formulation

in laboratory animals using microCT’ (PI), TMC - IRG, Rs. 4.25 lakh: 2009-2011

Mr. Kalpesh Chawan

§ Best Abstract Award (Technician category): ‘Evaluation of donor deferral causes in whole

blood and platelet donors in oncology setup’, 36th Annual National Conference of Indian

Society of Blood Transfusion & Immunohematology (Transcon -2011), Mumbai: October

2011

Dr. Murali Krishna Chilakapati

§ Nominated Member: National Advisory Board, ICORFAS.

§ Member: Scientific Advisory Committee, Recent Trends in Medical Physics, Anna

University.

§ Reviewer: Project/ Grant applications of Medical Research Council, UK; Broad Medical

Research Program, USA

§ Participant: EU-India S&T Coop Days - an initiative for scientific collaborations and network

programs between EU and India, Vienna, Austria: December 2011

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Comparative sequential evaluation of development of carcinogen-induced buccal pouch

tumors employing laser Raman spectroscopy and histopathology’ [PI], CSIR, Rs.14.92

lakh, 2010-2012.

§ ‘Raman mapping of oral buccal mucosa’ [PI], DST WOS, Rs. 9.20 lakh: 2010-2012

§ ‘Setting up of laser facility for medical and technological applications’ [Principal

Collaborator], DAE-BRNS, Rs. 3.93 crore: 2010-2015.

Dr. Shubhada V. Chiplunkar

§ Member, Board of Studies in Life Sciences: Homi Bhabha National Institute (Deemed

University): 2010 onwards.

§ Member, Scientific Review Committee: NIRRH, Mumbai

§ Member, Institutional Committee for Stem Cell Research and Therapy: NIRRH, Mumbai

§ Member, Project Review Committee for Division of Non-communicable Diseases

(Oncology), ICMR

§ Member, Project Review Subcommittee: INSERM, NIIH International Associated

Laboratory project, NII, Mumbai

§ Member, Expert Group on Cancer Biology under Chronic Disease Biology, DBT

§ Member, Selection Committee: SO’F’ interviews, BARC: RMC, Mumbai; Scientist ‘D’

interview, BARC, Mumbai; DBT Post Doctoral Fellowship, IISc, Bangalore; JRF selection:

NCCS, Pune; Technician B interview, NCCS, Pune

§ External Examiner: Ph.D. - Biotechnology, University of Pune, Pune; Ph.D. - Applied Biology,

University of Kerala, Kerala; Ph.D. - Science, IISc, Bangalore.

§ Paper setter and Examiner: M.Sc. by Research, Applied Biology, University of Mumbai.

§ Reviewer: Indian Journal of Medical Research, Indian Journal of Experimental Biology,

Oral Oncology, Scandinavian Journal of Immunology, Indian Journal of Biochemistry and

Biophysics, Journal of Clinical Immunology, Current Science, Journal of Cancer Research

and Therapeutics, Biomedical Central BMC Cancer, European Journal of Obstetrics &

Gynecology & Reproductive Biology

§ Organizing Secretary: Hands-on Workshop on ‘Basic Course in Flow Cytometry, ACTREC,

Navi Mumbai: June-July 2011.

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Bioactivity studies of Bhasmas’, DBT, Multi-Institutional; DST: Rs.74.45 lakh: 2011-2013

§ ‘Understanding the role of bisphosphonates and gamma delta T lymphocytes in patients

with breast cancer and bone metastasis’, TMC-SIA, Rs.20 lakh: 2011-2012.
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molecular epidemiology approach. Understanding pathogenesis of gall bladder cancer:

Role of TH17 and regulatory T cells’, DBT-CoE, ACTREC: Rs.85.20 lakh: 2010-2013

§ ‘A prospective randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentric phase III study

of efficacy of curcumin in management of advanced cancer cervix’, DBT, Rs.45.69 lakh:

2008-2011

§ ‘Characterization of bioactive compounds from marine Mollusc and Porifera that regulate

osteoclastogenesis’, DBT (collaboration with DG Ruparel College, Mumbai): Rs. 29.59

lakh: 2008-2011

§ ‘Explore pathways in the area of innate immunity using herb extracts/fractions’, Unilever

Research Centre, Bangalore: Rs 34.65 lakh: 2008-2012

§ ‘Toll like receptors and anti-tumor immunity: role of gd T lymphocytes’, ICMR, Rs.28.30

lakh: 2006-2011

§ ‘Immunological and metabolic effects of Panchakarma’, DST, Rs.75.68 lakh: 2007-2011

Dr. Supriya Chopra

Extramural / Intramural Grant

§ ‘Phase III randomized controlled trial of IGRT vs conventional radiation for reducing late

small bowel toxicity in patients undergoing postoperative adjuvant radiation in Ca Cervix’

(PI), DAE / CTC Rs. 27 lakh: 2011 - 2012

§ ‘MR-PET guided biologically optimised interstitial brachytherapy for postoperative

recurrences of cervical cancer’ (Co-PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 7 lakh: 2011-2012

Dr. Sorab Dalal

§ Patents filed through DBT: ‘New transgenic mouse protocol’ (Indian Patent Appl. No.

2442/DEL/2010; US Patent Appl. No. 13004382): January 2011. Inventors: S. Dalal, L.

Sehgal, R. Thorat, N. Khapare.

§ Lecturer: M.Sc. Life Sciences students, St. Xavier’s College, Mumbai: 2001 onwards

§ Joint Secretary: Indian Association for Cancer Research: 2012 - 2014

§ Editor: J. Biosciences, ISRN Cell Biology

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Plakophilin3 functions required for desmosome assembly, cell migration and filament

formation; consequences for tumor progression and metastasis’, Department of

Biotechnology, Rs. 67.31 lakh: 2009-2012.

§ ‘Identification of pathways that determine tumor survival and radioresistance in cells

derived from the oral cavity’, Department of Science and Technology, Rs. 34.25 lakh:

2010 – 2013.

§ ‘Generation of stem cell lines and knockdown mice that lack specific gene products using

RNA interference: potential for the identification of novel therapeutic strategies - Phase

II’, Department of Biotechnology, Rs. 52.67 lakh: 2010-2013.

§ ‘Creation of Lhx2 over-expressor mouse for addressing questions of cortical development’

(Co-PI), Department of Biotechnology, Rs. 8.4 lakh: 2010-2012.

Dr. Abhijit De

§ Expert Member on Imaging: DBT-BIPP

§ Reviewer: J Bioscience

§ Reviewer: Funding proposal for BRNS

§ Associate Editor: Amer J Nuclear Med Molec Imaging

§ Guest Editor: Theranostics, special issue on ‘Reporter gene imaging’: 2011

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Development of IRG Kit’ (Co-PI), Cellsight technologies, USA, Rs. 2.75 lakh: 2010-2011

§ ‘Affibody bio-conjugated gold nanoparticle based therapy and diagnosis in breast cancer’

(PI), TMC - SIA, Rs. 30 lakh: 2011-2012

Dr. Amit Dutt

§ Wellcome Trust/ India Alliance Intermediate Award

§ Assistant Professor: Homi Bhabha National Institute (Deemed University), Mumbai: 2011.

§ Organizing Secretary: The 1st Global Cancer Genomic Consortium – TMC Symposium,

ACTREC, Navi Mumbai: November 2011
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Dr. Shilpee Dutt

§ Assistant Professor: Homi Bhabha National Institute (Deemed University), Mumbai: 2011

Extramural/ Intramural Grant

§ ‘Targeting chemoresistant leukemic stem cells by understanding DNA damage repair

pathway’ (PI), TMC - SIA, Rs. 20 lakh: 2010-2012

Mr. Amit Kumar Singh Gautam

§ Keystone Symposia Future of Science Travel Award: ‘Selection of victims by the Chamber

of Doom - the structural requirements of protein degradation by the eukaryotic

proteasome’ (Poster presentation), Keynote Symposium on ‘AAA+ and related ATP-driven

protein machines: structure, function and mechanism’, Tahoe City, USA: March 2011

Dr. Jayant Sastri Goda

§ Organiser: Bhabhatron User Meeting, ACTREC: April 2011

§ Organiser: ICRO Teaching Course on Brachytherapy, TMC, Mumbai: September 2011

Extramural / Intramural Grant

§ ‘Pilot study of gamma H2AX foci kinetics in peripheral blood lymphocytes of patients

undergoing cervical cancer radiotherapy’ (PI), DIF, Rs. 2 lakh: 2009-2011

Mr. Dimpu Gogoi

§ Best Oral Presentation: ‘Involvement of notch in activation of human ³´ T cells’, 7th

Graduate Student Meet, ACTREC, Navi Mumbai, December 2011

Dr. Vikram Gota

§ Organizer: Pre-conference Workshop on ‘Pharmacokinetics: protocol development,

conduct and analysis’, 5th Intl Conference of the South Asian Chapter of American College

of Clinical Pharmacology, Piramal Life Sciences, Mumbai: August 2011.

§ Reviewer: Bioanalysis, J Agriculture Food Chemistry, J Bioscience

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘DBT’s clinical pharmacology laboratory - PK/PD studies and analysis of curcumin and

metabolites - Curcumin clinical trial in cancer’ (Co-PI), DBT, Rs. 76 lakh: 2009-2014

§ ‘Bioequivalence study of two Rituximab formulations in patients with diffuse large B-cell

Lymphoma (DLBCL)’ (PI), TMC -IRG, Rs. 10.81 lakh: 2011-2012

§ ‘Research methodology workshop and training in pharmacokinetics and

pharmacodyamics (PK/PD)’ (PI), an initiative of the National Chair in Clinical Pharmacology,

ICMR, Rs. 20 lakh: 2011-2012

Dr Rukmini Govekar

§ Examiner: MSc theses, Vellore Institute of Technology

Dr. Rajiv Gude

§ Member, Editorial Board: Intl J Tumor Therapy

§ Reviewer: Central European J Biology; Pharmaceutical Biology: 2011

§ Judge: ‘Avishkar 2011’, Board of College & University Development, State Govt of

Maharashtra, Nashik: 2011.

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Studies on the antimetastatic action of pentoxifylline on B16F10 melanoma cells through

its effects on integrin mediated functions’ (PI), CSIR, Rs. 22.98 lakh: 2008-2011

§ ‘Inhibitory effect of pentoxifylline on STAT3 dependent regulation of cytokines involved

in tumor development and angiogenesis in B16F10 melanoma model’ (PI), ICMR, Rs.

16.78 lakh: 2008-2011

§ ‘The role of metastasis associated 1 (MTA1) in the metastatic process of breast cancer’

(PI): DST, Rs. 27.90 lakh: 2010-12

§ ‘Study of the effects of hyperbaric oxygen and hypothermia on mammary tumors in C3H

Jax mice and SCID mice’ (Co-PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 5.18 lakh: 2010-2011
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§ Member: UICC International Panel of Expert Reviewers to assess applications for ICRETT

fellowships

§ Reviewer: Grant applications of CSIR, BRNS-DAE

§ Associated Editor: J Integrated –Omics: a methodological journal

§ Reviewer: J Biosciences, Amino Acids, Indian J Cancer

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Rational design, synthesis and biological evaluation of potential HDAC inhibitors as

anticancer agents’ (Principal Collaborator): DAE-BRNS, Rs. 26 lakh: 2007-2011

§ ‘Studies on post-translational modifications of histone(s) and association of histones with

genomic sequences in vivo during sequential liver carcinogenesis’ (PI), DBT, Rs. 21.67

lakh: 2008-2011

§ ‘Epigenetics in gastric cancer: analysis of histone modifications and histone modifying

enzymes’ (PI): TMC – IRG, Rs. 7.5 lakh: 2009-2013

§ ‘Transcriptional regulation of histone H2A variant genes during hepatocarcinogenesis’

(PI), TMC - IRG, Rs. 6.5 lakh: 2010-2013

Dr. Tejpal Gupta

§ Recognition as Teacher for MD in Radiation Oncology: Homi Bhabha National Institute:

2011

§ Tenure Membership: European Society for Therapeutic Radiology & Oncology: 2011

§ Contact Author: Cochrane ENT Group 2011

Extramural / Intramural Grant

§ ‘Cilengitide for subjects with newly diagnosed glioblastoma multiforme and methylated

MGMT gene promoter - a multicenter, open-label, controlled phase III study, testing

cilengitide in combination with standard treatment (temozolomide with concomitant

radiation therapy, followed by temozolomide maintenance therapy) versus standard

treatment alone (CENTRIC)’ (PI), Merck-Serono, Rs. 11.3 lakh: 2010-2013

Dr. Arvind Ingle

§ Member, Institutional Animal Ethics Committee: Dr. DY Patil Medical College, Navi

Mumbai

§ CPCSEA Nominee: Institutional Animal Ethics Committee, Gahlot Institute of Pharmacy,

Navi Mumbai; Terna Medical College, Navi Mumbai

§ Member: CPCSEA Inspection team: Animal Facility, Surgical Institute of Surgical Institute,

Mumbai; Premium Serum and Vaccines Ltd., Pune

§ President (Elect): Laboratory Animal Scientist’s Association (LASA) of India. 2011.

§ Reviewer: Veterinary Pathology (USA)

Dr. Narendra Joshi

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Study of immunological parameters in breast tumors in the context of age at diagnosis’,

DBT, Rs. 33.02 lakh: 2009-2011

§ ‘Sequence Based Typing of HLA (SBT-HLA) class I alleles in Parsi healthy women and breast

cancer patients’, LTMT, Rs. 11.2 lakh: 2009-2011

Mrs. M. Kalaivani

§ Hon. Secretary: Trained Nurses Association of India: 2011-2013

Dr. Rajiv Kalraiya

§ Reviewer: J. Biosciences, Indian J Experimental Biology, Indian J Medical Research, Cancer

Biomarkers

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘To investigate the molecular mechanism by which a single depot injection of

progesterone provides survival advantage to triple negative breast cancer patients’ (PI),

TMC - SIA, Rs. 15 lakh: 2011-2012
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Dr. Navin Khattry

§ Invited Member: Stem Cell Therapy Guidelines – ICMR, DBT

§ Invited Member, Scientific Advisory Committee: Moving Science Academy

§ Secretary: Marrow Donor Registry (India)

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Transfusion of ABO - non identical single donor platelets: a prospective observational

study’ (PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 8.22 lakh: 2009-2011

§ ‘Determination of the rate of alloimmunisation and refractoriness to platelet transfusions

in multi-transfused thrombocytopenic patients and the impact of leucocyte depletion –

a pilot study’ (PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 7.1 lakh: 2009-2011

§ ‘Evaluation of efficacy and toxicity of total body irradiation (TBI) based conditioning

regimen by tomotherapy in patients of acute leukemia undergoing allogeneic

hematopoietic stem cell transplantation’ (PI), DAE, Rs. 50 lakh: 2008-2011

§  ‘A pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic study assessing the ability of curcumin to decrease

cytokines involved in mucositis in the autologous transplant setting’ (PI), TMC-IRG, Rs.

6.23 lakh: 2009-2011

§ ‘3160A4-3000-WW: A phase III randomized, open label study of Bosutinib versus Imatinib

in subjects with newly diagnosed chronic phase Philadelphia chromosome positive chronic

myelogenous leukemia’ (PI), Wyeth Ltd, Rs. 68.64 lakh: 2006-2011

§ ‘Evaluation of various molecular prognostic markers and minimal residual disease (MRD)

to potentiate therapy for acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients: a two step molecular

clinical investigations’ (PI), LTMT, Rs. 50 lakh: 2011-2013

Dr. Jyoti Kode

§ Member, Review Panel: Cytotherapy, Therapeutic Delivery, Indian Journal of Medical

Research

Mr. Gaurav Kumar

§ High Achievement Award for Poster Presentation: XXXVI Annual EMSI Conference &

International Symposium on Environmental exposures to mutagens and carcinogens on

human health, Vellore: February 2011

§ Award for Best Essay on ‘Cancer chemoprevention: fact or ciction’: 30th Annual IACR

Convention & International Symposium on ‘Signaling network and cancer’, Kolkata:

February 2011

Ms. Ratika Kunder

§ International Travel Grant from DST & Patel Kantaben Kantilal Charitable Trust Fellowship:

‘Profiling of miRNA and protein-coding genes identifies distinct molecular subtypes of

medulloblastomas’ (Poster presentation) Cell Symposia: regulatory RNAs. Chicago, USA:

October 2011

§ Best Poster Award (2nd Rank): ‘Profiling of miRNA and protein coding genes identify

distinct molecular subtypes of medulloblastomas‘, 1st Global Cancer Genomics Consortium

- TMC Symposium, ACTREC, Navi Mumbai: November 2011

Dr. Manoj Mahimkar

§ Member, Editorial Board: Oral Oncol: 2011 onwards.

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Array comparative genomic hybridization analysis of oral cancers’ (PI), CSIR, Rs 20.73

lakh: 2009-2011

§ ‘Analysis of genetic host factors, HPV, EGFR and hypoxia markers and their association

with outcome in subjects with locally advanced squamous cell carcinoma of head and

neck (LASCCHN)’ (PI), TMC - SIA, Rs. 25 lakh: 2011-2013

Dr. Girish Maru

§ Member, Editorial Board: Indian J Experimental Biology

Extramural / Intramural Grant

§ ‘DBT’s clinical pharmacology laboratory - PK/PD studies and analysis of curcumin and

metabolites - Curcumin clinical trial in cancer’ (PI), DBT, Rs. 76 lakh: 2009-2014



147Dr. PK Mishra

§ Associate Editor-in-Chief: World Journal of Gastroenterology (Impact Factor 2.7)

§ Founder Member of the Editorial Board: J Gastroenterology and Hepatology Res

Prof. Indraneel Mittra

§ Patent Application Filed: ‘Method for in-vivo binding of chromatin fragments’

(International) PCT Appl. No. PCT/IN2011/000052 dated 24/01/2011; Inventors: Mittra I,

Pal K, Ramesan RM, Sharma CP, Bhuvaneshwar GS.

Dr. Aliasgar Moiyadi

§ Neuro-Oncology Award: ‘Intraoperative optical imaging in neuro-oncology - Raman

spectroscopic differentiation of gliomas, an ex vivo study’, Neurocon 2011 - Annual

Conference of the Neurological Society of India, Bangalore: December 2011.

Extramural/Intramural Grants

§ ‘Proteomic analysis of human gliomas for biomarker discovery’ (PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 11.4

lakh: 2011-2013

§ ‘Feasibility of a low cost image based approach for safe and optimal resection of brain

tumors – a pilot study’ (PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 60 lakh: 2008-2011

§ ‘Efficacy and safety of AP 12009 in adult patients with recurrent or refractory anaplastic

astrocytoma (WHO grade III) as compared to standard treatment with temozolomide or

BCNU: a randomized, actively controlled, open-label clinical phase III study (SAPPHIRE)’

(PI), Antisense Pharma, Rs. 17.75 lakh: 2009-2011

Dr. Robin Mukhopadhyaya

§ Member: Scientific Advisory Council, Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology,

Thiruvananthapuram

§ Member: Scientific Advisory Council, ICMR Virus Unit, NICED, Kolkata

§ Member: DBT Task Force on ‘Infectious Disease Biology’

§ Member: CSIR-NET - Life Sciences Committee

§ Member: DBT-JRF Examination (BET) Committee

§ Examiner, Ph.D. theses: JNU, New Delhi; University of Pune, Pune; Indian Institute of

Science, Bangalore; University of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram; University of Hyderabad,

Hyderabad.

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Delivery of therapeutic/ anti-HCV gene through a lentiviral vector’, sub-project under

DBT’s Centre of Excellence (COE) for Research on Hepatitis C virus: DBT, Rs. 40.54 lakh:

2008-2011

§ ‘Anti-HIV activity of aminoglycoside antibiotics-peptide conjugates’, DBT & ICMR, Rs. 23.82

lakh, 2008-2011.

Dr. Rita Mulherkar

§ Elected Fellow of the National Academy of Sciences , India: 2011

§ President, Indian Society for Cell Biology, 2009-2011

§ President: Indian Association for Cancer Research, 2009-2012

§ Member, Board of Studies in Life Sciences, Homi Bhabha National Institute (Deemed

University): 2009 onwards.

§ Member, Board of Directorate: WIN Consortium, Paris: 2010-2012

§ Member, DBT-IIT Partnership Program, DBT: 2011-2013

§ Member, Task force for Chronic Disease Biology: DBT

§ Member, Technical Screening Committee, Small Business Innovation Research Initiative,

DBT-BCIL

§ Member, Wos-A Life Sciences, DST

§ Member, ICMR Project Review Committee, Non-Communicable Disease

§ Member, Cell Biology Based Therapeutic Drug Evaluation Committee: DCGI

§ Special Invitee, Steering Committee: ‘Drugs from the Sea’ Program of Ministry of Earth

Sciences, New Delhi

§ Member, Scientific Advisory Committee, SRL, Mumbai

§ Member, Editorial Board: J Biosciences, Intl J Cellular Molec Med, Human Gene Therapy,

J Biotechnol
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§ Review Panel: Cancer Lett. Indian J Med Sci, Cancer Gene Therapy, Current Sci, Drug

Profiles, J Cancer Res Clin Oncol, Thoracic Cancer

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Identification of specific genetic alterations in cervical cancer by genome wide LOH and

copy number analysis’ (PI), DST, Rs. 37.45 lakh: 2010-2013

§ ‘Delineation of prognostic biomarkers of progression of cervical cancer’ (PI), DBT, Rs.

39.04 lakh + Rs. 4.78 lakh: 2006-2011

Mr. Satish Munnolli

§ MLA Cunningham Memorial International Fellowship: Visit to Health Science libraries at

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, Rockefeller University, Cornell University, and

The Kim Barrett Memorial Library, New York; National Library of Medicine, History of

Medicine, National Institutes of Health, and Library of Congress, Washington DC; Bio-

Medical Library, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA: May 2011

§ Member: Medical Library Association, USA: 2011

Dr. Vedang Murthy

§ Tenure Membership: American Society for Therapeutic Radiology & Oncology: 2011

§ Editor: Special Issue on ‘Oral Cancers’, J Cancer Res Therapeutics: 2011

§ Reviewer: Radiotherapy Oncology

§ NABH Member: Comprehensive on-site review, Hinduja Hospital and Research Centre,

Mumbai: January 2011

Extramural / Intramural Grant

§ ‘Prospective randomised trial of prostate only or pelvic RT in high risk prostate cancer’

(PoP RT trial) (PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 19.92 lakh: 2011-2016

Mrs. Chital Naresh

§ First Prize: ‘Patient feedback and patient satisfaction analysis’ (Poster presentation), First

National Quality Conclave, MS Ramaiah Hospital, Bangalore: December 2011

Dr. Shashank Ojha

§ Organizer: National Voluntary Blood Donor Day celebrations, ACTREC, Navi Mumbai:

October 1, 2011

§ Organizer: Safe Blood Component Transfusion Practices, ACTREC, Navi Mumbai: January

21, 2011

Mr. Anand Patil

§ Reviewer: J Pharmaceutical Sciences

Dr. Asha Ramchandani

§ Treasurer: Indian Association for Cancer Research, 2009-2012

Dr. Pritha Ray

§ Member, Associate Editorial Board: Amer J Nuclear Med and Molec Imaging

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Development of a PI3KCA sensor to monitor/ image the molecular dynamics of acquired

chemo resistance in ovarian cancer cells using reporter gene technology’, TMC - IRG –,

Rs. 7 lakh: 2011-2012

§ ‘Detection of underlying key molecular switches for acquirement of chemo resistance in

patients with relapsed epithelial ovarian carcinoma and Identification of novel peptide

ligands for early detection of acquired chemoresistance in recurrent epithelial ovarian

carcinoma’, TMC - SIA, Rs. 10 lakh: 2011-2012

Prof. Rajiv Sarin

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘ICMR Centre for Advanced Research in Cancer Genomics at ACTREC’ (PI), ICMR, Rs. 60.85

lakh: 2006-2011

§ ‘Tata Memorial Centre – International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) – India Project’

(PI), DBT, Rs. 5.39 crore: 2009-2012



149§ ‘Breast cancer genetics, environment and lifestyle study in familial and non familial breast

cancer risk (BrCaGel study)’ (PI), Rs. 45.04 lakh: 2010-2011

Dr. A Sengupta

Extramural / Intramural Grant

§ ‘Study of the effects of hyperbaric oxygen and hypothermia on mammary tumours in

C3H JAX mice and SCID mice’(Co-PI), TMC-IRG, Rs. 5.17 lakh: 2010-2011

Dr. Neelam Shirsat

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Genome wide expression profiling to determine the molecular basis of sensitivity to

temozolomide in patients with Glioblastoma multiforme’ (PI), ICMR, Rs. 9.91 lakh: 2010-

2011

§ ‘microRNA control of WNT signaling pathway in medulloblastoma, a common paediatric

malignant brain tumour’ (PI), Terry Fox Foundation, Rs. 7.5 lakh: 2011-2012

§ ‘Delineation of miRNA control of WNT signaling driven medulloblastomas by development

of transgenic mouse model’ (PI), DBT, Rs. 47.89 lakh: 2011-2014.

Dr. Tanuja Teni

§ Joint Secretary: Indian Association for Cancer Research, 2009 - 2012

§ Reviewer: Indian J. Experimental Biology, Indian J. Medical Research

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§  ‘Comparative evaluation of anti-proliferative and apoptosis-inducing potential of topical

curcumin gels versus plain curcumin in hamster buccal pouch carcinogenesis model’ (Co-

PI), TMC -IRG, Rs 4.57 lakh: 2009-2012.

§ ‘Quantitative estimation and evaluation of HPV16/18 DNA in pretreatment, post treatment

and follow up evaluation in carcinoma cervix, II - IIIB treated with radical radiation or

chemo-radiation therapy: an observational study’ (Co-PI), TMC – IRG, Rs. 6.94 lakh: 2009-

2012

Dr. Rahul Thorat

§ International Award for Young Scientist: Japanese Association for Laboratory Animal

Science (JALAS) for 2010, awarded in 2011.

§ Member, CPCSEA Link Nominee: Institutional Animal Ethics Committee, Gahlot Institute

of Pharmacy, Navi Mumbai

Dr. Ashok K Varma

§ Organizer: DBT-BTIS Workshop, ACTREC, Navi Mumbai: February 17-18, 2011

§ Joint Organizer: Indo-US Symposium/ Workshop on ‘Modern Trends in Macromolecular

Structures’, IIT-B, Mumbai: February 21-24, 2011

§ Examiner: Ph. D. Thesis, Gautam Buddh Technical University, Lucknow

§ Reviewer: J Molecular Modeling

Extramural/ Intramural Grants

§ ‘Structural and functional characterization of RAP80; a novel h-BRCA1 interacting protein

involved in the mediations of DNA damage responses’ (PI), DBT, Rs. 69.19 lakh: 2010-

2012

§ ‘Molecular modeling and identification of small-molecule inhibitors for BRCT domains in

different proteins involved in the pathways of tumor formation; a Bioinformatics approach

to predict cancer risk mutations’ (PI), DBT, Rs. 40.95 lakh: 2010-2012

§ ‘Structural and functional approaches to evaluate BRCA1/2: (1) a gene for genetic

counseling (2) target for drug-discovery/ design’ (PI), TMC –SIA, Rs. 30 lakh: 2011-2012;

DBT- Bioinformatics, 2010-2012

Dr. Milind Vaidya

Extramural / Intramural Grant

§ ‘Role of cytokeratin 8 and 18 in differentiation and transformation of epithelial cells’ (PI),

DBT, Rs. 41 lakh: 2009-2012
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Dr. Prasanna Venkatraman

§ Member, Review Panel: J. Biological Science

§ Reviewer: Current Science

§ Reviewer: Grant applications submitted to BRNS, DBT, CSIR and DST

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Identification of a novel ATP binding site in 14-3-3 zeta and elucidation of its ATP

dependent functions’ (PI), DBT, Rs. 10.46 lakh: 2009-2010, extended to 2012

§ ‘A system wide approach to elucidate novel functions of gankyrin an oncoprotein and

strategies to inhibit its functions’ (PI), TMC - SIA, Rs. 15 lakh: 2011-2012

Dr. Sanjeev Waghmare

§ Assistant Professor: Homi Bhabha National Institute (Deemed University), Mumbai: 2011

Dr. Ujjwala Warawdekar

§ Election Officer: Indian Association of Cancer Research, 2011

§ Reviewer: Cytotechnol, Clinical Chem Lab Med

Dr. Surekha Zingde

§ Member, Board of Studies in Life Sciences, Homi Bhabha National Institute (Deemed

University): 2005 onwards

§ Member, Expert Committee (Medical Sciences), CSIR SRF interviews: 1998 onwards

§ Member: Animal Sciences and Biotechnology Research Committee, Extramural Projects,

CSIR: 2008-2011

§ Domain Expert & Group Member: Monitoring committee of the CSIR project on Discovery

and validation of new biomarkers for head & neck cancer in Indian population: July 2010

onwards.

§ Member: Basic Science Committee of BRNS: 2001 onwards; renewed in 2010

§ Joint Secretary: Proteomics Society-India: 2009-2012 (also Founder Member)

§ Examiner: PhD theses, JNU and Pune University

§ Reviewer: J of Genetics, Indian J Exptl Biology

Extramural / Intramural Grants

§ ‘Post translational modifications of cytokeratin 8 and 18: potential biomarkers for cancer

of buccal mucosa’ (PI), LTMT, Rs. 15.16 lakh: 2008-2011

§ ‘Evaluation of the identified proteomic markers for predicting nodal metastasis and

survival in oral squamous cell cancer’ (PI), TMC – SIA, Rs. 25 lakh: 2011-2012

§ ‘Screening of anticancer drugs from the sea’ (Co-PI), Ministry of Earth Sciences, Rs. 2.00

crore, 2007-2012
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